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CHAPTER  1

500-YEAR  DAKOTA  FLOOD?  NO!
MAN-CREATED  DISASTER

INCREDIBLE  GOLD-CERTIFICATE  BAIL-OUT  OFFER

Editor’s note: Now that you’ve read a TRUTHFUL outlay about the engineered shenanigans sur-
rounding this flood/fire disaster and other unprecedented weather explosions in the Upper Mid-
west, here is V.K. Durham’s proposed solution to the disaster-related debt bills that are piling up
rapidly.  Her brilliant proposal to the politicians utilizes the now-becoming-infamous old gold cer-
tificate that the crooks in high places are desperately trying to invalidate and hide away from the
public spotlight.  So, let’s not let that happen!

Oh—and let me (E.Y.) add just one other interesting and—ahem—”purely coincidental” note here
before we leave the subject of the weather-modification possibilities suggested in the article above.
I was wondering how many of you out there in our readership are aware that MUCH weather-
control research has been carried out over the past 30 years at (of all places to hide such efforts)
the South Dakota School of Mines and Technology!  I am personally aware of one “incident” that
happened there, about 20 years ago now, where ignorant researchers, playing around with weather-
modification experiments, caused much damage and at least one death from having created an
instant downpour that “came out of nowhere” and caught all by surprise.

Coincidence, or connections with what is going on right now in the Upper Midwest?  You decide!

But by all means, don’t miss V.K. Durham’s brilliant “chess match” below with the Elite Crooks
(and their various controlled puppets) in the form of a generous flood-relief bail-out offer to the
affected areas.  Now how will they hide it?  And who will want to use it RATHER THAN hide it?  A
tug-of-war?  As I said on the Front Page, don’t blink, ‘cause things are moving fast now and getting
quite interesting!

*          *          *

V. K. DURHAM, U. S. PRIMARY CREDITOR
Trustee, Executrix, Signatory and OWNER

U. S.-ASSUMED “CONTRACTED DEBT”, NATION OF
PERUCERTIFICATE OF INDEBTEDNESS of May 1, 1875

BY LEGISLATIVE RESOLUTION & PRESIDENTIAL
AUTHORIZATION ASSUMPSITED BY THE U.S.; RATIFIED BY BOTH U.S. HOUSES

COMMUNICATED BY FAX

April 28, 1997

TO: U.S. Department of Treasury “Trust”
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Attention Russell Munk, S.A.
202 622-1956

AND

The Duly Constituted Congress of the United States
U.S. Congressmen: D. Hunter, Scarboro, Pomery, Chenoweth, Burton, Armey, Archer, with responsi-
bility to distribute to other U.S. Congressional Members.
202 225-7700, 225-3029, 226-0893, 225-4381, 225-0016

RE: Outstanding balance of accrued interest due on the Commodity Contract of May 1, 1875, denomi-
nated in U.S. gold coin and/or bullion, amounting to $206,858,581,465,280,000,000.00 up to May 1,
1990 as calculated by the Federal Reserve Banking System in Los Angeles, California, in 1989.  This
amount does not reflect additional interest due from May 1, 1990 to May 1, 1997.

NOTE: The ownership of this CERTIFICATE OF INDEBTEDNESS OF PERU contract was re-con-
firmed, re-affirmed on August 21, 1989 by order No. 7309, Document No. 046 by the Peruvian
Government’s Counsel General pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 1740 & 1741.  A Constitutional Lien, duly filed of
record in the Washington County Court House (Illinois) (No. 189951), was noticed to, and subsequently
acknowledged by President Clinton August 2, 1994.  The prevailing laws in this matter are the laws of
1875; no later laws can or shall by Constitutional Law be imposed upon this contract.

Mr. Munk and Congress:

It has been brought to my attention that the Federal Reserve Banking “Trust” System is scheduled for
“phasing out” and the World Bank with a “World Currency” will take over all outstanding debts of the
(u)nited States, and the United States Federal Government, once FEMA cannot pay the flood insurances
on these prime Heartland CROP Flood Disaster Areas.  Whereupon, and at which time, based upon
unconstitutional Public Law 94-564 (An agreement which, by Constitution, must have a beginning date
and ending date and  cannot exceed a period of four [4] years, and which can only be extended by
Congress and shall be ratified by Congress no later than two [2] years after such agreement is entered into
or it shall be Null and Void) which, when accessed by the Federal Advisor Committee Act (currently under
Federal Congressional Investigation D. Burton, [IND.]), by present and past presidents who enter into
Treaties which are mistakenly and unconstitutionally allowed to prevail over the Primary Treatsie-Treaty
with the Sovereign civil (Citizens’) Government of the territorial united States, by contract with and to the
Central Civil Government of the United States which will cause loss of sovereignty by Constitution if not
stopped by duly constituted Congress.

Also, it has been brought to my attention (as Primary Creditor of the United States) that certain most
favored nations, through FACA and Public Law 94-564 and Public Law 89-497 not authorized by the
U.S. Congress whereas and whereby said Most Favored Nations (example: “Agreement Between the
United States of America and Other Governments”.  “Treaties and Other International Act Series 12087”,
Public Law 89-497, Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
as done November 19, 1984 known as The Inter-American Investment Corporation) are “loaned or
given” $20 to $30 billion American TAX dollars to join these private, vested-interest groups under the
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guise of “Most Favored Nation Status” under the FEDERAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE ACT
accompliced by THE EXECUTIVE OFFICE and appointed committees who also have vested interests
which constitute a conflict of interest in the highest official offices in the United States.

Public Law 89-497

Under ARTICLE I:  PURPOSE AND FUNCTIONS

Section 1.  Purpose.  The purpose of the Corporation shall be to promote the economic development of its
regional developing member countries by encouraging the establishment, expansion, and modernization of
private enterprises, preferably those that are small and medium-scale, in such a way as to supplement the
activities of the Inter-American Development Bank (hereinafter referred to as “the Bank”).

Enterprises with partial share participation by government or other public entities, whose activities strengthen
the private sector of the economy, are eligible for financing by the Corporation.

NOTE:  Congress, those of you who are not a party to this Corporation with a vested interest, must review
this Corporation and its officers for, as you and I know, only 2% of the people in these Corporation
Member Nations own land, have industry, or are allowed to produce anything other than drug-related
crops.

Also NOTE: Resources (ARTICLE II) Section 2 (a).  The initial authorized capital stock of the Corpora-
tion shall be two-hundred-million dollars of the United States of America.

(b)  The authorized capital stock shall be divided into twenty thousand (20,000) shares having a par value
of ten thousand dollars of the United States of America (US$10,000) each.  Any shares not initially
subscribed by the founding members in accordance with Section 3 (a) of this Article shall be available for
subsequent subscription in accordance with Section 3 (d) hereof.

Congress (Burton etalii): ARTICLE VII.  “Juridical Personality, Immunities, Exemptions and Privileges”

Section 1.  Scope.

To enable the Corporation to fulfill its purpose and functions with which it is entrusted, the status, immuni-
ties, exemptions and privileges set forth in this Article shall be accorded to the Corporation in the territories
of each member country.

NOTE:  This is WHY no American Citizen can access the MEMBER Courts against any Corporation
belonging to, or a member of, The Inter-American Investment Corporation for they have immunity privi-
leges from U.S. District TERRITORIAL COURTS AND/OR STATE CIVIL COURTS, pursuant to
JURIDICAL PERSONALITY (owned laws, i.e., Public Laws).

Section 2.  Juridical Personality  (PERSONAL Laws of Corporation)

“The Corporation shall possess juridical personality and, in particular, full capacity:”
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CONGRESS (Burton, etalii):  This is a private corporation exercising the power of the United States,
incorporated globally with elect members identified as “Most Favored Nations”, operating on U.S. Tax
dollars, with “IMMUNITY” to any laws other than Corporate Articles (many members of the U.S. Con-
gress, Senate, and State levels of Government will probably be discovered in this corporation), This
agreement establishing THE INTER-AMERICAN INVESTMENT CORPORATION, also known as
Public Law 89-497, approved July 8, 1985 (80 Stat. 271, 1 U.S.C. 113) as an agreement done at
Washington November 19, 1984, entered into force March 23, 1986.

CONGRESS: How could you allow this to occur?  It is NOT Constitutional; it creates a Constitutional
Disability upon this Constitutional United States!

This agreement was made under The Federal Advisory Committee Act, by and under the authority of an
APPOINTEE of the President of the United States, The Secretary of State.

CONGRESSMAN BURTON WOULD HAVE NO DIFFICULTY IN DETERMINING WHY THE
PRESIDENTIAL CONTRIBUTIONS BY “BUY-IN NATIONS” ON THE SELLING-OUT OF THE
UNITED STATES ARE MADE TO THE DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL PARTY AND THE REPUBLI-
CAN NATIONAL PARTY, FOR “PARTY AFFILIATES”, AND “MOST FAVORED NATION BUY-
ING EXECUTIVES”, EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE “POWERS AND PRIVILEGES” WITH TREATY
AGREEMENTS OF THE CORPORATION OF IMMUNITY.

CONGRESS: It is your duty as  Duly Constituted officers of Public Trust Offices of the PEOPLE, by Oath
or Affirmation, TO REPEAL THESE REPUGNANCES and bring forth a Duly Constituted Tribunal of a
fully informed, duly constituted, Article III Grand Jury for prosecution of these “Corporation Members”
who allege immunity to all laws other than corporation Articles of Incorporation.

At this time, Congress, it is incumbent upon my oath for me to require of the U.S. Congress: (a) Invocation
of THE RULE OF DECISION; (b) The Article VI Constitutional Laws made in Pursuance to the Consti-
tution of the United States; (c) Admiralty Law sub. 1-9: SAVING CONSTITUTIONAL COMMON
LAW; (d) The Judiciary Act of 1789, Section 11, SAVING “Constitutional Common Law of the Land”;
preserving THE INHERENT, INVIOLABLE, PERPETUAL, RIGHTS AS RATIFIED DECEMBER
15, 1791; whereas the sole purpose and INTENT pursuant to the Fifth Article of the original Constitution,
the conventions of a number of states having at the time of their adopting the Constitution expressed a
desire, in order to prevent misconstruction or abuse of its power, that further declatory and restrictive
clauses should be added, and as extending the ground of public confidence in the Government will best
insure the beneficent ends of its institution.

These Public Laws are NOTWITHSTANDING against the Constitution of the United States; there-
fore, you MUST do your sworn duties as office holders of Offices of Public Trust and (1) IMPEACH, (2)
RESCIND, (3) REPEAL, (4) NULLIFY AND VOID, (5) PROSECUTE THE PERPETRATORS WHO
CONSPIRE TO OVERTHROW THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES WITH CORPO-
RATE AGREEMENTS, TREATIES, AND IMMUNITY, AND EXCEPTIVE PRIVILEGES.

On another, although related subject: According to my sources, which I respect and deem highly credible,
the flooding river channels have not been dredged to an acceptable depth in over 20 years, not since
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CAPTAIN MILLER left the U.S. Corps of Engineers.

Also, I am told that various Senators and Congressmen, both State and Federal, have since set up a
Corporation which NOW has the dredging contracts.  Also, this same group allegedly sold off the Ste
Gen, the primary dredge barge.

These same Senators, Congressmen, etalii, have vested interests in GAMBLING BOATS commonly
called CASINOS on these NON-DREDGED RIVERS.

This ONCOMING FLOODING SITUATION will devastate prime Heartland croplands.  Due to prob-
able flooding this will create a disaster for the residents residing along these flood pathways, which flooding
is caused by non dredging of the river channels and this will create new playgrounds for the gambling
casino owners.  Fish Clubs will also come to the forefront along with hunting clubs, golf clubs, country
clubs, natural tour guiding industry and so on.  These will come on the heels of the pending and disastrous
flooding situations which will bring about FEMA under the RAMSAR Treaty/Agreement to CONFIS-
CATE all homes and lands from the current owners and tenants.  (Inter-American Investment Corpora-
tion.) (G 7)

FEMA will be unable to pay the flood insurances.  The Federal Reserve Banking TRUST System will
declare insolvency and will be taken over by American Tax Payer’s dollars, in the guise of “new backers”,
which are the same old BANKING BOYS under a new name.  The new name is the New One World
Order One World Bank, with a single currency.  (Inter-American Investment Corporation.) (G 7)

MR. MUNK, GENTLEMEN AND LADIES OF THE U.S. CONSTITUTIONAL CONGRESS, who
do NOT have vested interest in this repugnant, unconstitutional, deliberate destruction of this UNION OF
REPUBLICS, please recognize what is going on here.

For the Federal Reserve Banking “TRUST” System holding A FIDUCIARY TRUST with the Govern-
ment (Citizens) of the (u)nited States who are the contracting parties as the sovereign NINTH and TENTH
Amendments, Civil governments of THE TERRITORIAL states of the Union of the Republic by
“TREATSIE/TREATY” with the Civil government of the United States authorized by CONSTITUTIONAL
CONTRACT (Enabling Act) to be a CONSPIRING PARTY by guile, guise and deception in deliberate
destruction of the Union’s Constitution and economic structure accompliced by conflict of interest, vested
interest senators and governors, congressmen and members of the judiciary with a common denominator
being the International and National Bar Associations which controvert, pervert, abuse, misconstrue by
excessive abusive and unconscionably repugnant and unconstitutional acts of legal willfulness, with mali-
cious intent to deceive the American people and overthrow this Union of Republics BY INTENTION-
ALLY CAUSING FLOODING DISASTERS BY NOT PROPERLY DREDGING THE CHANNELS
OF OUR RIVERS, WITH MALICIOUS INTENT TO CAUSE SAID FLOODING, AND BRING-
ING ABOUT A COLLAPSE OF THE MONETARY SYSTEM (a SHAM as the American Tax dollars
are being reorganized into the WORLD BANK and a “single currency” not based on Constitutionally
Lawful money) whereas the President can only find $200 million available for flood victims while he gives
away billions of dollars to aliens thereby accomplicing and accommodating the private Corporation, the
Inter-American Investment Corporation, by acts against public policy, excessive misconstruction and abuse
of powers of office of Public Trust.
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Actions such as these are a slap in the face of every American citizen who has fought in wars, participated
in police actions, worked, farmed, manufactured, produced, built industries, manufacturing plants, mills
and foundries, and PAID TAXES in this country.

CONGRESSMEN, LADIES, AND MR. MUNK of the Department of Treasury: BILL CLINTON, Sir
GEORGE BUSH, Sir COLIN POWELL etalii (common law for “and others”) HAVE NOW GONE
PUBLIC, ASKING FOR THE AMERICAN CITIZENS TO “VOLUNTEER”.  Well, it’s time and I
volunteered.

I, as the 52% (fifty-two percent) PRIMARY CREDITOR of the United States, and as the Trustee of the
Russell E. Herrmann-Herrman-Herman ESTATE, consisting of 48% as Primary Creditor on a CON-
TRACT debt assumed by the United States and ratified by both U.S. Houses, later “assumpsited” by the
Federal Reserve Banking Trust System herein CALL THE OUTSTANDING DEBT.

As the Primary Creditor of the United States, this NATIONAL OUTSTANDING, ASSUMED CON-
TRACTED DEBT of which I, V.K. Durham, as TRUSTEE for the Beneficiaries, i.e., The Sovereign Civil
Governments of the TERRITORIAL states of the UNION OF REPUBLICS do herein Declare, Pledge
and Assign, to each of the FLOOD DISASTER STATES, AND PENDING SCHEDULED (DUE TO
NON DREDGING OF RIVER CHANNELS) FLOOD DISASTER STATES, ONE BILLION DOL-
LARS FOR RESTORATION OF THEIR COMMUNITIES.  IF THIS IS NOT ENOUGH, inform me
for “this is your tax dollars at work”!  Mr. Munk at the U.S. Department of Treasury knows this to be true
as do those Congressmen and Senators aforementioned who have a conflict of interest and vested inter-
ests in the INTER-AMERICAN INVESTMENT CORPORATION.  This is NOT a constitutional, law-
ful or authorized corporation.  I will repeat: “THIS IS YOUR TAX DOLLARS AT WORK”.  When the
United States assumes other nations’ debts, YOUR TAX DOLLARS PAY THESE DEBTS.

The flood disaster states and pending flood disaster states are as follows: New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio,
West Virginia, Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois, Tennessee, Mississippi, Louisiana, Arkansas (Prez, you should
love this one), Oklahoma, Kansas, Missouri, Iowa, Nebraska, Minnesota, Wisconsin, N. Dakota, S.
Dakota, Wyoming, Colorado, Idaho and Montana.

CONGRESSMEN, LADIES AND MR. MUNK:  This is comprised of 24 contiguous states of the
UNION which are scheduled to be wiped out by the deliberate non dredging of our river channels.

In the meantime this same President of the United States, under Public Law 94-564 (the original GATT)
and the Federal Reserve Banking TRUST System has caused an agreement (first entered into in 1947)
misleading the American citizens, industry and producers and deceived the U.S. Congress into voting into
law the GATT agreement which has exceeded its constitutionally mandatory limit of ratification by the U.S.
Congress within two years which makes it “a nullity voided by and extinguished by the Constitution itself”.
And conspiring as another avenue of destruction of American economics under the guidance of co-con-
spirators, members of the Inter-American Investment Corporation.  Frankly, the only constitutionally law-
ful thing in all of this is this contract which I hold.  Mr. Munk knows this as do those who conspire to
destroy the sovereignty of the union.

For an Article III Jurisdiction U.S. District Court to controvert and pervert the constitutional laws per
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Article VI of said Constitution of the United States and dismiss a murder case (ancillary jurisdiction)
whereas said judge did breach and violate and fail to perform his sworn duty as a U.S. Dist. Court-
appointed judge of this Southern Illinois District per the laws of the Constitution, per the VIth Article, in
an attempt to keep this 48 percent which belongs, per the Will, to the sovereign civil government of the
territorial states of the United States for the purposes of restoration of industry, manufacturing, production,
jobs, housing, health care, education and so forth, per constitutional law, whereas said estate monies were
to be used the way the people desired the monies to be used as aforementioned, compounding the Mispri-
sion of Felony constituting obstruction of justice which is a breach of this Judge’s Oath constituting un-
conscionable acts by the court.  Now therefor, the case was dismissed to accommodate the Inter-Ameri-
can Investment Corporation members’ “immunity privileges”.

I, V.K. Durham, am the remaining 52 percent owner of that CERTIFICATE OF INDEBTEDNESS OF
PERU “contracted” and “assumpsited debt” of which the accrued interest is now due and payable by the
United States.

(1)  Since the constitutional laws are thrown out the windows by appointees who have taken oaths to
faithfully execute those constitutional laws upon the instructions of the appointor, then I am given little
choice other than: PLEDGING AND ASSIGNING FROM MY 52 PERCENT ON THE ACCRUED,
ASSUMPSITED, PLIGHTED FAITH OF THE U.S. GOVERNMENT BY ACT OF CONGRESS
AND THE SENATE, OUTSTANDING DEBT INTEREST DUE AND PAYABLE BY:

(2)  Pledging and Assigning portions of that accrued, assumpsited U.S. debt interest to the flooding states
as

(3)  Voluntary gifting (per Sir George Bush, Sir Colin Powell, Oliver North and Mr. Bill Clinton’s present
Volunteer Program) as volunteering to assist these sovereign civil governments of the territorial states of the
Union of Republics contracted to the Central, Federal Government by Enabling Acts whereas said Central
Federal Government is contracted to act in the aforementioned’s best interest and on their best behalf in
common defense of said contracting parties, i.e., the sovereign civil governments of the territorial states of
the union of the republic by contracting of Constitution of the United States.  The primary contract by
treatsie/treaty as Primary Treaty with the Union of Republics.

The primary issues are the Constitution contracted to the Central Federal Government and a constitution-
ally, legislative, assumpsited, ratified Certificate of Indebtedness contract of the Nation of Peru, assumpsited
upon direction of the President of the United States, T. Roosevelt; Secretary of State, Elihu Root and the
War Department’s representative Pershing ratified by both U.S. Houses as the plighted faith of the United
States by act of Congress, by act of the Senate of the United States, ratified.  Of course you already know
all of this, Congress and Mr. Munk, however it is always best to reestablish in writing the facts as related
and co-related.

Mr. Clinton has managed to find “$200 million” for these flood victims.  This is not nearly enough to cover
losses.  However, one must keep in mind that in Mr. Clinton’s mind the International Monetary Fund
Bretton Woods Agreement, also known as Public Law 94-564, Disaster Relief only applies to restoration
of “alien-foreign nations”.  The citizen’s government of the (u)nited States are somehow not high on Mr.
Clinton’s agenda for, in the event these flood disaster victims were alien-foreign nations, Mr. Clinton’s
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priority would indeed be qualified for $20-$30 BILLION to restore whatever requires restoration.

When you called me in August of 1995, Mr. Munk, you asked me what you should do or what I thought
you should do about this contracted debt and this is recorded on tape and at that time I apprised you TO
PAY THE DEBT.

This Certificate of Indebtedness of the Nation of Peru is a contracted debt.  Article I, Clause 10 of the
CONTRACTED Constitution of the United States PROHIBITS IMPEDING OF CONTRACTS.
Article VI of said Constitution as aforementioned BY CONTRACT (Fletcher v. Peck, U.S. S. Ct. 1810,
and Marbury v. Madison, U.S. S. Ct. 1803, “constitutional Law” in RES JUDICATA) is a “Contracting of
Seven Articles of Law” governing this and these United States CONTRACTED to THE UNION OF
REPUBLICS of the Sovereign Civil Governments of the TERRITORIAL States of the (u)nited States by
Enabling Act, also a “CONTRACT” by Constitutional Article VI “TREATY PROVISIONS”.

Article VI of the CONTRACTED Constitution of the United States:

Section 1:  All Debts contracted and Engagements entered into before the Adoption of this Constitution,
shall be as valid against the United States under this Constitution as under the Confederation.

Section 2:  This Constitution and the Laws of the United States which shall be made in pursuance (key
word) thereof and all Treaties (the Territories had not been added nor the Indian Treaties concluded)
made, or which shall be made (pertaining to the Territories not included in the original states) under the
Authority (Enabling Acts) (contracting to the Central Government for COMMON DEFENSE, GEN-
ERAL WELFARE AND PROTECTION OF COMMERCE, INDUSTRY AND PRODUCTION TO
INSURE THE CITIZENS TREATING WITH THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT FOR PROTEC-
TION OF THE AFOREMENTIONED AGAINST “THE MORE EXPERIENCED EUROPEAN
MANUFACTURERS AND PRODUCERS” IMPORTING LIKE GOODS OF LESSER PRICE AND
QUALITY THAN COULD BE PRODUCED OR MANUFACTURED BY THE CITIZENS OF THE
(u)NITED STATES—IN ORDER NOT TO DISCOURAGE THE AMERICAN INDUSTRY AND
PRODUCERS FROM INDUSTRY, PRODUCTION, EXPORTATION OF DOMESTIC PRODUCE
WHICH WOULD AND COULD DESTROY (1) THE EQUITY BASE OF AMERICAN CITIZENS,
(2) THE ECONOMIC BASE OF THE SOVEREIGN CIVIL GOVERNMENTS OF THE TREATSIE/
TREATY TERRITORIAL STATES, NOT ORIGINAL MEMBERS OF THE ORIGINAL STATES
WHO CONTRACTED WITH THE CENTRAL CIVIL GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES
BY ENABLING ACTS) whereupon and whereas each treating territorial state of the Union Of Republics
WOULD STAND ON EQUAL FOOTING WITH THE ORIGINAL STATES OF THE UNITED
STATES (By Acts of Congress) shall be the supreme Law of the Land (The Rule of Decision); CONSTI-
TUTIONAL COMMON LAW OF ENGLAND AS ADOPTED BY CONSTITUTION OF THE
UNITED STATES and the judges in every state shall be bound thereby, any thing in the Constitution or
Laws of any State to the contrary (very important word) notwithstanding (another very important word).

Section 3:  The Senators and Representatives before mentioned and members of the several State legisla-
tures and all executive and judicial officers, both of the United States and of the several states (contract
states), shall be bound by oath or affirmation to support this Constitution but no religious test shall (man-
datory) ever be required as a qualification to any office or public trust under the United States.  [END OF
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QUOTING]

In 1913 the Federal Reserve Banking TRUST System did assume the outstanding U.S. Treasury Debts of
the United States.  However, pursuant to 12 U.S.C. sub. 411: The Federal Reserve can issue “legal
tender” (opposed to Lawful Constitutional Gold and Silver) and “submit that 10 cent piece of Legal
Tender to the U.S. Treasury Trust of Public Funds and under this Public Law 94-564 (International Law
of Nations which was not made in pursuance to the Constitutional VIth Article) and YOU, the U.S.
Treasury “trustees of public trust funds on deposit” accommodate this fraudulent Act accommodated by
unconscionable contract which allows the Federal Reserve a $38-40 dollar parity ratio under Public Law
94-564 which is diametrically opposed and controverts while perverting Article VI of said Constitution
of the United States.  It directly controverts and perverts Article I, Clause 10 as it impedes Constitutional
contract and contracts.

For this very purpose, causal of controverting and perverting of Constitutional Laws of the Land by the
Federal Reserve Banking TRUST System, whereas a constitutional repugnancy and constitutional disabil-
ity by Public Law 94-564’s unconstitutional theft of Treasury Trust funds held in Trust for the citizens by the
United States Department of Treasury (not the DOJ and not FACA, not by Executive Order, not by
International Public Law affecting the Bill of Rights) whereas no accounting (according to the Office of
Management and Budget) can be made of said “trust” dollars by the Federal Reserve Banking TRUST
System or the Alien, not registered IRS (incorporated OFFSHORE).  It lost its Corporation status due to
non payment of corporate dues in New York, Maryland and Delaware, nor the Depository Trust Corpo-
ration whereas hundreds of billions of U.S. Trust dollars are annually given to ALIEN Nations not a party
to the original Contract of Constitution by treatsie/treaty with the sovereign civil governments of the
Territorial states upon joining of the union of republics by Enabling Acts which constitute breach of con-
tract, contractual interference, breach of public trust, embezzlement of funds and goods, misconstruction
and abuse of contracted powers by controverting and perverting constitutional laws (common laws) per:
The Rule of Decision per Article VI of said Constitution of the United States.

The U.S. Congress has full jurisdiction over these repugnancies.  They, by Constitution, must address
these issues and ultimately address these issues herein.  They must rescind said Federal Reserve Banking
Act for acts against public policy and application of laws notwithstanding, i.e., laws not in conformance or
in pursuance to the Article VI mandatory provisions of Constitutional and Treatsie-Treaty laws with the
original contracting states and subsequent Treatsie-Treaty sovereign civil governments of the Territo-
rial states upon joining the UNION OF REPUBLICS whereas said laws per the constitutional CON-
TRACTED (Fletcher v. Peck, Marbury v. Madison, U.S. S. Ct Cases) Articles of Law and in particular
the SIXTH ARTICLE by controverting and perverting said constitutional contracted laws of Constitu-
tion, the laws made in conformance and pursuance to said Constitution of the United States, hereinafter
called “Alien Laws to the Constitution of the United States”, i.e., PUBLIC LAWS made by NON-AU-
THORIZED committees of the Executive Branch per FACA published in the Federal Register for 30 days
which allege to be laws of the United States.

We do not so read the Constitution (U.S. S. Ct. Rule of Decision, 1934-35).(1)  The laws at the time of
contract and only those laws are applicable to the CERTIFICATE OF INDEBTEDNESS OF PERU
CONTRACTED, ASSUMPSITED DEBT assumed by the United States, ratified by both U.S. Houses
(and you know this as do the Executives, past and present, as well as the U.S. Houses).  The Fourteenth
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Amendment states: “The debt of the United States shall not be challenged.”  I am not challenging;
I am requiring PAYMENT OF SAID ASSUMPSITED DEBT for the purposes of restoration of industry,
production, manufacturing, jobs, homes, education, health care, and flooding disaster (or other disaster)
victims, homes and properties.

(2)  The Estate is prepared and stands ready, willing, and able to pay off the National Debt (if any, and
shore up the Department of the Treasury (Public Trust accounts of the people) by underwriting, in lawful
American gold dollars per CERTIFICATE OF INDEBTEDNESS OF PERU CONTRACT of May 1,
1975 accrued interest outstanding, assumpsited, due and payable as a U.S. Debt per Article I,
Clause 10 (Contract Provisions), Article VI (Constitutional Laws), Article XIV (14) in RES JUDICATA
in commerce, i.e., Marbury v. Madison and Fletcher v. Peck, Constitutional Law cases precedented and
held by the U.S. S. Ct. 1803 and 1810 Grandfathered.  (Rule of Decision)

(3)  Jurisdiction lays with the U.S. Congress and U.S. Senate as the assumpsited debt of the United States
which was subsequently transferred to the Department of Treasury.  At a later date said assumpsited debt
was again assumpsited by the Federal Reserve Banking TRUST System in 1913.

Congress must, by the mandatory laws made in pursuance to the Constitution of the United States, as
the original assumptors of said debt, execute its duly constituted powers of office and public trust
and MANDATE the Federal Reserve Banking TRUST System pay this assumed debt of the
United States.

In addition, Congress must, per constitutional law (not public laws made by non-Authorized parties en-
forcing alien laws upon the people against public policy) allow this national debt resolution immediately.

As per our conversation in August of 1995, I am not concerned with these alien public laws as they are
“notwithstanding” against constitutional, Article VI mandatory provisions of laws made in pursuance to the
Constitution of the United States.

(4)  As you are aware, Mr. Munk, I did pledge and assign 10 billion dollars to Hellenic Express (you have
the paperwork in your office).

Subsequently Hellenic Express did authorize a contract with a Task Committee (ex) member in good
standing (who is not officially on the payroll of the Federal Government at this time and not subject to the
public policy provisions of 18 U.S.C., being a contracted entity).  I am now being told that the U.S.
Treasury Department has threatened prime international banking houses and brokerage houses
(two largest) with “revocation of licenses to do and conduct monetary business” if they proceed
to conduct business on this lawful contract.  Mr. Munk, this is a violation of the Article I, Clause 10,
provisions.  IT IMPEDES CONTRACTS!  Also, Mr. Munk, your U.S. Department of Treasury, in the
event this is true, has exceeded its lawful, Constitutional areas of jurisdiction and has violated, by controvert-
ing, perverting, misconstruing and abusing, its duly constituted powers of office of public trust.  This is a
nation of constitutional laws, Mr. Munk, NOT A NATION OF MOB RULE OR BOSS TWIGG
RULES.

(5)  Now, pursuant to number 4 above, jurisdiction for this breach and violation of constitutional laws,
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including and not excluding the FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT, your office impeded the lawful, con-
stitutional, contracted, assumpsited debt of the United States by acts of excessive, coercive,
misconstruction and abusive powers NOT authorized by any law whatsoever.

I shall expect a prompt, diligent response to this inquiry, from you, Mr. Munk, in writing forthwith.  Also, I
demand that Congress perform its sworn duty.

(6)  As to the national debt a constitutional, law abiding, non vested, non conflict of interest, duly consti-
tuted Congress (which will probably be all freshmen members due the older members having conflict of
interest), mandating their RECUSALS, prohibiting their mandory 2/3rds vote on assemblage which will
ultimately result in the constitutional determination by the Freshmen in Congress and Senate seats of BOTH
houses who have no conflict of interest or have not taken a “second oath” to any other entity other than the
offices of public trust as a duly elected representative “constituent oriented” oath of office of public trust (as
mandated) for resolution and determination pursuant to the Rule of Decision and Public Policy.

Now, therefore, I am requiring in writing a prompt and diligently comprehensive letter from YOU, Mr.
Munk, explaining this alleged impeding of a constitutional contract, allegedly exercised by the U.S. Trea-
sury Department which is an office of public TRUST who allegedly HAVE THREATENED TWO OF
THE LARGEST BROKERAGE HOUSES, NATIONALLY AND INTERNATIONALLY, WITH LOSS
OF SECURITY LICENSES TO CONDUCT MONETARY AND OTHER BANKING BUSINESS
“IF THEY WORKED ON MY CERTIFICATE OF INDEBTEDNESS OF PERU PERUVIAN CER-
TIFICATE OF INDEBTEDNESS OF PERU CONTRACT.

In closing I might add that my Estate is signed and “Sealed”.  So, if anyone gets any harebrained IDEAS to
cause me bodily harm or cause my DEMISE they had best THINK TWICE AND THEN TWICE AGAIN,
for in the event that should occur the ones who caused the demise will awaken to their worst nightmare,
and that is a pure fact.

Yours truly,

      need copy of  sign

V. K. DURHAM, Trustee, Recorded Owner of Record Certificate of Indebtedness, and Primary Credi-
tor of the United States
P.O. Box 477, Okawville, Illinois 62271  Telephone 618 243-5615,  FAX 618 243-5501

cc:  Hellenic Express
 Dr. Robert Knecht
 Governors and Mayors
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CHAPTER  2

REC  #1    HATONN

FRI., APR. 25, 1997  8:36 A.M.  YR.10, DAY 252

FRI.,  APR. 25,  1997

NO  FINISH  TO  DOING

When the body begins to fail and the Spirit lags a bit, what can you know?  You can certainly know that,
if you have made a “call” for further Higher Input, that you have a response waiting, and, that you have
certainly not exhausted your possibilities or alternatives.

Sometimes, chelas, there need to be pauses along the way to take stock of what you had, what you have,
and where you KNOW you are going.  This in turn requires that you take a long hard look at why there are
coming negative obstacles against you.  Nobody really bothers to kick a dead dog unless the kicker is a bit
“nuts” between the ears.  Dead issues are only kicked and rekicked to accomplish the annoyance and/or
to keep “somebody else” or “something else” stirring so that the kicker’s pot is somehow going unnoticed.
And KNOW that when your personal infirmities began to “settle” in the joints, it is time to get rid of,
release, puncture the trial balloons sent over your spaces, and go with GOD into the quiet places to listen
for the responses requested.  And above all else—PRAY FOR ONE ANOTHER SO THAT THE CON-
DUITS OF FLOW BE SUSTAINED OR REOPENED IF YOU PERCEIVE THEY HAVE BECOME
CLOGGED BY THE DEBRIS OF LIVING WHILE PLANNING.

KNOW that each seemingly negative happening or thwarted step forward is but a sign of confirmation in
your journey’s movement.  This is only TRUE however, if you walk in LIGHT and only honor truth and
goodness.

If you stop considering and reconsidering the medicine for your body, and focus on the medicine for the
mind, you will find it quite wondrous to have courage and challenge to step into tomorrow.  You aren’t at
any time lacking in opportunities but, rather, you become blind to the myriads of wondrous possibilities
awaiting your grasping them.  What is it that causes you to have to have someone else seek out and
recognize YOUR possibilities and opportunities?  It simply does not matter how young or how old you
are—if you want your life to thrive, you must have the courage to step into tomorrow and open the gift laid
before you.

BUT  I  HAVE  IDEAS  AND  THEY  DON’T

What you are really saying here is that you do have ideas but you don’t ACT ON THEM.  You think and
then wait for someone else to bring them into consideration and yet, friends, some things are not for others
to even consider FOR YOU or even WITH you.  How much of your “tomorrow” will you put aside or
toss away today out of carelessness or lack of motivation or self-confidence enough to fulfill your own
passage?  Remember that IDEAS ARE THE CREATIVE ELEMENT OF GOD HIMSELF.  How many
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ideas do you simply toss away?  If you, in addition, share a good idea and another takes it and improves
it, it was still your idea, and without the sharing, the improvement would not exist.

But how do you treat ideas?  You sort and consider, and when they have projected possibilities in good-
ness, you must act on them.  Otherwise they are like babies who perish from lack of proper care and
nourishment.  You must be gentle and respectful in your tenderness to the new infant idea.  Remember
that they can be easily negated and killed off before they can stand on their own two wondrous feet.  They
are the most valuable thing to enter into your life; don’t be disrespectful of them—especially just because
they are yours.  Another point of procedure is to toss them away or adopt them out to another because
you suffer insecurity in your own abilities.  Remember that you must give care and attention to their nour-
ishment, their feeding and care, so that they don’t get infected with doubts and negative counter-attacking
thoughts.  You have to shield them with love and appreciation lest they waste and fail to thrive JUST
BECAUSE.  Above all, treat them responsibly and do something with them—ideas have to have action by
their creator in order to become.

First, however, you have to make a decision, a choice, regarding whether or not you even BEGIN to
accept and act.

Most people who have good ideas turn from them and quickly go back to sleep and wait until the prover-
bial “Spring” arrives.  People fear failure, but what they really fear is that someone will note their failure.
But you can’t succeed or fail if you only hibernate your way through life.

Then, dear ones, there is a major tendency to find something cushy and simply lay back and take luxury in
whatever may have been a positive passing fancy.  You want to enjoy the pleasures of this life?  Then
KNOW that by acting on good ideas, and never ceasing to accept and recognize the ideas for their value
in action, you shall never grow old and bored.

What do you do when someone else’s actions regarding their ideas, good or bad in perception, impact
you?  Oh yes indeed, you search out your wounds and commiserate—with everyone who will gather with
you for your next consideration, and in these moments of commiseration you invariably make terrible
decisions.  If your negative hit against another somehow seems successful, how many of you continue to
commiserate with your brethren of the “cause” and plan something even worse to inflict upon your self-
appointed enemy?  This “catches you” in your own net of dead fish, friends.  Some people go until they are
STOPPED and that will come after the damage is cemented in LIGHT for all the world to see their lack of
intelligence in the first place.

Another approach to good ideas by doubtful people is to wait—wait and wait some more.  You must, yes,
make decisions before actions can be finished—but you must BEGIN to act, and if you are wise, you will
learn that when you ask GOD for input, you can expect the response and you will stop wasting precious
time and energy on continually arguing AGAINST your own idea but begin acting on it.  You do NOT need
to wait for some great inspiration to attack you—just get started and all else will follow or the way will
unfold before you like the pages turning in a book.  Even in mending or sewing on a button, it is far more
likely you will get the task finished if you get out your needle and thread.  If you wait until inspiration pours
all over you, then you can plan to wait forever.  Certainly, if you are a writer, you must at the least have
writing materials at hand and that is half the inspiration, and you will realize that the writing and inspiration
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take care of themselves if you do the beginning preparations before you suffer from inspirational overload.
If you wait until you “feel like it”, it is sure that probably you will NEVER feel like it.

SUCCESS

To have success there are two things mandatory from start-up.  You must “get started” and must NOT
“quit”.  Simple?  Well, you would think this concept to be so elusive as to have most people never think of
it.  People keep waiting, even, for their so-called “salvation” but guess what: “for God says: ‘In an
acceptable time I have heard you.  And in the day of salvation I have helped you.  Behold, now is the
accepted time; behold, now is the day of salvation.’”  You can find this in Cor. II, chapter six.

If you will simply consider, accept and act upon these principles of success, you will not fail and today you
will change your journey totally.  Just BEGIN, get started, and DO NOT QUIT.

In possibility thinking as expressed for your consideration by Dr. Schuller, he says the following:

“Attack your problem with courage and your possibility with enthusiasm.

“Ask the market what needs are undeveloped; the masters how to develop a new product; you mind
and hear what your real motives are and what price you’re willing to pay.

“Add up your strengths.  You can see.  You can hear.  You can read.  You can telephone.  You are stronger
than you think you are.

“Adjust your mind to the changing times.  You’ll never begin until you get with it.

“Accept the irrevocable negative realities.  And accept the fact that you can be successful—somewhere,
somehow, someway—anyway.”

It is still most important, however, that you must realize and recognize when you need “to hold on and
when to let go and, by all means, ask for Grace to know when to let go.”  But better yet—ask for Grace
to make the right decision and always make that decision in LIGHT and DIGNITY.

What do I mean by Light and Dignity?  Well, readers, you can grovel and pronounce one negative thought
after another upon self and ideas until there is nothing left of positive attitudes.  You must generate your
positive mood so that you can critique your idea without doing more than improving on it.  If you handle
everything with only positive emotions, i.e., love, optimism, faith, courage, humor, and confidence, you
CAN HAVE ONLY POSITIVE RESPONSE.  Linger in fear, distress, anger, doubt, depression, sad-
ness, worry and jealousy and you will bury self in negativity in immediate emotional cement of immobility—
and the outcome will be negative in outcome.

But, doesn’t the enemy use the same tactics?  Of course, BUT HE USES THEM NEGATIVELY AND
NEGATIVITY DOES NOT AND CAN NOT—CREATE.

It is long past time that you use detailed censorship of your own language and emotional realizations.  You
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must begin and continue to use the molding and positive manipulation of creative input and language.  You
can have, for instance, “stress”, which moves on into “distress”, or you can “address” the “stress” to
produce unlimited opportunities for other positive realizations.  Address the circumstance, and with just the
above-listed positive words—consider each one and see what a difference in your emotional attitudes
flood over your mind.  KNOW THAT THERE IS JOY, POSITIVE CREATIVE POSSIBILITIES, AND
GOD IN EVERY EVENT OR PERCEPTION.

Now use the negative words and check out the effect of each impact.  Which puts you down?  Is it not time
that you mold your own personality so that instantly you turn to the positive testing ground rather than that
destructive immobilizing negative field of waste?  You and only YOU will and can design and shape your
individual personality.  Make it great and make it joyous.  For YOU HAVE TO LIVE WITH IT.  If you will
do these things, from then on your personality will shape your destiny for the right words will manage or
mangle you personally and that choice is individually YOURS.  Choose carefully and leave the negativity to
your adversaries for they cannot compete against positive creativity.  You take the worst fact you can
conjure and turn it into a positive attribution.  Goodness doesn’t lose against bad things or ideas—bad
things and ideas flourish because GOOD MEN DO NOT ACT WITH GOOD IDEAS.

RECOGNIZE  YOUR  OWN  PERFECTION

I have reminded you prior to this that I must write for billions of individuals and, therefore, you can realize
that what I offer is for you as AN INDIVIDUAL.  I cannot affirm and reaffirm YOUR stance.  I can say
“you can do it” until those proverbial spongy-brained cows come home and it will do NOTHING.  You
MUST affirm your own realization that you “can do it”.  Realize that God is POSITIVE CREATION and
He makes no mistakes or imperfections and therefore every individual idea or thing has the highest poten-
tial for success and in DESERVING to succeed.  You will ACHIEVE exactly what you feel and know you
can achieve.  If you lose a leg but are determined to walk—you shall!  Simply put, has not man learned to
fly?  Who said you had to flap your arms in order to soar through the sky like a 747?  People, you must
affirm, grasp, seize, your rightful abilities within self.

The facts are, however, that you are going to have to dare to believe and commit yourself to the knowingness
and never-devalued commitment to your beliefs of accomplishments.

But how do you go about this “success”?  You educate yourself at every opportunity to making reality the
things which are required to fulfill the goal.  Perhaps if you have lost a leg all you have to do is select a good
prosthesis.  This means that you must FIND, within, your talents and ever search for the enlightenment
which produces the “way”.  Is it somehow negative in presentation that God doesn’t just flood you with
total inspiration and insight?  He does, but you can’t see it until the ground for realization is worked and
prepared.  God does conceal “matter”.  HE conceals matter, anti-matter and even, what’s the matter.
The uncovering is then an exciting and meaningful thing when you discover and uncover the wonders
seemingly hidden from your recognition.

The most important recognition, however, in any circumstance is to consider motives for ideas and actions.
If your focus is selfish and damaging, then you will only receive damage and selfishness in return.  God is a
whole spiral of giving and regiving.  Until you can GIVE, you cannot have successful living.  If you only
“want”, “want”, and “want some more”, you will never reach out beyond your own limiting and limited
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“wants”.  You will find that first you must GIVE before you RECEIVE for even a long unused pump for
water will not work unless first water is poured into it to prime it.  This is also true of a defective carburetor
in your car’s motor—you must sometimes prime it.  Furthermore, it becomes like the people who eat their
seed-grain.  If you simply drink the priming water or burn the gasoline for the priming of the carburetor—
you end up with NOTHING.  You must have WISDOM in every circumstance and you have to get up off
your duff and “go for it”.  You have to give all you have if you truly want to receive.

People who are successful are the ones who give extra effort and push themselves beyond what even they
consider their normal limits.  New powers are discovered and brought forth for your use EVERY TIME
YOU REACH BEYOND THOSE PERCEIVED LIMITATIONS.  Everybody in your limited physical
lifetimes falls short of uncovering the perfection and the “most” of all things.  So, if you never make an effort
toward achieving the wondrous “beyond”, you can never realize true success for failure looms up first in
the consciousness.

What is the catalyst that keeps the fire burning in desire?  Hope!  When you kill “hope”, you destroy all that
comes after in successful experience.  But you must combine that hope with actions and that allowance is
birthed in visions, imagination.  You must have idea attached to hope to find the ever-moving ring of
producing success.  Remember that the person “you see” is that which you will be.  Therefore, unless you
organize your thoughts and focus your attitudes and expectations on gaining positive expression, you will
rot in the misery of decaying junk which always piles up around the hopeless beings without visions or
dreams of ever being otherwise than a dump-ground for failure.  If your idea of success is to fail, however,
you certainly shall become one of the most successful beings at failure that you can conjure.

Should you just wait, then, for Dharma to write some more ideas and instructions?  You CAN wait, but
suppose she doesn’t write more after this sitting?  Wow, where are you waiters then?  You will be possibly
filled with hope and wishes—but you will not have ACTED, and how many will be caught with their pants
down while they waited for someone else to do something?  Remember that if you have a small waist and
your pants are down around your ankles—you are in trouble if you have to run somewhere.  So, you can
either get bigger pants for greater striding, keep your pants securely latched around the proper anatomical
placement (which will secure a lot of other things as well), or meet the consequences of your lack of
commitment and action.  Life may well be measured by learning about your pants: When to put them on,
when to take them off, when to let them down,she and when to secure them or toss them.  Just always
know that the most important thing to a pair of pants is the button or the zipper.  You had best know when
to zip up those pants.  Indeed, life may well be as simple as learning to manage your own pants.

From whence will you get your strength to come into KNOWING?  From GOD.  “If God is for us, who
can be against us?”  And by the way, this comes from that good book as found in Romans 8:31.  And
THIS is the very secret of becoming strong enough and tough enough to face even the toughest battle
AND WIN.  Make sure you are in the Light of God in all ways and intents and you will be given that which
will sustain and prevail in your individual passage.  Make SURE that YOU are FOR GOD and He will be
with thee—and who might be “against” you can only act in such ways as to provide FOR YOU.  Even as
we ponder the recent happenings of the seemingly endless assaults on our very persons and beings—
LOOK AT THE GOLD MINE OF USEFUL INFORMATION YOU HAVE GATHERED AS IT WAS
DUMPED ALL OVER YOU.  You will find they have incriminated themselves, lied, cheated and misled
others who will now, and are, acting against them—without your having to do anything except confront the
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dragon.  You didn’t even have to snuff out the fire in the dragon’s nostrils as he turns his hot breath onto his
pin-jabbers.  When you refuse the attacks and attackers—you will find the pins are quite wondrous as
acupuncture tools, not painful jabs of rusty and pointless hardware.

Those who play within the witchcraft games of the Warlocks and Witches end up eating the crow’s black
feathers while the crow grows more dynamic and wonderful.  Note a raven in flight and how he turns and
soars and REFLECTS the perfect LIGHT of the universe until he becomes a reflection of that LIGHT and
appears to be quite white in color.  Realize that the feathers are NOT THE BIRD, HOWEVER—ONLY
THE PERCEPTION.

When you realize this truth in FACT, you will know what to do to render your so-called “enemy” harmless
and useless.  Turn ever to the immediate use of positive thoughts and work from there.  If ones assault a
corporation, for instance, realize that they have just shut off the door to their participation within that
corporation.  If ones attack in order to cause others, or just one other, to lose through vindictive actions—
they themselves will lose for regulations require fiduciary responsibility of those who attend the corporation
child and therefore the assaulters are FIRST to lose and mostly it will be they who lose the most and
probably will be THE ONLY ONES TO LOSE.  When you remove yourself from GOD’s LIGHT you
remove all chance of success as you state intentions, for your intentions are non-creative and you will
always reap exactly that which you sow.  Sow failure and loss and you will harvest failure and loss—
period.  Can you change your mind along the way?  Of course but your actions may well have gone
beyond the “saving” of your “things”, good buddies.  You who support the lie and live by more and more
lies—shall simply be mired in your own lies.  You will further find that when one lie seems to fly, these
misfits think up more and more outrageous lies which can only bury them when the pile of lies topple and
the gang separates and turns upon one another.

Example?  Well, Betty Tuten’s, for instance, failure to produce TRUTH about her knowledge of corpora-
tions (enough to become a diverting agent) and her hiding of “side agreements” to her own agreements
which produced her thousands of dollars in interest payments, negates all of her presentations on TV or
otherwise.

Ences, having no assets under consideration but, rather, theft of property and funds not theirs, cause the
comedy of presenting that “that cult has an arsenal of weapons and tons of ammunition” to become exactly
what it is—stupid.  Prior lies of impossibility only add and multiply the lie of the moment.  Remember when
Ence said in oathed affidavit that Ekkers were packed and have their stuff hidden under their crawlspace—
ready to take off?  How would he know?  Did he break-and-enter their home?  Exactly HOW would Rod
Ence know?  Note also that he said “he met another person who...”  Oh?  Exactly WHO?  Do you see
how your clever lies fail to hold up in any logical manner whatsoever?  Obviously Ekkers have gone
nowhere, have nothing worthy of use under their crawlspace and, by golly, there aren’t even any slingshots
around anywhere—never were and never will be.  Ekkers build beautiful walls out of rocks—THEY
DON’T THROW THEM.  And moreover, the nice would-be enemies have simply flung enough additional
rocks at the Ekkers to facilitate building great and wondrous walls of protection and defense.

I repeat myself here: Mysticism and Mystery are NOT the same in definition.  And just WHO is against us
is no longer even a mystery for the hidden selves have presented themselves and hurt the wrong parties
THIS TIME.  The liars and cheats always tell on themselves.  They become like the child who claims he
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didn’t take or eat the chocolate candy while the chocolate is smeared all over his face and teeth.  By the
way, that chocolate’s DNA is quite valid evidence.  If it quacks like a duck, waddles like a duck, and
smells and smacks of chocolate bunny eggs—it is likely a fabrication of some misfit’s mind games.  Gaia
Earth is quite capable of doing her own wondrous mystery unfolding and EXTRA contributions are usually
made to confirm and support the mysterious participants in full LIGHT OF REALIZATION AND PROOF
OF PARTICIPATION.  And to you who continue in your unwise activities: KNOW THAT FAILURE TO
LEARN FROM YOUR MISTAKES CAN ONLY CAUSE YOU TO BECOME BURIED IN THE
MESS CONSTRUCTED BY THOSE COMPOUNDED MISTAKES.

SATAN IS ALIVE AND WELL ON PLANET GAIA (GAEA).  Gaea was a recognized goddess but
Gaia is that which is simply Greek for “Earth”.  Misunderstandings about THOSE THINGS can really
pack a wallop on the return trip when the stung parties try to recoup their expenses for acting in your ill-
perceived assumptions and activities.  Perhaps this is why we do so little exchange in places like Massa-
chusetts.  We leave those places to the people of Salem.  When you swing on brass rings—expect your
hands to turn blue for brass does NOT TURN INTO GOLD.

It is always wise to consider when you first conceive to deceive, the full ramifications of that trap web you
weave lest the one you catch not be your feast of joy but your poison cup of self-concoction.

Now, when you wish I would just offer revelation—let me assure you that I AM.  I come to offer lessons
IN REVELATION and realization—not a bunch of fortune-cookie blatherings.  There is a right side and a
left side of everything; a Lighted side and a dark side to everything.  If you only see the “shadow” you had
best turn yourself about and face that LIGHT for you are headed in the wrong direction if only shadows
and darkness lay before you.  Believe me when I suggest that the old saying of “may the wind be always at
your back” is not often correct in concept.  If you face the wind in the Light, YOU CAN SEE WHAT IS
BEING HURLED AT YOU and you can easily STEP OUT OF THE WAY without breaking stride.  If the
wind is too great then simply get OUT of the wind and into security until the bluster passes.  Let the idiots
try to control the wind and fling their darts—you should be more discerning and judgmental of actions and
happenings.  You can be in great wisdom of which is which if you take the time to LEARN AND KNOW.

Now, we who are already moving, fine—just don’t QUIT, and you who still wait and linger in your self-
wallowing failure to see your power—try “BEGINNING”.  Take a stand if you cannot dare more.  Take
a stand for right and then you will realize that the mere act of “beginning” is already “winning”.  But make
sure you are in righteousness lest the joy you bring be for your enemy and not yourself.  Peace and JOY
come from RIGHT actions taken in goodly intention and intents in the full meaning of definition.  GOD
MEASURES INTENT WITHIN AS THEN PRESENTED BY ACTIONS WITHOUT.

May the soul you save be your own and the LIFE you live be reflective of that soul in worthy expression
and, NO, tough times don’t last for all things pass—but tough people who find their direction and goals
within goodness shall not perish from the Earth Gaia or from the universe.  Evil has limitation; Truth in
goodness is WITHOUT LIMITATION.  Just as God has infinite POWER, so too do you, for if you be
with and of GOD you are unlimited and infinite.  Only the negative, evil intentioned, aware or unaware, live
in the moment of limitation and bindings of their own making and they die by their lies and deceit.  Pity them
if you must but best you not pay energy to their lot lest you bog in the quagmire of their own construction.
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If you really wish to put an end to the ongoing and never-ending rock-throwing of your adversaries—join
hands and march to the places that can and are prepared TO SHUT THEM DOWN; talking it to death
will not accomplish the task.  Let the very LAW personnel and governmental authority they call against you
IN THEIR LIES, be handed the task of setting TRUTH to light and they will attend the misfits who base
their game on lies.  Why are you TIMID?  GO DIRECTLY FORTH AS DID DAVID AND STOP
ANALYZING AND PUT A STOP TO THE GIANT OF THE AGITATORS AND DROP HIM IN HIS
TRACKS TO CONFRONT HIS OWN INDISCRETIONS COME BEFORE.  IF YOU NEVER
BRING CLAIMS AND CHARGES, HOW EXPECT YOU TO SETTLE MATTERS?  YOU HAVE
TO USE HIS OWN TACTICS—BETTER AND IN TRUTH INSTEAD OF WITHIN HIS LIES AND
DECEIT.  You all continue to fight the dragon at the toenail level—when are you going to hit something
worthy of the effort other than to retire comfortably all the attorneys and judges of Gaia?  PUT OUT THE
FIRE IN THE DRAGON’S BELLY AND HE HAS NOTHING WITH WHICH TO BURN YOU!
Feed him back his high-octane fuel and he will burn himself out, along with his refuelers.  And do NOT
come telling me you “just don’t know what to do”.  YOU KNOW WHAT TO DO SO GO DO IT AND
STOP WHINING ABOUT IT.  And NO, it is NOT Dharma’s test or problem—it is time for YOU to put
your actions where your mouth is.

Stop waiting for Hatonn to provide you with whatever you think you might need—go seize your moment
with what you have and you may shock the hell out of self.  When you dump “hell” you have arrived for all
else is then an ability to live in opposition to hell.  Any one or all of you can counter the dragon’s hot breath
if you get off your duffs and simply BEGIN and, then, DO NOT QUIT.  Nail each tiny detail of the
adversaries’ arsenal of ammunition with your anti-missile.  You can even turn the ones back upon that
adversary even if they perceive they have exploded your entire battery.  They haven’t done anything
except give you proof, confirmation, and evidence against themselves along with ability to stand it on its
own right before the courts even as they are.

Oh, you don’t want to hurt anyone lest it be unGodly?  Say what?  God said to wipe EVIL from the face
of Gaia—that means you confront and annihilate evil wherever and whenever it assaults.  No one here has
gone forth to deliberately take on war against anyone and yet I see not that you confront those projectors
as they open fire upon your very beings and upon TRUTH.  Evil is MY ADVERSARY and I shall give no
quarter to the comfort of mine enemies in their black intents.  Why do you?  Do you like to suffer because
somebody told you all life is meant as a suffering ground?  Life is perfection to be achieved, abundance to
be acquired—whyfore do you choose to do nothing that will render your adversary stopped?  It doesn’t
take a rocket scientist to realize the necessary actions to stop the silly misfits.  Quit treating it like some kind
of important concept—it is NOTHING, they are NOTHING—but you must DO SOMETHING or the
nagging and insipid stupid games will continue and ooze your energy from your container.  Your enemies
have declared themselves, made their choices and acted on their decisions—can you not at the least meet
the obligation to negate them?  You don’t want revenge—but you must desire to wrap them in their own
paper shells of deceit wherein they are contained and required to squirm in their own consequences.

Life is structured to present that which gives lessons and great testings—are you passing, or flunking due to
your own druthers and misperceptions?  God did not say “give evil another ten chances”; He gave you
some commandments which would destroy evil—why do you not stand forth and utilize those counter-
measures and simply turn the lies back unto the senders?  Is it not finally time, for instance, that you perhaps
turn them in to the FBI?  They certainly love prattling and threatening with the FBI as a for instance.  If Ence
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knows about stored arsenals—then he must be eligible for investigation by the agency he names as the
investigators.  If he proclaims misuse of food stamps—then he must also stand responsible for use of both
food stamps and welfare.  If he lies about you then he must stand ready to defend himself from the TRUTH
which must flow back against himself.  You do not have to use guns to defend against the liars, deceivers
and cheats—THE TRUTH DOES NICELY.  But it is so, YOU must act.  You can’t just wait for the
assumption that Dharma or someone else will do whatever—it is YOUR LIFE and what, therefore, are
YOU DOING ABOUT IT?  Use the canon of TRUTH and it shall always be sufficient unto your needs.

Walk gently and carry a big stick?  No, walk confidently and carry TRUTH.

Good morning and I salute your gaining in wisdom.  Salu.
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CHAPTER  3

REC  #1    HATONN
THU., MAY 1, 1997  8:26 A.M.  YR.10, DAY 258

THU.,  MAY 1,  1997

ATON

Please, readers, go back and get last week’s CONTACT and go within and STUDY Nora’s presentation
on ATON.  Until you know your players and WHO is in Command, you will flounder upon every rock that
you pass along the way demanding its wayside attention.  And, if you are pulled back beyond the historic
versions of Ancient Egypt, before those serpent people and pharaohs of adversarial control, you are “in
step” and are hearing the call of the ancients.  Don’t be distracted by that which has come after—but
KNOW that what came before was your own call to freedom in the Light of the ONE LIGHT.  All else has
been but a distraction and experience.

PUPPETS  AND  INCHWORMS

If you have ever watched an Inchworm working its way across an open space or upon a twig, you will
better realize what I say to you here.  An Inchworm measures his existence and travels in measurements of
linear movement.  It has no other way to travel from this location to another save perhaps in the beak of a
predator.

Without getting back to “does a tree falling make a noise if no one hears it?”, we will consider the percep-
tion of passage. Certainly the tree falling and crashing makes sound waves and those waves move out
throughout the universe, never minding sound or sight.  The facts are that a tree FALLING actually, at best,
only makes a swooshing, wind-like sound—as with airplanes and other flying objects.  It is the landing that
makes the noise and determines extent of damage to life and limb.

Puppets are not equipped to measure their progress in any type of measurement for they are but puppets.
Which are YOU?  Do you measure your existence one inch (and that requires a mature Inchworm) at a
time or do you just bounce around on strings at the whims of puppet-masters?

You can only be involved with that which is YOUR experience, either in mind or in involved physical
expression.  However, if the mind is absent in a physical happenstance—then YOU still are not involved,
are you?

GIFTS  AND  OTHER  GRACIOUS  THINGS

For a brief split second yesterday we actually thought we had reached through to someone—even in
North Dakota.  As the news speakers went through their robotic prattlings, there was actually a mention of
some “woman who was gifting $2,000 each to all the residents of Grand Forks, North Dakota.”  PEO-
PLE: WHERE IS YOUR MIND?  V.K. DURHAM JUST OFFERED A BILLION DOLLARS A STATE
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TO 24 STATES AND MANITOBA, CANADA (AND ANY OTHER LOCATION WITH DISAS-
TER LEVELS OF NEEDS).  We ran this on the Front Page of the paper last week and made sure the
people within the events were notified along with the Treasury Department and Congress.  Sometimes,
people, the INCHWORM IS MORE EFFECTIVE!  Well V.K., we shall see—we shall see.  How long
will ones be offered the golden ring only to turn away and take the infected and blind pathway while
claiming God did it unto you?

People have a great tendency to ridicule, laugh and point fingers at “those crazies” in their world of delu-
sion.  Oh?  Then WHY should these “crazies” offer YOU anything?  Certainly after being refused over and
over again they will sit back, study the circumstances and leave you to march to your own cacophony of
drumbeats and broken horns.  The facts are that we are NOT trying to save anything or anyone.  We offer,
you accept or deny, but we are not even interested in intervention or interference—save to offer that which
we can to you who ask.  Everyone in a “foxhole”, be it flood or famine—ASKS—but do you ever come
and grow to SEE WHEN GOD RESPONDS?  Ah, but you have to wonder, don’t you, whether some
little chubby Grannie in California or Illinois is sane or insane?  Why?  Why THEM?  Because YOU
DIDN’T ANSWER YOUR CALL!!

So, where are we?  Well, Grandma Dharma and Grannie V.K. have other things to do and a lot more
interesting tasks to be experienced, so who knows?  Perhaps they shall retire and go back to the wondrous
Nile in Egypt and live on houseboats.  We each serve wherein we can do so, and when the message is
again and again refused, the loud speakers turn off the noise and go to where the messages are respected
and the messengers revered.  Is that Egypt?  No, but what else is new?  It is only important to the HEART
AND SOUL WITHIN.

I am asked to give you an example of non-acceptance and disbelief so that you can better relate.  Relate
to what?  Me?  Dharma?  Grandma?  V.K.?  Ross Perot?  Come on, people—WHY DO YOU CON-
TINUE TO SPIT AGAINST THE WIND?  WHY DO YOU REFUSE TO GO LEARN WHAT YOUR
CONSTITUTION IS ABOUT, THE DELINEATED DUTY OF PEOPLE IN YOUR GOVERNMENT,
AND SEE THE HANDWRITING ALL OVER THE WALLS?

I will example just one page from V.K. just yesterday:

[QUOTING:]

THE  “CHINESE  CONTRA  AFFAIR”

(U.S. JUDICIARY HEARING THIS DATE, 4/30/97)

[H: Oh yes indeed, this IS one of the “Contra” actions.  There are some five major segments of
this stupid “Contra” thing around your globe, from South Africa to, yes, China.]

From: V.K. Durham

As this is being written, the Senate Judiciary hearing is patty-caking with the U.S Attorney General,
Janet Reno.  Reno keeps saying she “can see no law that has been broken or that warrants a special
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prosecutor”. (??)

Arlen Specter [senator] counters with statutes which mandate investigation if even “a hint of impropri-
eties which may cause loss of public confidence is present...”

Reno responds that in her interpretation of this statute under discussion, it is her judgement call on the
term “may” and therefore she is free to interpret her way.

REMEMBER: The LAW is a contract with THE PEOPLE.  And it has been tested in court:
Fletcher v. Peck and Marbury v. Madison.  “CONTROVERTING OR PERVERTING THE ‘LAW’
AND USING LAWS CONTRARY TO THE CONSTITUTION MAKES THOSE LAWS
‘VOID’...”  “FOR THE CONSTITUTION PER ARTICLE VI SHALL BE THE SUPREME
LAW OF THE LAND.”

So, what is happening here?  Statutory and Public LAWS are getting in the way of Constitutional
LAW at the very whim of this or that individual thinking themselves to be above the law.  It is that simple.
You do have to realize, however, that CONSTITUTIONAL LAW IS BEING THROWN OUT OF
EVERY COURT IN THE “LAND”.  It has become no question as to why the Judiciary Committee can’t
identify WHICH laws have been broken.

There is another issue present here.  Janet Reno, as an appointee of the President can not, I repeat, can
NOT Investigate the White House or any committee of the White House or even the PRESI-
DENT, INCLUDING THE PRESIDENT’S CABINET APPOINTEES.

In other words, it is her APPOINTED DUTY as the Attorney General appointed by the President
(but paid by the International Monetary Fund World Bankers) TO GUARD THE PRESIDENT’S
AREA OF PHYSICAL PRESENCE AND DO EVERYTHING POSSIBLE TO KEEP HIM
FROM BEING PROSECUTED IN ANY MATTER WHATSOEVER.  (This is per the Federal
Advisory Committee Act.)

The President is going to invoke FACA SEC. 6, NATIONAL SECURITY.  He is at present and will
continue to tell the Judiciary Committee and Department where to “get off”.  All the while he will shove the
“blame” for not having been alerted to such things as China investments and gifts (you know, those Na-
tional Security Agency items), on anything and everything else around.  My (V.K.’s) bet is on the White
House sacrificing “Reno” and then if the Judiciary is smart they will demand that Congress
repeal the Federal Advisory Committee Act.  [H: I believe V.K. is doing some fantasy dreaming
here.]

If the Federal Advisory Committee Act would be repealed, then Congress could do its CONSTITU-
TIONAL DUTY, that being what they were elected to do which is protect and defend the Constitution
and protect the government (CITIZENS) of these united States.

V.K. Durham

[END OF QUOTING]
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THINK  IT’S  JUST  WASHINGTON?

Readers, you who think I should stick to “souls” and leave the world alone are absolutely correct in one
line of thought, because your souls are YOUR BUSINESS—but so, too, SHOULD be your lives.  I don’t
push or shove—I simply offer you some things you might otherwise miss along the way.

The China thing is really big now but you have no idea JUST HOW BIG!  You who focus on God and
Godly things and can’t get enough of evangelical input and soft tales of a person saving you from your-
selves, had better look again at some of the writing across your mind screens which provides TRUTH in
the face of the glitz and T.V. spectaculars.  WHO makes these shouters and projectors spokesmen FOR
GOD?  They are SELF-PROCLAIMED preachers and mostly are THE FALSE TEACHERS AND
MESSENGERS FEEDING YOU A BUNCH OF GARBAGE.

Let us look at one such powerful televangelist who also once ran for your presidency.  If I took time to give
you the full picture I would lose your attention so let us just look at the recent LIPPO GROUP connections
of, yes, Pat Robertson and that billionaire Chinese clan of speculators and influence peddling.

[QUOTING, THE SPOTLIGHT, May 5, 1997, Front Page:]

ROBERTSON  LINKED  TO  LIPPO

TV  HOST’S  CREDIBILITY  HURT

Why is a televangelist investing so heavily in Red China’s slave-labor economy?  By Martin
Mann.  [H: If you want excellent information regarding the China connections—get SPOTLIGHT.
We cannot, nor do we wish to, just revelate on everything that comes down the pike.]

In a move one observer called “a devilish deal”, televangelist Pat Robertson has quietly set up a
financial partnership with the Lippo Group, a notorious clan of billionaire Chinese speculators, to mass
market television in communist China.

Mochtar Riady’s Lippo Group is partners with the Red Chinese in the Hong Kong Chinese Bank
through the China Resources Holding Company, a company owned by the Chinese Communist Peoples
Liberation Army.

[H: How can you know this is not possible in terms of Christ-ianity and China, for instance?
Well, the statement is Communist Peoples Liberation Army.  Communists and “Red” Commu-
nists PROCLAIM TO BE ATHEISTIC IN CONCEPT AND REGARDING “RELIGIOUS”
ASPECTS OF PHYSICAL/SOUL PRESENCE.  This man, Robertson, daily preaches to you
about Christianity, Jesus, salvation and God’s goodness in Christian insight—while he joins with
the very adversary to further his cause of physical lockdown on you-the-people and fatten his
bank accounts through the practice of treason and atheistic actions.  You cannot discern or judge
a man OTHER THAN BY ACTIONS, READERS.]

“You might also call it ‘projects before patriotism’,” added portfolio analyst Cornell Toth.  “The gold
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rush to make a fast dollar in mainland China has paid off big for corporate promoters and wheeler-dealers
like the Lippo syndicate.  But it’s murdering the U.S. economy.”

Regional observers, queried by the populist newspaper at the annual meeting of the World Bank held
in Washington last month, expressed similar concerns.

“During Clinton’s first term, the Chinese sold us an avalanche of merchandise worth $132 billion more
than the goods—mostly manufacturing equipment—they bought from us,” said Dr. Emil Beizmann, an
economist specializing in Asian studies at Johns Hopkins University.

According to the standard measure of 17,000 industrial jobs lost for every billion dollars of such a
trade deficit, more than 2 million American workers have either found themselves idled or forced into
taking lower-paying employment as a result of Washington’s ardent courtship of China.

“This dizzy imbalance is caused by China’s curbs and restrictions on what the White House likes to call
‘free trade’—an outright lie,” says Rolon O’Connor, a commerce analyst at the Overseas Investment
Council of New York.  “In reality, our chumminess with China depends largely on lies of one sort or
another.”

TRADE  STATUS

To make his point, O’Connor cited the ongoing debate between the administration and Congress over
granting China the low tariffs and other preferences reserved for a Most Favored Nation (MFN)—the
legal status enjoyed by most U.S. trading partners.

“I bet half the politicians holding forth about this issue have next to no real notion of what MFN really
is,” O’Connor explained.  “That particular legislation, going back to 1934, provided preferential tariffs
only for the exports of nations with which we had an even-handed, wholly reciprocal trade relationship.”

Under MFN, a country could send its wares to America only to the extent to which it allowed U.S.
goods into its own markets.  But China has never even remotely met that fundamental requirement of the
law, these sources say.

China blocks American imports with “an enormous web of trade barriers, including high tariffs, quotas,
import taxes, labyrinthine licensing requirements, state subsidies and other restrictions,” concluded a re-
cent study compiled by Dr. Greg Mastel and Andrew Szamosszegi for the Economic Strategy Institute of
Washington (ESI).

What this means is that Washington’s willingness to grant Red China MFN status year after year is not
merely “deceptive but illegal”, argues Prof. Joachim Larrain, who specializes in international trade law.

MONSTER  DEFICIT

The result is that this year “China has grown into the largest bilateral source of U.S. trade losses,” with
a surplus now reported at $41.22 BILLION and rising, notes the ESI survey.
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The study warns that “Chinese exports that directly compete with U.S. firms and workers, such as
electronic and transportation equipment, are growing rapidly.”

Given these facts, why should the White House encourage ever-closer business relations with Red
China?  The answer may lie in the illegal contributions and under-the-table payoffs reportedly received by
Clinton’s campaign organization from the Chinese Communists, World Bank sources privately say.

The Lippo Group—the business partners of Christian Coalition leader Robertson—is now under
intensive federal investigation for having allegedly engaged in just such criminal influence-buying in Wash-
ington on behalf of China’s brutal communist rulers.

Spokespersons for the Robertson organization would only respond with “No comment”.

“Let’s hope Robertson comes up with a better answer when he is questioned by the FBI about his
backroom ties with these Oriental influence-mongers,” Toth said.  “Otherwise we may never know whether
his efforts to squeeze fat profits from one of the world’s most ruthless-Godless-slave economies were
blessed by providence.”

[END OF QUOTING]

PROVIDENCE?

Again, what a miserable correlation is drawn by the term “providence” in this speculation.  Providence,
divine intention, divine payoff, or fate, have nothing to do with the CHOICES of greed-mongers.  YOU
ARE THE DUPES, GOOD PEOPLE, and you are also THE “good people” WHO DO NOTHING.

So, what could the Chinese possibly want in California?  Remember that the Long Beach “deal” didn’t get
scrubbed—it only got set aside until the culprits can find another way into your blind spots.

I find another interesting perspective and comment in that same edition of Spotlight, by Jim Townsend.

[QUOTING:]

WHAT  DOES  CHINA  WANT  IN  CALIFORNIA?

Thanks to the uproar created when local talk show hosts reported this newspaper’s scoop about the
plans of a Chinese government company to build an ammo plant on 60 acres of private land in Adelanto,
California, politicians could not ignore public protests.

While the Long Beach Harbor Commission’s scheme to lease its former naval base and parts of the
Long Beach Shipyard to China Ocean Shipping Company (COSCO) had become a local issue, the
Spotlight exposé immediately made it a national issue.

The nation got wind of plans to give the country author Richard Bernstein calls “an avowed enemy of
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the United States” a base of operations to the world, from America.

While Long Beach officials were planning to spend hundreds of millions of taxpayer’s bucks to build a
super modern cargo port for COSCO, some 90 miles east phase two of China’s incursion into the U.S.
was taking place.

Until the plans were exposed to sell Chinese-made products, little or no connection had been made
between Adelanto and Long Beach.

The plans of the Chinese to build an ammo plant on 60 acres of private land, in addition to the shopping
center, were exposed in the April 7 paper edition.  The Daily News, of Victorville, California, had made
both projects known to local residents, but the NATIONAL media ignored it.

Why had the Chinese government leased a 15-acre site in a small country town such as Adelanto?  If
some of the military experts who have called into the talk shows are correct, the Long Beach-Adelanto-
George A.F.B. setup is perfect as a Chicom military foothold in the U.S.A.

[H: Yes, yes, pay attention.  This whole “loop” includes ultimate, but concomitant plans to hook
up the whole of the CHINA LAKE NAVAL FACILITIES within this major SUB-TERRANEAN
CONNECTED (TUNNEL) SYSTEM.  It is fully known that there are tunnel systems operative
from Long Beach right through inland California and under and into China Lake Naval Facility
at Ridgecrest, California.  These tunnels are large enough to float submarines and destroyers.]

Adelanto is a small, rather isolated country town with a spread-out population of some 14,000 people.
With a large percentage of residents having lost jobs in the downsizing and move of local corporate
companies TO CHINA AND MEXICO, the new plans fit perfectly.

There was more to the scheme than just a shopping center, an ammo plant and a port in Long Beach.
There was a huge, world class airport available within 10 miles of Adelanto and less than 100 miles from
Los Angeles.

FORMERLY George Air Force Base, Southern California International Airport is now operated by
the Victor Valley Economic Development Authority (VVEDA).

While VVEDA claims to have no knowledge of any connection between the Long Beach lease and the
two Chinese companies locating in Adelanto, according to Mary Diendorf, a VVEDA spokesman, “The
airport,” she said, “would be available for their use.”

Chinese cargo arriving in Long Beach in huge, closed containers would be loaded onto trucks, hauled
up the freeways and shipped anywhere in the world from the airport.  Even if everything was above board
with the use of U.S. facilities, it would be a gold mine for any foreign exporter doing business around the
world.

[H: Ok, homework time for YOU for I am not going to have Dharma do it FOR you.  If you get a
California map you will find several important and memory-provoking things in that Long Beach-
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to-China Lake routing.  A direct North-Eastern line between Long Beach takes you right through
Lancaster and Edwards Air Force Base near Rosamond.  Then directly on to China Lake.  Adelanto
is southeast  of Edwards and there are major missile bases at Adelanto and underground midway
between Adelanto and Barstow, forming a triangle back to Edwards.  There is a missile place-
ment between Barstow and Edwards.  That “international” airport loses a lot of its importance
except for publicly “surface” cargo, but all shipping can be sent directly from Long Beach to
points in-between Long Beach through tunnels which will handle the cargo ships.  These can be
offloaded, then, at Edwards, Lancaster or these other spokes (from the hub of Edwards).  Tun-
nels and waterways network these major “ports” of entry.]

Before the plans became reality, the Long Beach Harbor Commission canceled the lease they signed
last September and the Adelanto-China projects have been put on hold.

But that’s a long way from the end of the story.  The mayor of Long Beach is now IN CHINA, no
doubt doing damage repair. So we’ve won round two in the battle to keep China from Long Beach, but
the war is a long way from over.

[H: As a matter of fact, this is hardly even to be considered more than a regroup interruption and
the work underground goes right on—and on, and on, and on...!

How many of the military bases in that area are now in transition of closure or closed?  We can
speak of “George” AF base, but remember that the Air Force is NOW under full control of the
United Nations.  In the general area there are bunches of extremely important locations, i.e.,
China Lake Naval Weapons Center, Fort Irwin Military Reservation and, south, Twenty-nine
Palms  Marine Corps Base.  However, good citizens, what might have at one time appeared to be
pretty protective of you-the-citizens, requires another look as you see what is happening as your
very military locations are handed off to full-blown Communist powers—without fanfare or ob-
jection.
Worse, face it, the employment opportunities will probably be there for some local residents but
THE SUPERVISORY AND MANAGEMENT PERSONNEL WILL BE FULLY BRAIN-
WARPED, CONTROLLED, TYPICALLY ROBOTIC entities.  Believe me, readers, this IS
serious and it is underway.  Whatever may be under “hold” at this moment is slipping away
because “Red” businessmen broke ground for the “Great Mall of China” just a short few weeks
ago—with great hype and circumstance.]

[END OF QUOTING]

And yes indeed, Dharma asks in behalf of all of you, “Isn’t this just more spitting against the wind in hopes
that all the spittle doesn’t blow back in our faces?”  Perhaps, but what else are you going to do?  If you
KNOW what is happening, you have some possibility of living within whatever IS in truth and
Light even if you must find yourselves working within the complexes themselves to earn a living
and have survival items like food and shelter.  God is within and Truth is a mind-thing, and yes,
you CAN make it through because the “mark of the Beast” is a “SOUL THING” and you CAN
live right among the adversarial circumstances and NOT WEAR THE MARK FOR GOD SEES
INTENT AND THE ADVERSARY IS QUITE BLIND IF YOU ATTEND YOUR BUSINESS
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PROPERLY.

Is this too much to consider?  If so, you certainly are behind in your homework and lessons.

It was asked of a family member recently, “What exactly are your folks TRYING TO do?”  Well, the
answer to that inquiry is “THEY ARE NOT ‘TRYING’ TO DO ANYTHING—THEY ARE DOING
IT!”  And here I would make it very, very clear: NOBODY NEEDS DO ANYTHING “FOR” US, NOT
BANK ACCOUNTS, NOT HELP AND CERTAINLY NOT ANYTHING THAT “PUTS THEM OUT”
IN ANY WAY.  THE ARRANGEMENTS ARE TO FACILITATE ABILITY OF OTHERS TO PAR-
TICIPATE WHO CLAIM TO WANT REVISION AND RECLAMATION OF GOOD GOVERN-
MENTS AND A RETURN TO RIGHTEOUS AND MORAL ACTIONS.

There is, however, a ridiculous perception by some that somehow “Doris” controls things.  Sorry!  And
further, she would like to be relieved of THIS duty slot.  If YOU, or anyone else, can’t bring yourselves to
believe there could be HOSTS of God scattered around—then I ask you: HAVE YOU SEEN GOD, IN
PERSON, LATELY?

If people continue to consider themselves somehow aloof and “better” than the “stupid norm”, then THEY
have the problem, not the ones who KNOW God is perfect and all people are equal in HIS SIGHT.  And
moreover, He doesn’t give a hoot what you wear to come within HIS WONDROUS PRESENCE.

A lot of activities are for the sole purpose of putting things of soul and perception to rest PROPERLY,
cleaning out the closets and confronting WHAT IS and putting aside all those “but I thought...s”.  When
you confront and relate in balance to that which IS, then, and only then, can you move on in proper
perspective of values, reality of perception and ability to let go and release that which came before.  You
do not need justify it, stand in any way responsible for another’s perceptions and actions and above all—
YOU DO NOT BECOME RESPONSIBLE FOR THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE OTHER.  To
my children, I say: RELEASE IT AND MOVE ON—YOU CANNOT SAVE ANOTHER—AND YOU
MAY ACTUALLY MAKE THE LIFE CIRCUMSTANCES MORE DIFFICULT FOR THE INDI-
VIDUALS WHO LIVE WITHIN CERTAIN AND DIFFERENT “CULTURES” AND BACK-
GROUNDS.  IT IS NOT YOUR BUSINESS—YOU ARE YOUR BUSINESS!  AND YOUR CHIL-
DREN AND THEIR CHILDREN ARE ALSO AN EXTENSION OF YOUR RESPONSIBILITY.
BE A VISITOR IN SUCH CIRCUMSTANCES FOR YOU CAN NO MORE CHANGE THE EL-
DERS OF THOSE CULTURES THAN FLY WITHOUT WINGS—SO DON’T BRING BURDEN
OR PAIN UPON SELVES.  ALLOW, RESPECT, AND MOVE ON FOR WHAT CAME BEFORE
IS NOT YOURS TO CHANGE, NOR CAN YOU CHANGE VERY MUCH OF THE PRESENT AS
REGARDS CONNECTIONS OF PERSONALITIES.

I repeat that we SHARE, we do not think we have to have this one or that one to accomplish our mission
or task—but rather, only to share and INCLUDE.  If others feel no call to serve—LET THEM GO!  The
loss will be THEIRS, not YOURS.  We thank God for that which IS, even about ourselves, for if things
were “otherwise” they WOULD NOT “be the way they ARE”.  You can change the way YOUR things
may be—but you can’t go back and erase or change a thing about that which you had no input.  DO NOT
TRY!  You can reason and hopefully SHARE as you KNOW things to be—but no more and frustrations
in lack of accomplishment may well bring a lot of pain and discomfort to the VERY ONES FOR WHOM
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YOU HAVE A BUNCH OF RESPONSIBILITY.

Diane, for instance, just returned from a European trip and found she might as well have gone to Mars or
Pluto.  It is fine; she did what was needed businesswise and no more is expected or welcome.  Just hold to
your own truth, share truth and love and wisdom—and leave the rest to God.  If children are involved they
will be exactly as they will be and, unfortunately, that may well be a product of their parents’ narrow
views—but YOU survived!  You are beautiful and loving and sharing—so why push that Old River?  Is it
Mom, Dad, Nation, Culture or Education?  NO, it is intent of SOUL and you cannot truly manipulate
others’ souls to fit your ideals and ideas.

Sometimes you make life miserable by changing that which is habit.  For instance, if you have a bird which
has NEVER known a moment’s freedom—it will return to its cage lest it perish in the confusion.  Let us not
lose sight of these allowances along the way and let God simply know that you stand ready to serve in a
better way if the possibility arises.  People each make their own beds, and choices are most often greatly
regretted when caught in the midst of mistaken actions or accidental circumstances.  It is fine and the
lessons are certainly that one will lie in the bed they make as surely as the winds blow in Winter.  MOST
people perish and move on with regret in their souls instead of fulfillment—and THAT is just part of the
journey, and another’s journey is NOT YOURS.  We sometimes touch, intertwine, find ourselves in-
volved—but we are simply co-travelers who can ONLY choose our own pathway, and if our journey
overlaps another’s and there is JOY in the interchange, how wondrous.  But it is not necessary for you to
forfeit a moment of your mature journey to the impacts demanded by another—EVER.

The most important thing left, therefore, for most of you is to MAKE UP YOUR MIND, MAKE SURE
IT IS “RIGHT”, AND THEN ACT.  STOP THE WISHY-WASHY WIND-SOCK ROUTINE OF
FLAPPING IN EVERY BREEZE.  IT IS TIME FOR ALL TO CHOOSE OR BE SORTED FOR IF
YOU WONDER AND WANDER IN YOUR HITHER AND YON SEARCHING—YOU WILL LOSE
YOURSELF IN THE MUCK WHICH WILL IMPACT OTHERS WHO MAY WELL BE MOST
UNGRACIOUS.

Think carefully on these things and ALLOW GOD—who always allows you—to take priority.  You
KNOW what you need to do—now you just need to want the responsibility of doing it, in righteousness.
Salu.
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CHAPTER  4

REC  #1    DORIS

SUN., MAY 4, 1997  9:33 A.M.  YR.10, DAY 261

SUN.,  MAY 4,  1997

CHOICES  AND  MORE  CHOICES
“ALMOST”

A NOTE FROM DORIS:

If we don’t live in the most contradictory of places the alternatives elude my mind.

I find that God allows us to be sick or to heal in His own time so that we look carefully at WHERE WE
ARE at a given time in experiencing.  The contradictions and other happenings are quite comedic in every
little stream of our life-experiences.  E.J. has popped up with hypertension—seriously high blood pressure.
Doris’ blood pressure is so low that if it were any lower she would be dead.  Is this not irony?  Is this
perhaps “stress”?  Who knows exactly how to define “stress”?  We certainly don’t, but we also know that
life continues to happen as we make our plans to do something but even the what still eludes us a bit.

We are not going to step aside, however, and shout: “Well—ALMOST!”

Judge Coyle pronounced his edict onto my head yesterday for all my criminal activities of writing about
God as complained of by the US&P.  King Solomon couldn’t have walked a tighter rope.

Since there were words identical to Walter Russell’s as complained by US&P he sanctioned Hatonn
(effectively ME) $350.  This is the lowest he could lawfully offer.  Note “sanction”, NOT “fine”.  He found
nothing else amiss from we criminal heretics. He did threaten that if I dared do this again, however, the sky
would fall.

It will not happen again for we have received greater blessings from the confrontation than we could
have purchased at ANY PRICE.  We now have proof and have damages to back up all future cases we
may need to pursue.  The statute of limitations has been renewed for the entire circle of conspiring rack-
eteers and since Mr. Green, et al., did not succeed in getting “The Ekkers” into prison perhaps a couple of
cells are now being reserved for them.

We have no further cause to consider Dr. Okilo nor the plight of decay of US&P.  We won this one
pretty soundly.

The lawyers are ordered to draw up their fee charts and the fact that “sanctions” are part of the legal
lawyer game—we only have to pay if we are able.  We don’t have anything and lawyer Methven already
stripped what we did have and failed so I guess we are still indebted for legal case harangues for our
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natural life-span.  Since Social Security is secured we have no recourse save to simply accept judgement.

I withdraw from any writing or recognition of either US&P, other than personal countering of whatever
comes next.  I can tell you this much, however, I feel that God has accomplished whatever HE HAD IN
MIND for suddenly it is over in this particular game.  This in NO WISE precludes anyone and everyone in
the world, otherwise, from utilizing anything they have or have gleaned.  It means I shall never write on
these particular topics as delivered by Walter Russell.  Nor shall I ever endorse any information or writings
from US&P.  They have proven their intentions and negated, in my opinion, anything they offer.  This is my
resignation from the presentations as delivered by that person.

I must inform the beautiful people in South Africa that I cannot utilize any more of the work as pre-
sented by Tom Astley for truth is always truth and the topic of necessity includes the explanation of universe
and Light.  We have reached a new low, perhaps, in historic bindings and censorship but so be it for I only
have to do that which the Judge in Fresno, California has ordered the First Day of May, 1997.  I feel free
this day for the first time in years as I have had God lift this terrible responsibility from my shoulders.
Someone else must step forward, having learned from my encounters with the dragons, if there is to be
further offerings of this wondrous Truth of God, Man and Universe.

David Miller will be here to consider possibilities of other activities at the end of May but in this
encounter we are FINISHED and in this case there is no longer an “Almost”.  We shall listen and go
directly ahead with God’s guidance.  The encounters and confrontations are not ended but the POWER is
now on OUR SIDE and the goodly shoes are on OUR FEET and we shall do whatever is suitable to do
in use to assist judicial upgrading for man must attend that which is WRONG lest we lose all the world to
corruption and criminals.

We are told that ex-judge Jason Brent is planning to leave his legal practice in Tehachapi and move
away, to Las Vegas, we are told.  He does not plan to longer practice law, we are informed, but will
probably go into some “more lucrative business”.  Hummnn—you don’t suppose that would be in “devel-
opment”, do you?  Do you also suspect he will incorporate his business with such as Green and/or Tuten?
May their joy be boundless.

We still are in close contact with parties of EXTRA who furnish incredible information and our adver-
saries have actually hanged themselves and will never get further hearing from those resources and that is
Time-Warner, readers.  Betty received so much interest from the Institute (thousands of dollars) from the
side agreement with her loan that all else becomes moot in presentation.  Who is off the wall, the lawyers,
the liars or the jump-to-judgement of a Tabloid crew?  All of them!  The people of Extra admit there is
ample cause for a real, live and nasty suit—but are they the guilty parties?  Well, they plastered the lies
around the world—just as did the Associated Press at the behest of George Abbott.  By using the Asso-
ciated Press material provided by the misfits, the nice Extra people have removed the limitations from the
AP material as to damages and thus and so.  But no, they just wanted sensationalism with the Heaven’s
Gate nit-wits.  Murder wasn’t sensational enough and suicides were even less valued.

Did we escape the Texas Republic nasties?  Well, they tried to loop us in but, again, there isn’t anything
here and the idea in Texas may be actually LEGAL as it is, and it may be some sort of “patriot” some-
thing—but what it is eludes me.  The central figures got what they wanted—attention and publicity, but it
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does not look intelligent.  That trashing of opportunity to have fair hearings is now dead and gone—also,
just as planned.  Will these new misfits now claim that they “Almost” did something or other?

What would, I ask, happen if nobody came to “their” wars?  Well, you would have an “almost”
happening but “almost” doesn’t get much attention for very long.  Pontius Pilate “almost” set Esu free,
according to the Bible.

ALMOST seems to me to be one of the saddest words in any dictionary.  This word, in meaning, runs
alongside such as tried, if only, just about, nearly, abortions, aborted efforts, fumbled chances, runner-up,
and other excuses for whatever we are willing to succeed at doing through not accomplishing the win.

Bring the fish you caught of unduly large size and throw him back but don’t tell me you almost caught
THE big one.

I find myself in humble apology this morning because, friends, I ALMOST quit this task within the past
few weeks of pressures and hate assaults.  But you know what: GOD OFFERED MORE LOVE TO
SHORE UP THE BRUISES AND ACTUALLY REMOVED MY ABILITY TO CONCEIVE WORRY
OR DEPRESSION—AND MAN ALIVE, I DID SURELY TRY TO TOSS IN THE BLOODY TOW-
ELS.

But what did my Teacher tell me?  We are rejoicing for we are now into another phase of success and
wonder and we have to allow the eras to pass so that you realize another course direction.  “Even the
moving finger writes and moves on...” goes the saying and the sheltering wings become the shield and a
whole new game opens before us.

I am called in my own thoughts to consider Jesus as he faced Pilate on that fateful day on death row.  I
am further caused to think of Pilate and his plight.  I can relate to especially one of Pilate’s questions to
Jesus: “What is truth?”  Strangely enough, the big-confronter of EXTRA, before the world, demanded I
tell him “What is truth?”  It went sort of like “What is truth?”, then “WHAT is truth?”, then “What IS truth?”
and again: “What is TRUTH?” and then with bended head he said, “I can’t do this any more...”

And Pilate?  Oh, he could have heard the voice of Jesus.  Pilate was face to face with HIM.  Five times
he postponed the decision hoping to gratify the mob with policies or lashings, yet Jesus was always sent
back to him.  Three times he stood eye to eye with this compelling Nazarene who had come to reveal the
truth.  “What is truth?” Pilate asked rhetorically or perhaps even in honest quest.  Jesus by now remained
silent which spoke far louder than the crowd’s demands.  But remember, Pilate didn’t listen and was
destined to bear the agony of those “almost” decisions and allowances forever and eternally.

Pilate could have even listened to his own wife who complained that he should not do in this man for
she had had a dream and suffered much over this person that day.  I pause here and think a moment about
what kind of a dream would a royal lady have to actually have, as indeed she did, to refer to Jesus as “a
righteous man”.  Pilate didn’t listen, however, and just as Judges today wish to bury the responsibility of
their positions—they allow Satan’s voice to prevail.  Sometimes that prevailing is too small to measure and
yet denies the plaintiffs to further complain.  They also make it such that even the defendants (in our case,
us) win and therefore seemingly would just “go away”.  I find it amazing and without wanting to appear
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frivolous or jesting that I find the wisdom of Judge Robert Coyle to be boundless in this personal matter.
He handled this mess masterfully while giving us ALL THE INFORMATION that would require thou-
sands of dollars and endless time to gather otherwise.  I am truly humbled and respectful of his insightful
diplomacy.  And, nothing takes place in circumstance until after the end of May.

Pilate could have listened to his own voice that day and could have made such BETTER decisions.
Obviously Coyle listened to his own input and chose the better way—even if it were not for the right
reasons.  He found NO GROUNDS for such as criminal causes and refused to consider it but did say:
“Don’t let it happen again!”  Whatever “again” might mean, it won’t for I am now relieved of the subject
and God keeps His words of promise to me.

I have found, as with other things of this journey, when we want God to clarify through shouts and
demands—it will not be that way.  God does NOT enter into a shouting match with Satan.  Truth need not
scream, rant and rave even if passions do seem to shout and loudly speak.  HE stands permanently, quietly
pleading while ever present.  HE doesn’t “trick” or promise treats.  There aren’t any side shows save those
which the eyes of the inner being see and, even though it appears otherwise, God offers no temptations but
quietly warns us of the temptations offered by Satan.  GOD SUPPLIES OPEN PROOF.

Most of us, including myself, seem to linger on the brink of that cliff representing God and Satan.  We
are, I suppose, caught somewhere in between, lingering on the edge of Satan’s crowd for the ease of the
“giving in” and yet hovering within sure earshot of the message of God—just in case.  I will listen to the call
of God for the alternative is too much with which to use to count my days.  I believe, friends, that there is
no darker hell than the one of remorse—ALMOST.  The call of Satan is too compelling?  I don’t think so
for I have found that Satan never really comes through with his promises.  And THAT is an “almost” of
certainty.

Washing hands a dozen times or a thousand times will not cleanse them if they be dirtied from within
and washing will NOT free us from the guilt of an OPPORTUNITY ignored.  It may be one thing to forgive
ourselves for something we have done but it is quite another thing to TRY to forgive ourselves for some-
thing that we might have done, but didn’t.  It goes along with: “...but good men did nothing...”

I find that I can no longer consider “almost” to be among the terms in my reality vocabulary.  I am
either with HIM or I am serving “AGAINST” HIM.  I find that “nearly” can’t be good enough either—I
shall need find “certainly” useful in expression and “sometimes” has to be “always” just as “if only”
must become “regardless”.  And that brings us down to this minute in mulling about lawsuits and judges
orders, life and living—we have no “next time”—we only have “this time”.  Therefore, we must think in
wisdom, consider the tools and gifts afforded us, LISTEN to that soft voice of wise Truth within and we
WILL KNOW what next to accomplish.  There is a rather thought-provoking saying which comes to
mind; “Almost may well count in horseshoes and hand grenades, but with the master, it is just as
good as a ‘NEVER’.”

“But,” comes the rebuttal regarding getting things done, “will it ever happen really?”  No, I suppose
NOT UNLESS “I MAKE IT HAPPEN”!  AND “I” AM “YOU” IN FIRST PERSON!  Do you have to
do anything?  Of course—YOU are “I” in first person reference.  “I” have to do something and “I KNOW
THAT I CAN ACCOMPLISH WHATEVER NEEDS BE ACCOMPLISHED” and that leaves YOU to
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recognize that YOU are simply “I”.  And if YOUR responsibility is but to pray for “I” then it is sufficient for
God gives all things abundantly and sufficiently that we create our purpose and reveal HIS GREATER
GLORY.

Ones might well suggest we didn’t “win” anything in the Federal Court but that is incorrect thinking.
We WON, BIG!  The order and “sanctions” only establish unquestionable damages from and by our
adversaries in the court.  There COULD NOT HAVE BEEN a better ruling out of this case in our behalf.
Has this judge precluded a “Scopes” trial regarding religious standings?  No, and he knows as much—but
it won’t be in his courtroom and he is ready to RETIRE.  He left us every door and window open for
whatever God decides we should do as to actions at any future time, but he won’t have to confront the
decision-making processes.

More interesting a notation is that we had no legal counsel and stood before the court ourselves to
confront the Beast who never dares to present himself.  Further, even in the pushing by legal voices to do
this or that—we simply spoke truth and varied not while the enemy shouted “off with their heads”.  No, I
believe that I have witnessed a bit of “justice” and since it took months to bring in a decision—I do believe
that this man did all he could do to stop the insanity from progressing out of control.  It is now recognized,
good or bad, “that the Ekkers never quit” and this Judge said it out loud in his Federal Court and
perhaps that is the largest compliment we shall ever have had.

We can go back and “fight” for freedom of speech on the subject but why bother with such rot?  Truth
has shown forth in its beauty and glory and our flag is unscathed.  Truth has been left right out front for all
to see who will look.

You have to remember what Timothy Binder and George Green demanded through those attorneys in
Fresno: At least $100,000 sanctions and six months in jail, plus fines.  Now either George Green has to
meet his own agreement with US&P or they are out another $50,000 for “we” have no further debt save
honor the judge.  What is written is written and I have no need to do anything more in the matter.

Satan, it appears, may well have spit into the wind himself and now finds it in his own nest.  Will Satan
infect and disease his OWN?  Of course, every time.

The judge in his wisdom DID NOT RULE AGAINST GOD in any way whatsoever—he simply
ordered that the human elements involved refrain from evidencing any failings as to content or validity of
materials EXCEPT independently.  Easy enough for I have scribed a couple of hundred volumes and
“independently” is our mode of operation.  Furthermore, if I wish to repeat a Russell revelation all I have to
do is print the “source”.  Scientific material does not even demand permission for use—but of course, we
always give reference credit anyway so there is not actually even inconvenience.  If we have ploughed a
new row in the field of freedom and against censorship, we are well honored in the play, for another will not
have to repeat the terrible experiences if they but LISTEN and LEARN.  Whatever I have been given,
from you ones out there—I have given away to anyone who wishes to hold information but I have no
volumes for confirmation of your writings so please do not further claim anything in that truth to be mine for
it was NEVER “MINE”, although I finally understand the meanings of the presentations as I find LIGHT all
about my being and within my soul.
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I am closing in behalf of E.J. and myself and I believe, also, Cmdr., thanking you for your unending
support and love as you have shared your hearts, your hopes and your gifts, which were wonderful and
ever mindful of GOD and HIS Angels right to the one in crystal which hangs by my keyboard.  I received
precious things which hold your love always near; a silver and gemstone pin of a bird in flight, a crown with
precious stones depicting God’s ever glorious place, even chocolates to ease the “soul food” cravings,
sugar and syrup, spice and everything nice from Pierre in his annual care package from the Maple harvest
in New York and Canada.  You have been the candles which have lighted our way and gave wisdom to
and within the heart of a judge who confronted many of you face to face.  God was in His courtroom
WITH US and He has prevailed.  We are grateful for this ONE is YOUR victory—not ours.  But because
God has proven his Truth one more time, we can push on a bit further and one day we will arrive for each
step brings us closer to knowing our destination and goals.

In love and with our greatest and deepest abiding thank you, we remain in HIS LIGHT,

Doris and E.J.

(The Ekkers, and yes indeed, proud and yet totally humble to be counted among and within THE
Phoenix)
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CHAPTER  5

REC  #1    HATONN
MON., MAY 12, 1997  7:42 A.M.  YR.10, DAY 269

MON.,  MAY 12,  1997

A  MESSAGE  TO  OUR  READERS

I wish to take a few minutes early this morning to get a note into the paper this week regarding our seeming
lack of writing.  There IS NO lack of writing, only a lack of publishing “my” communications through
Doris.

We have been told by the Judge that we will refrain publishing on the subjects we most need to confront,
lest Doris be imprisoned.  The ruling was actually the most well-thought-out judicial rendering I have had
the privilege to witness, but it still is an order.  Does this mean we won’t write on the topics of God and
Light?  Yes, for now, because the concepts as offered prior to now are not ENTIRELY CORRECT, and
the books bearing corrections have been banned, and when we choose to again write on the topics
involved, we shall only present the CORRECT material, and therefore it will not resemble that which came
before.  That is for later, and others in distant lands are doing the receiving, the drafting both in writing and
diagrams, and we are free of the burden here.

As most of you realize, the Constitutional Law Center has been closed until we can better consider path-
ways to improvement in the system itself.  We realize that attorneys of lifelong standing have great difficulty
in changing, and change you must.  We will investigate thoroughly the opportunities to merge some Consti-
tutional LAW into whatever we personally can utilize before the courts, but to cut our throats and end our
own “wins” to simply argue and make the courts angry is a stupid maneuver at best.  So much activity is
being shouldered by a very few in this place that they have no time for such as restructuring cases, so even
our first encounter to study case-load had to be postponed.  It was not a public forum but was to consider
how to go about restructuring cases presenting opportunities to do so.

We had received some input from a usually credible resource that there would be a “raid” on the meeting.
How strange you have become; there would be NO MEETING as such, but only a few very isolated
persons would even be attending, and no legal parties at all.  Are YOU in serious trouble or what, Amer-
ica?

Is this just America?  NO.  We received in-depth “debriefing” yesterday from one of our dearest friends
who was in Greece for the past several months—only to get CONFIRMATION for other warnings that
there were groups of CIA, MOSSAD, and INTERPOL intelligence teams to see to it that we can’t even
open personal accounts in that nation.  These teams are directed and headed by Israeli henchmen.

FINE, WE WON’T DO BUSINESS OF ANY KIND IN GREECE AND SO BE IT.  As important
as money may well be to accomplishment of any revolvement into peace and freedom, it is not worthy of
one person being put into jeopardy to accomplish our business.
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V.K. Durham offered in sealed contract a billion dollars per state in the Flood Zone states just experiencing
total disaster in the U.S. and guess what?  Not one response from anyone—and especially silent is the
State Department!  Well, G-7&1/2 meets in June so it will be interesting to see what happens there in
Denver.

Dharma is actually not any better at all, physically.  Perhaps ten years of this 24-hours-a-day load is not
realistic, after all.  She must stay quiet lest she lose her voice entirely and that would be most inconvenient
for speaking engagements.  It has now become simply a transient problem which could not be properly
attended because of legal matters and other interruptions while we made other plans.  Actually, we just
keep our eye on THE GOAL, remain prepared for ANYTHING, remain absolutely flexible, stay at PEACE
in all intents and actions—and wait upon the Lord to give us our assistance.  Meanwhile we do that which
we can in order to stay in print and do a bit of healing.

We have not lessened our writing one iota but have had the necessity of holding it.

Has the “enemy” won?  Come now, does GOD win or what?  I have to remind you over and over: “You
have to know when to hold them, know when to fold them and then, brother, you had best know
when to walk away and let them trap themselves!”  And further, if you must spit—I suggest you turn
away from the wind—BUT REMAIN FACING THE LIGHT SO THAT SHADOWS DON’T CREEP
INTO YOUR SPACE AND BLIND YOU.  Just know when to hold on, when to let go—and the wisdom
to discern each and both.  But most of all, when challenges seem to come aboard your ship of life—
welcome them for, as with a full cup of wine or water, you have to sometimes EMPTY THE OVERFLOW
SO THAT YOU CAN HAVE ROOM TO FILL THE CUP WITH THAT WHICH IS WHOLESOME
AND GOODLY AND ALLOWS FOR COURSE CORRECTIONS.

Satan is alive and well on planet Earth—BUT GOD IS ALIVE AND WELL IN THE UNIVERSE!  This
becomes a totally impractical match—for Satan!

Is Dharma the only speaker and writer for me and/or my compatriots?  Gracious no.  You have been
getting an overflow of offerings directly from this place EVERY WEEK and that has NOTHING to do
with Dharma OR Doris.  We keep the focus OFF so nobody knows who to damn or strike.  One target is
enough and Dharma can handle it while the work goes right on going on.  And you out there make it
possible.  You might think your cards and letters, gifts and remembrances are not noted?  Oh my, they are
THE glue, bandaids, hairpins and bailing wire that holds ourselves together.

Will we ever have meetings again?  Of course, and they shall be greater than ever before, but since we
have no claim to group, church, cult, or other alliances, we will keep ourselves independent, totally without
cause of anyone to damage us, and we shall be fine and in recognition of the FACT that since onset of our
immediate work—GOD HAS ALWAYS GUIDED CORRECTLY AND WITH GREAT WISDOM.

We have become close friends with those who spouted and damaged in the media at the whim of our
adversaries.  Even the local TV station is producing some outstandingly important persons who can actu-
ally have our network operation when God is ready to create it here.  As with most things God is working
on to create a better way—you just don’t know what it might be that is happening beyond your own nose
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and fingers.  And no, we don’t share that which can stop our receiving what is necessary.  Wouldn’t it be
totally stupid to advertise and publish that we have an ongoing negotiation with the Dalai Lama of China/
Buddha now banished to Tibet?  Well, we do, and one of our people is spending time with him VERY
SHORTLY.  It was very generous of him to come to the U.S. and lessen our own burdens.  Oh, don’t get
flustered; Clinton met with him—why can’t citizens?  Ah, but guess what: Clinton COULDN’T meet with
this teacher/leader in the Oval Office of YOU-THE-PEOPLE because it “might” irritate China and
other Congressional Zionists who won’t tolerate another concept of Spiritual TRUTH.  Am I a
Buddha-ist?  Nope.  I’m not in agreement that there is only human journey to perfection for that is ONLY
A PORTION OF THE FACTS OF IT.  Do I agree with the CHRIST TEACHINGS of famed “Bud-
dha”, the leader?  Yes, I believe and LIVE all of Christ’s teachings to the full extent of my capabilities and
those are quite abundant.  Do I believe the Christ teachings of the Muslims?  Indeed.  Do I believe the
Christ teachings of the Christians?  Yes, but only the CHRIST teachings—not what “Christianity”
itself has become.  It is a non-Godly-based RELIGION which places first in definition “Judeo”.  Is this
bad?  I don’t JUDGE but it IS, by very definition, THE OPPOSITE MEANING OF CHRIST.  This term
now represents the ZIONIST movement which just yesterday had its 100-year birthday.  Didn’t you
realize that?  So be it.

Religions are for physical experience as “human” enterprise.  SPIRITUALITY is of SOUL.  What is the
intent of YOUR SOUL?  I am NOT of the following of John the Baptist, Constantine, The Pope of Rome,
or any other such as Martin Luther or  Harry Carrie—I AM A PRACTITIONER OF CHRIST TRUTH
AND A SERVANT TO GOD CREATOR IN LIGHT, THROUGH LIGHT AND OF LIGHT.  ALL
MAN-MADE DOCTRINES ARE THAT: MAN-MADE DOCTRINES.  SOUL ONLY NEEDS CON-
NECTION WITH AND THROUGH GOD AND SELF.

I have just heard Akhenaton described again as the “Heretic Pharaoh”.  What?  Who?  He recognized
ONE GOD OF LIGHTED CREATION and that seems to classify the poor sucker as a “heretic”?  What
exactly DO YOU BELIEVE?  Is some man, like Martin Luther, going to come back and offer you divine
and eternal life?  How is he going to accomplish that task?  Did not GOD promise to send HIS HOSTS to
attend you who KNOW HIM?  Well, God is here; I (Host) am here, and I don’t find Martin Luther or
John Calvin around.

You have been sent, as messengers, MANY great and brilliantly wondrous teachers—Socrates, Buddha
, Confucius, Jesus, and on down the line of time immemorial but it hasn’t really “SAVED” anything or
anyone.  Only YOU can offer SELF salvation, and THAT is what every messenger of God, every
teacher of truth, and every spiritual leader of Truth has brought to you for your use, and you
look to THE MAN and never mind the TRUTH.

Do I need your blessing or your confirmation to somehow PROVE MYSELF?  Of course not, and when
you look for your own confirmation in all the WRONG PLACES, you won’t find factual TRUTH—for
truth abides in EVERYTHING but is elusive in ill-intent.  You seek TRUTH in things that are visible and
pleasing to your sensing beings—which is the very liar himself at work in your domain.  You want me to
show myself?  Why?  I would then be a reproduction of YOU instead of that which I AM!  The same with
my “craft”.  You want a hard and physical object—but when it becomes physical and an object in den-
sity—it is NOT a reflection of MY SHIP.  It becomes your IDEA of what might be.  Further, that object
will be exactly like the projected images placed into your unrealizing minds by those who control you.
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Do I have followers?  I CERTAINLY HOPE NOT!  My only purpose in this entire journey is TO HELP
YOU REALIZE YOU FOLLOW GOD CREATOR AND THAT IS TOTALLY SUFFICIENT.  YOU
MUST FOLLOW THE WORD IN TRUTH.  GOD IS THE WORD, THE THOUGHT, THE TRUTH,
THE LIFE, THE LIGHT—AND IS ABSOLUTE LOVE—IN UNCONDITIONAL ALLOWANCE.

So, if we need something, can’t we create it?  Of Course!!!  However, “why” you might wish to create
some things is well beyond reason and logic.  If you, for instance, create 3 tons of gold coins—would you
have arrived at where you need to be?  Of course not—you would have simply created more wealth for
your kings and controllers.  We must always create within the WILL OF GOD so that what we gain is that
which we can use and hold, and that, within all laws of God AND MAN.  Remember, money (gold) is
neither good nor bad—IT SIMPLY IS!  Its recognition of use according to the criteria of good or bad
comes in the use of it and that can only be attributed to MAN.  A dog, for instance, may well wet upon a
lump of gold—or coal—and realizes no difference.  We need the “value”, not the substance!  Further, we
destroy NOTHING for our only INTENTION, ever, is to CREATE A BETTER WAY, THING, USE,
SUPPORT, TRUTH, HONOR, INTEGRITY, LOVE, AND BEING IN FREEDOM.  We fight no one,
even if we use the term to indicate opposition; we subvert no thing and/or no one; we attack no thing or no
one; we only build that which services all things and all persons.  If there are evil persons or intents—they
shall have to change or fall of their own accord for we do not even give them the energy of attention.  Let
them stir in their own hot soup.  YES, WE GIVE THEM “ATTENTION” BUT NEVER THE “EN-
ERGY” OF ATTENTION.

Attention to something is NOT giving energy to it.  It is a gaining of information and knowledge “about” that
focus.  Never give it your energy.  Offer YOUR ENERGY to God for HIS use and ask that it be used for
HIS WILL and ACCOMPLISHMENT TO BEST AND HIGHEST GOOD—AND YOU HAVE IT!
But you have to know what is WRONG before you can FIX IT INTO RIGHTEOUSNESS.  You can’t
even know whether a road goes in the right or the wrong direction—UNTIL YOU KNOW WHERE
YOU ARE GOING.  And, if you are in Chicago, Ill., U.S.A. and wish to go to Mexico, and you head
north toward Canada—is it not wise to turn about, head south and realize possible arrival in Mexico?  The
interesting thing is that on that road north—it becomes a roadway south—eventually.  However, you have
to walk over the North Pole, which can frost your toes and the likelihood of ending up in Mexico becomes
remote unless, of course, you know what you are doing and take a super jet AIRCRAFT.  Even then the
turbulence may very well “getcha”.

Now, why would you, further, choose a roadway that has no throughway passage—if you can know in
advance by simply reading, correctly, a map?  Why would you take a path to get from California, U.S.A.
to New York, U.S.A. and have it not pass through the Rocky mountains?  Why do you continue to put
whole mountain ranges in your roadway when all you have to do is KNOW and pass them by, go over
them or whatever else is available?  The first point here, however, is to KNOW WHAT IN THE WORLD
YOU WANT TO GO TO NEW YORK FOR OR TO DO!  Is it a destination chosen or simply a city on
the way to reaching the Atlantic Ocean?  Aren’t there easier ways to reach the Atlantic Ocean from the
Pacific Coast?

If you, however, have your worst enemy following you to try and get your assets and perhaps even your
life, would you not direct him to New York where he is entangled in the massive confusion—while you go
directly to the East Coast via shortest routing to reach the ocean if you be on the West Coast?  It is
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called “reason”, “logic”, “intelligence” and yes, WISDOM.

How many gifts from God will YOU refuse?  How many gifts do you ask for and seem to be in failure of
receiving?  Do you KNOW what you want, your goals, your directions?  God cannot GIVE you a gift
unless you ACCEPT IT.  A “gift” remains only a thought or a thing until it is received and accepted.  And,
how many gifts do you CLAIM to GIVE when actually you want PAYMENT for the idea or the thing?  A
person is stupid to even consider accepting a “gift” of poison and drinking it.  If you DO NOT know what
you do—poison is as apt to be in that “gift” as goodness.  With the government “gifts” it is ALWAYS
POISON, AS A GOOD “RULE OF THUMB”!

May you always remain OPEN for ideas to circulate through that wondrous mind GIFTED by God and
held by each recipient.  A gift unused is but an insult to the gifter.  Why would you hold the only TRUE
GIFT in the universe—AND NEVER USE IT FOR ITS POTENTIAL TOTALITY OF CREATION?
Salu.
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AND  THE  BAND  PLAYED  ON

Yea, even as we walk through the valley of shadows there is always a drumbeat which never ceases its
ageless cadence.  So, along the way we pause, take stock of what “seems” to be taking place and then
continue as the moment clutches us in the grip of whatever emotion may be infiltrating our very beings as
we think we are controlling ourselves.  Since the moment is all we have as to time considerations, it is in
our favor to move along, listening to the beat of the drum very carefully.  The drum itself is but a THING
which is utilized to mark cadence in rhythm, so it is never the “thing” (drum) to which to beware—IT IS
THE DRUMMER!

Remember this when you feel that somehow you have lost your instrument player while Dharma is simply
unable to match the necessity of my own endless supply of things upon which to expound.  And, yes
indeed, we are writing, writing, writing, while we do other tasks now at hand which require the attending by
myself.  The play does not stop or end; the music and beat goes on and, yes indeed, you have over 200
journals to read and, if you have run out—go read them again.

A man came to town this very day with a private need and insistence to see and speak with “Doris” as
Dharma.  He had been given some sort of revelation that he was to come to this place to visit this group
and he would get his purpose and direction.  What had really happened is that someone in Montana told
him “Doris does that sort of thing...”.  He had traveled EVERYWHERE and was a seeker of every group
for information and he was quite sure this was the place to find it all for self.  He announced he was going
to spend a full week WITH DHARMA and learn everything and then probably settle down here and help
run “things”.  Do you see, readers, when you don’t understand your own information, you mislead people
for this man couldn’t afford (he spends all his stuff searching) this trip.  He is now on his way to Sedona, by
way of I don’t remember where, to find his guru and purpose.  He was so disappointed to find Doris sick,
NO GROUP, NO ORGANIZED ANYTHING, and that he would have to read his own materials if he
wanted anything from here.  Can you see how the label of “cult” gets started?  Moreover, you are not too
popular if you send people great distances to seek and they find NOTHING but a small town doing
nothing.  How long does it take to learn these important things?  Furthermore, it has NEVER been different
here.  We simply chose to welcome anyone who wished to hear if there would be a “speaking” opportu-
nity.  THIS IS SO YOU DO NOT CONFUSE THE “WORD” WITH GURUS, SELF-PROCLAIMED
LEADERS AND/OR ANY ASSOCIATION WITH ANYTHING OR ANYONE, OTHER THAN
GOD.  Do you see that most of the time you bring your own misery upon selves?

This man was so uninformed as to have never read a journal and only had one clipping out of the paper, not
even the whole paper.  Well, readers, this is what the “revelation” movements are all about—ignorant
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people feeling bigger than life and off to set the world to their own drumbeat.  Does this not terrify you who
would be set upon by such misguided individuals?  Therefore, I repeat a many-times-stated fact: if you
want gurus, fortune telling, psychic nonsense, someone ELSE giving you your life’s direction—then go to
where these things are advertised and sold along with trinkets, talismans and bewitchery.

Can you see what is really happening here in this instance?  The man was not coming to commune with
God or angels or anyone other than the group where he might find his way to not having to do for himself
and to one-on-one with Doris who never one-on-ones with anyone save on her own human terms.  These
are the misperceptions that will destroy mankind and lead a bunch of revelationers off to suicideville and
purple kerchiefs.
“Well, with that attitude you aren’t going to go very far...” is the usual response to people who can’t see
further than their own opinions.  The facts are, readers, we don’t want to go anywhere and much the less
in the company of such buffoons and know-it-alls.  We reach where and whom we need to reach and the
ones destined to hear and see—always do!

Now to change the subject entirely.

A reader sent an article regarding China and Alaska out of John Coleman’s World In Review, asking
comments.  I don’t think that there is much commenting required but I do feel it is such an important topic
that we should offer it one step further along the road to publicity.

From the April 1997, Volume 6, Number 4:

[QUOTING:]

CHINA’S  ALASKAN  CONNECTION

During one of my radio talk-show interviews, a caller asked me what the U.S. is doing to prepare for
the day when millions of Chinese troops invade the U.S. through the Aleutians.  My reply was, “exactly
nothing.”  I explained that the pact made between the Li family dynasty and David Rockefeller in 1964,
that China and the U.S. would never be at war with each other, is stronger than ever.

It was one of the Li family, Li Peng, who directed operations in Tiananmen Square.  On the day of the
student revolt I was on a speaking engagement in New Orleans.  At question time, a lady asked me if the
students were going to succeed in overthrowing the government.  I told her it wasn’t going to happen and
she challenged me to write my comment on her program and sign it—she was that sure the Beijing govern-
ment was about to fall.  I obliged her and, three days later the student rebellion was crushed, under the
direction of Li Peng.

This is the same Li Peng toasted by Vice President Al Gore during his recent Beijing public relations
disaster trip.  As to an invasion by China, it has already happened; Li and Gore may well have been
drinking a toast to that achievement.  Although there are none of Beijing’s soldiers roaming our streets [H:
Oh?  Aren’t there?], the Li family has overcome us by the oldest and most successful method known to
man: bribery and corruption.  Fanning out from their K Street headquarters in Washington, China’s politi-
cal foot soldiers have done a remarkable job in an amazingly short time, one which would have taken them
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years and years and at far greater expense, to achieve by force of arms.  Now, the occupation is proceed-
ing at a gallop, and without bloodshed.

Instead of bumbling Al Gore, Clinton would have been better advised to send Lordwrick Cooke, or
Tony Knowles, Bruce Babbitt, or Charles Manatt, Edward Patton or Tommy Boggs instead of Gore.  All
are intimately connected with the conspiracy to export Alaskan OIL to China.  Even Henry Kissinger or,
as a last resort, “I’m in charge” Al Haig, would have been a better choice than Gore; and yes, Haig is still
around passing out C.F.R. (Council on Foreign Relations)instructions to the Clinton administration—fulfill-
ing his role as their number-TWO messenger boy.

China has many good, high-ranking friends in the rapacious petroleum industry, a law unto itself,
neither knowing nor respecting national and international boundaries or national sovereignty.  One such
friend is ARCO, which holds a place high on the ladder of Committee of 300 companies and ARCO,
along with that other jewel in the crown of Committee of 300 oil companies, B.P., is presently scheming
and plotting to ship Alaskan crude oil to the massive Zhenhai refinery on the outskirts of Shanghai which is
ready to start producing.

Lordwrick Cooke was ARCO’s former C.E.O. and, like old soldiers or political party leaders (Carter,
Dole) who never fade away, Cooke was active in 1996, stumping for the reelection of his old friend Bill
Clinton, the “outsider” from Arkansas.  In 1994, the same year that he got Tony Knowles elected as
governor of Alaska, Cooke was invited to the White House to celebrate his birthday with Bill Clinton, the
outsider from Arkansas, who presented his friend with a giant birthday cake, and then allowed him to
travel with Commerce Secretary Ron Brown to China where the two told the Chinese government that
ARCO would invest billions ($$$) in the new Zhenhai refinery.  In response to questions by the Chinese
government delegation, my sources say Cooke assured them that crude oil from Alaska would be forth-
coming for their refinery.  THIS IN SPITE OF THE FACT THAT IN AUGUST, 1994 THERE WAS A
PERMANENT PROHIBITION ON EXPORTING ALASKAN OIL.

About one year after the Brown-Cooke trip to China, Robert Healy, ARCO’s president of govern-
mental affairs, was invited to the White Coffee House to have coffee with Al Gore and Marvin Rosen, then
the finance chairman of the Democratic National Committee.  To show ARCO’s gratitude, Healy left a
$32,000 “tip” for the DNC.

Enter Charles Manatt, former chairman of the Democrat Party and now head honcho of Manatt,
Phelps and Phillips, Mickey Kantor’s old alma mater, which lobbying company handles and fronts for
major oil companies EXXON, MOBIL, B.P., ARCO and SHELL .  On May 26, 1995, Manatt was
invited to yet another White Coffee House get-together with Clinton.  Manatt dished out $117,150 in a
show of appreciation, and then, quite independently, of course, Kantor, as an insider member of the
Clinton cabinet, set up a drumbeat, demanding that the ban on exporting Alaskan oil be lifted, which
hitherto, federal law prohibited as the oil in the National Petroleum Reserve is supposed to be a reserve
stock in time of national emergency.

If anyone cares to look up my monograph “Environmentalism: The Second Civil War Has Begun”
about the fraud of major oil companies being the biggest contributors to the “Earth First” and “Greenpeace”
ecology groups, they will see that in 1987 I spelled out the reasons for the seeming contradiction of how
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the ecology movement could be supported by the majors in the petroleum industry.  For decades the major
contributors and supporters of the so-called ecology movement, received large sums of money from ARCO,
EXXON, B.P., MOBIL, SHELL, and the answer to the puzzle is provided in “Environmentalism: The
Second Civil War Has Begun”, a three-part work.

I explained that the major oil companies wanted the National Reserve lands, much of which held huge
reserves of oil, kept free of “outsiders” so that when the time came, they would be able to move in and take
possession of the oil reserves beneath the national parks lands at bargain prices.  As far as national wildlife
reserves in Alaska are concerned, that day arrived in 1996.  The hypocritical oil majors cared little or
nothing about the ecology or protecting the wildlife of the areas; witness what they have done to Prudho
Bay.

In 1996, Tommy Boggs was called in to work the miracle of lifting the ban on Alaskan crude oil.
Boggs is the son of the late Sen. Hale Boggs, whose mysterious disappearance in the Alaskan wilderness
in 1972 has never been explained.  Tommy Boggs is the chief lobbyist of Patton Boggs and his clients
include ARCO, EXXON, B.P., MOBIL and SHELL and, just coincidentally, he is a close golfing friend of
Bill Clinton, the “outsider” from Arkansas.

A formidable lobbyist, Boggs is believed chiefly responsible for getting the 104th Congress to reverse
the ban on exporting Alaskan crude oil, and so it was that in 1996 Clinton signed an order lifting the ban,
just as Ron Brown and Lordwrick Cooke had promised the government of China two years earlier.  Only
a blind man would fail to see that the skullduggery to rob the nation of its Alaskan oil reserves has been in
progress since at least 1994, and probably a lot longer than that.

In 1996, after the “coffees” at the White House, Pres. Clinton handed the major oil companies in-
volved in China and Alaska an astonishing bonus.  The press should have shouted this development from
the housetops but, like Dan Rather, Peter Jennings and Tom Brokaw, not to mention Larry King, they were
as silent as the grave about this momentous event.  Silently and without fanfare, Clinton ended the ban on
exporting our reserve oil stocks beneath the Alaskan wilderness and handed the petroleum giants a free gift
of billions, yes, billions of dollars.  So while heating oil and petroleum prices were at an all-time high,
Clinton and his backers were selling the United States out from under the feet of We, the People, for
“coffees” and substantial cash contributions to his reelection campaign fund.

Foreshadowing this national disaster—only he didn’t call it that—Tommy Boggs wrote a memo to his
clients predicting that he would get the ban on the export of Alaskan oil lifted by the 104th Congress.  But
that was not the only shock which the American people were handed; on the last day of the 1996 summer
session of Congress, Clinton signed the “Federal Oil and Gas Simplification and Fairness Act”.  As the
name implies, the bill was intended to mislead; this was more skullduggery on a massive scale, and the
“fairness” bit was not intended to benefit the American people; in fact, it was a wholesale sell-out by the
Clinton administration of the American people.

Simply put, what this deceptive piece of legislation does is play ducks and drakes with the price of the
oil the companies have to pay royalties on to the Federal government.  The scam is too lengthy to include
here in detail, but I will do a follow-up in the May issue of WIR and I fully intend exposing this gigantic
government-sanctioned rip-off of the American people which will allow the majors of the petroleum indus-
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try to get away with billions of dollars.  It is one of the most audacious daylight robberies ever to be carried
out by the petroleum industry.  And throughout this great robbery, the jackals of the media—print and
electronic, have remained deathly silent!  My God, what have we, as a nation, come to?

To execute the great robbery, enter Tony Knowles, the Governor of Alaska, or as he prefers to be
called, “ARCO’s governor”; and lest we forget, ARCO doled out $352,000 in contributions during the
1996 elections.  In 1994, Knowles got $32,000 and it helped elect him as the first Democratic Party
governor of Alaska, probably also the first governor of any state to sleep over at the White House, all part
of the overall conspiracy.  Knowles says he will walk every square mile of the 17 million acres of the great
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, to make sure that future oil drilling will not upset the ecological balance.  In
this he will be aided and abetted by Interior Secretary Bruce Babbit.  Now you know why I say and have
always said that China and the U.S. will never go to war with each other.

(This article will be continued in the May issue of WIR)

[END OF QUOTING]

If somebody sends along that article we will ask that it be printed in CONTACT as well.

[Dr. John Coleman’s World in Review (WIR) is published monthly in the United States: WIR, 2533 North
Carson Street, Carson City, Nevada, 89706.]

So, what do I have to add to this commentary?  Nothing.  It is quite obvious that the noose around the neck
of the world has now made a complete circle of the globe.  Moreover, it is hard to tell one player from
another in the “getcha” higher-level poker game.  And moreover, I praise you when you regard the prob-
lem of your friend as your own—for, but for the Grace of God, go you—in any circumstance, for you have
become both deaf and blind.

This is a rather short writing but important enough to leave you THINKING about this other side of the
globe—the China Syndrome.  Realize that Hong Kong reverts to China at the end of June.  And where will
you be?  Does it matter?  Oh yes indeed, it matters!  Salu.
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Just as you might go forth and look into the heavens to see what the weather might be, look at life passing
on by and be sure you don’t miss the wonderful possibilities that might be awaiting your grasping.  Remem-
ber that God sends His greatest blessings and most wondrous things in silence.  How often do you HEAR
a flower bloom?  Do you hear the tree growing?  Ah, but you do find that the laying hen will cackle over her
production every time she lays an egg for the farmer’s basket.  Do you want to find the glory of GOD or
simply lay a bunch of eggs?

I have asked to write this morning on deals with China and the United States along with some commentary
as to who and why there is such attention to China other than the return of Hong Kong next month.  But I
find my own scribe needing some reminders that life is what we make it to be and, if you are not out of step,
then check the feet of the others claiming to be marching with you.  Make sure you are “in step” with Truth
and that which is RIGHT and never mind the drop-outs from this band of instrumentalists all marching to
different drummers and yet claiming to march to God’s pulse wave of universal absolutes.  So, I dedicate
the following to Dharma and hope that the rest of you readers would consider carefully where you might fit
into the pattern of human aspects at work.

The entire dissertation is offered in great respect to the “Father” of “Possibility Thinking”, Dr. Robert
Schuller.  The ideas are not new; they are timeless, but he does have a way of wording ideas so that they
can be utilized in your own private action focus.  But before I begin, I might suggest that some of our
writings begin to be about individual experiences along the way, for family sharing is the only way to
present family caring.
How often do you turn to the most irrational alternatives in very simple circumstances?  Dharma, for
instance, is not improved healthwise to any great extent.  And worse, all the “fixers” have overloaded her
with every new idea that comes along—but to no avail save breaking out in crimson rashes and pickling her
innards.

DIS-EASE is negative energy at work, chelas—EVERY TIME.

“But the symptoms are...”  And certainly they ARE, right here, to the point of not being able to carry on a
conversation or paint the house!  Can’t speak?  Then we don’t have meetings until she can hold enough air
to speak for me.  Can’t run the 200-meter dash?  Then don’t run anywhere!  And what is the purple
lipstick bit?  That is not lipstick or silver, my dear, that is called cyanosis.  The heart is failing as the
congestion worsens and you simply are not getting enough oxygen to do more than huff and puff.  AH—
BUT CAN YOU TAP THE KEYS ON THE KEYBOARD?  Then why do we take this worst of times to
clean the attic, sort the closets and these other things gone now for a decade without attention?  Why do
we not just write and tap the keys until those proverbial cows come home and HEAL self?  I just might
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even have some interesting things to share with you and our brothers through this time of physical disability.
After all, the assaulters can’t assault that which they cannot find, now can they?

So, we are asked over and over again: “But what does Dharma do, or E.J. do, or Rick do, when the going
is such a burden as to want to get off?”  This holds true for EVERY person doing anything.  You will find
that some will march right on through in analytical exception, but most have to have some type of in-
spirational boost to refuel enough to keep right on keeping on.  Lots of you share your inspirational
thoughts with us so that we know we are all thinking on the same track and do not disrail our train.  Some
find some tapes from teachers, guides and philosophy speakers, both current and ancient—Truth is Truth
is Truth!

Dharma does have one point that brings distress to everyone around here: “Why more writing when there
are some 50 volumes waiting for printing and no way to get it done?”  What difference does it make?
There are enough for everyone to spend a couple of years reading, so what else is new?  How many of
YOU out there know that the deals made with China so impact your nation(s) as to boggle the minds of
mortal man, and also threaten Henry Kissinger?  No big deal?  Oh yes indeed, a very BIG deal.

As the mind bogs into the inability to sort, prioritize, and simply evaluate each thing against such as possi-
bility of alternatives, I must remind you that this IS THE WAY to accomplish goals.  Put information into the
mind, leave it sort against, yes, even the Ten Commandments of Possibility Thinking; share, converse,
brainstorm and find you DO HAVE THE ANSWERS—you just needed to remember them.

What are those TEN COMMANDMENTS?  Well, with great appreciation to Dr. Schuller for placing them
in order for our convenience, let’s run through them briefly through excerpts from some of his writings and
lectures.

The point of course, as usual, begins and ends with an IDEA.  Ideas are thoughts given to the mind by God
who IS MIND AND IS THOUGHT.  I will list them in quoted format, but not totally, so please know that
we are repeating but not taking time to offer the entire messages.

[Paraphrased quoting:]

1.  NEVER REJECT A POSSIBILITY BECAUSE YOU SEE SOMETHING WRONG WITH IT!

There is something wrong with every good idea.  Any time God gives you an idea, you can find some
negative aspect to it.  It’s amazing how people sit in a deliberating meeting and respond to an opportunity
only by finding fault with it.  Don’t throw away a suggestion when you see a problem.  Instead, isolate the
negative from the possibility.  Neutralize the negative.  Exploit the possibility, and sublimate the negative.
Don’t ever let negatives kill the positive potential that is within an opportunity.

Nothing is impossible if you will hold on to the idea that it might become possible somehow, some way,
with someone’s help.

2. NEVER REJECT A POSSIBILITY BECAUSE YOU WON’T GET THE CREDIT!
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God can do tremendous things through the person who doesn’t care who gets the credit.  Years ago I
met a man who was president and chairman of the board of a company in Minneapolis.  The company had
made the first huge balloon satellite, one that moved across the night sky like a star.  It was a successful
step in the early stages of the Space program.  I said to the president, “Excuse me for saying this, but I’ve
never heard of your name or your company.”

He replied, “Maybe not.  We didn’t get the credit, but we got the contract.”

Don’t worry about getting the credit.  If you do, you’ll become ego-involved in the decision-making
moments of life.  Decisions must never be based on ego needs.  They must be based on human needs and
market pressures that transcend your own desires.  Decide today: Would you rather satisfy your ego—or
enjoy the fruit of success?

3.  NEVER REJECT AN IDEA BECAUSE IT’S IMPOSSIBLE!

Almost every great idea is impossible when it is first born.  The greatest ideas today are yet impossible!
Possibility thinkers take great ideas and turn the impossibilities into possibilities.  That’s progress!

The important issue is whether or not the idea is a good one.  Would it help people who are hurting?
Would it be a great thing for our country and our world?  If so, then develop a way to achieve what today
is impossible.

4.  NEVER REJECT A POSSIBILITY BECAUSE YOUR MIND IS ALREADY MADE UP!

I’m sure you’ve heard the saying: “Don’t confuse me with the facts, my mind is already made up!”  [H:
This brings up a memory of nasty days and Judge Jason Brent.  Judge Brent came forth in his
black robes and in a bellowing tone of voice, at an Ekker hearing on the property case, and
OPENED THE COURT SESSION with “I will not hear any facts; I will give you my ruling...”.
He set about calling the Ekkers “flakes”, “transient bums” and made them responsible in open
court for the whole of the savings-and-loan debacle.  Almost a decade later, the case, surely as
promised, is about the corrupt judicial system and goes all the way up the line of participants in
corruption to the last three PRESIDENTS and their guilty associates who have destroyed, with
your aid and abetting, the United States of America.]  I’ve (continues Dr. Schuller) had to change my
mind publicly more than once.  People who never change their minds are either perfect or stubborn.  I’m
not perfect and neither are you.  I’d rather change plans while still in port, than to set sail and sink at sea.
[H: Smart captain.]

5.  NEVER REJECT AN IDEA BECAUSE IT’S ILLEGAL!

[H: Wow, and over and over I have shouted that we will never do anything illegal, immoral or
even remotely stretching the laws of land or God.  That does not preclude seeing what LAWS are
all about and who and why they have been brought into being the law of the land.  GOD’S LAWS
NEVER CHANGE.  We speak here of ideas and laws—not DOING and laws.]

Listen carefully, or you’ll misinterpret this commandment.  Some of the greatest ideas are impossible
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because they are illegal today.  You should never violate the law, but don’t reject an idea because it’s
illegal.  You might be able to get the law changed!

[H: Check out those laws and see if they actually do exist to stop you from your appointed task
or see if they might be changed.  Often you will find that the “change” of the law in the first place
is a pure fabrication with only media to blame for acceptance.  A lot of laws, however, on the
books today certainly need changing or deleting.]

6. NEVER REJECT AN IDEA BECAUSE YOU DON’T HAVE THE MONEY, MANPOWER,
MUSCLE, OR MONTHS TO ACHIEVE IT!

All it takes to accomplish the impossible is mind power, manpower, money power, muscle power, and
month power.  [H: Which ones of these don’t you have?]  Spend enough time, use enough energy,
develop enough human resources, acquire enough financial capital, and you can do almost anything.  [H:
Ah, but you don’t have these things?  WHY?  Who should or would do it for you?  WHY?]  Don’t
reject an idea just because you don’t have the necessary power.  Make the commitment to do what’s
great, then solve the problems.  A supersuccessful person has very FEW RESOURCES, except the
capacity to take an idea and marshal stronger and smarter people around him to pull it off.  [H: If you
expect people to always do the thinking and the producing—where is your special interest and
reward?  If you dump your load on someone else and yet claim participation—how much reward
do you really deserve?  Are there truly “free lunches” if you just hang around long enough?  No,
in fact with the doing nothing, you will find no lunch at all.]

7.  NEVER REJECT AN IDEA BECAUSE IT WILL CREATE CONFLICT!

The longer I’ve studied possibility thinking, the more I’ve come to one conclusion.  You can never
develop a possibility without creating problems.  You can never establish a goal without generating a new
set of tensions.  You can never make a commitment without producing some conflict.  Every idea worth
anything is bound to be rejected by people who don’t go along with it.  To reject an idea because it may
generate conflict is to “surrender leadership” to friends or foes!

8.  NEVER REJECT AN IDEA BECAUSE IT’S NOT YOUR WAY OF DOING THINGS!

Learn to accommodate.  Prepare to compromise.  Plan to adjust.  A different style, a new policy, a
change in tradition—all are opportunities to grow.  Get set to compromise.  Learn to be equilibristic.
Maintain a balance between the tension of an opportunity that demands exploitation and the limitations of
the resources available at the moment.  Readjust your budget.  Compromise your taste.  Accommodate
your life-style.  You may have to decide, “It’s more important to succeed than it is to snobbishly adhere to
my private tastes.”

9.  NEVER REJECT AN IDEA BECAUSE IT MIGHT FAIL!

Every idea worth anything has failure potential within it.  There is risk in everything.  One thing the
United States needs more than anything today is possibility thinking.
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Our problem in this country [H: And in every country.] is with management, labor, and consumers.
Consumers are told that if there is anything wrong with a product, don’t buy it, and if you do buy it, sue the
company.  Labor has its problems.  Management has its problems.  I don’t think there is anything worse
than the no-risk mentality we have in America.

If Jesus Christ had operated that way, He would never have died on the cross.  The whole principle of
faith means you’re prepared to make a supreme sacrifice for the greater good of other persons.  There can
be no assurance until that happens.  Success is never certain, and failure is never final.

You never reject an idea because there’s some risk involved.  You isolate the risk, insulate it, and
eventually eliminate it.

10.  NEVER REJECT AN IDEA BECAUSE IT’S SURE TO SUCCEED!

There are people today who back off if they are sure they will succeed.  One reason is that these
persons begin to imagine the ego fulfillment this success would give, and with an excuse of being humble,
they pull out.

To all of my fellow Christians, trying to follow Christ, who say, “I should not try to be successful.  I’m
not trying for the top of the ladder.  That’s vanity.  That’s materialistic.”  I must say, that’s not true!  To
choose poverty instead of prosperity, failure instead of success, low achievement instead of top-of-the-
ladder achievement, simply for the sake of being humble, is not super-Christian.  It’s dumb.  Only success-
ful people can help people who are failing.  Only winners will survive to give food to the hungry.

The Ten Commandments for Possibility Thinkers—where do I get them?  All ten come from the
Bible.  All ten come from Christ—the World’s Greatest Possibility Thinker.  He said, “If you have faith as
a mustard seed, you will say to this mountain, ‘Move from here to there,’ and it will move, and nothing will
be impossible for you” (Matt. 17:20).  [End of paraphrased quote.]

Thank you, Sir, for reminding us of our own inner lessons this day.  We cannot succeed if we don’t proceed
and we cannot WIN if we do not begin.  We have no loss for ideas in this quarter, but we have plenty of
input to deny the goodly outcome of the ones we have and we, therefore, get to the point of lack of desire
to share either the ideas or the success reaped by the intentional, and in the face of diversity, accomplish-
ment of same.  Don’t tell us something will NEVER WORK and then hold out thine hand for the rewards
when we go forth and MAKE IT WORK.

We in this place may well seem outrageous—but where else are you going to learn that YOU ARE
CREATORS?  YOU MUST CREATE TO BE RECOGNIZED AS A CREATOR!  If you continue to
stop in the middle of each new and wondrous possibility of creation—you pronounce your deception on
self.  If YOU stop short of finishing your PROMISED COMMITMENT TO OUR MISSION—you tell
on self and bring negative focus to us.

What will happen, friends, is that when you dump your negative energy onto the heads of the very ones
making sure we create the proper things and needs for this mission—you sign your own destiny with
them.  They cannot create from negative energy—ONLY FROM LIGHTED AND POSITIVE EN-
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ERGY can we have what is necessary for us to accomplish that which we have come to accomplish.
These ones are worn away at negative prattle and binding choices of those “in charge” of certain aspects
of that which is representing SUCCESS.  Further, if the shoes fit, WEAR THEM!

EVERY DAY we have ones come forth and proclaim their 24-hour-a-day service under all and any
conditions.  Then they fold their tentlets and go away proclaiming that somehow we have failed them for
their OWN LACK OF CREATIVE PRODUCTION.  If I have to think the idea, do the deed, produce
the participants for you, and then DO THE WORK—why should I give the results and rewards TO
YOU?

I am continually offered 10% or even 25% of the winnings of the lottery if I “will just give the winning
numbers...”.  Why would I do that?  If I can give the winning numbers why would I not use them and get
the WHOLE OF THE WINNING POT?  Do YOU stop to really consider your offers to God?  You
promise all sorts of things if God will just...!  GOD DOES NOT NEED ALL SORTS OF “THINGS”.  HE
DOESN’T EVEN WANT THOSE “THINGS”—AND YOU DON’T KEEP YOUR PROMISE PAST
THE INCIDENT IN FOCUS SO WHY SHOULD GOD????  Worse, people come, TAKE, and then
drop out, turn away, etc.  And then what?  Well, of course, in their own failures they turn on the ones who
did not turn from the pathway of righteousness.  This is as old an action as mankind himself.

Any time you feel compelled to tear another down in order to feel better or good about self and cause
others to be misinformed by your deeds and words—you have just forever ruined your reputation.  Speaking
ill of others does NOT make you look better—it makes you look absolutely the fool you ARE.  A zillion
lies will NOT ONE TRUTH MAKE.

There is often humor in things you least suspect as being the least bit funny.  We can look right here
AGAIN, for example.  Doris goes about realizing that any moment may be her last in this dwelling for it has
been stolen from her, sold out from under her—and therefore her expectation of never settling in per-
manently has become her mode of action.  She keeps partially packed for moving at all times since she
moved in, in 1987.  Then there are the BOXES.  She hoards BOXES in the attic, inside one another or
piled all over—”IN CASE SHE NEEDS THEM FOR MOVING...”.  Well, yesterday friends pulled out
all the empty boxes and today she is having to be sent to the basement TO STOP HER FROM CARTING
HER BOXES BACK INTO THE ATTIC.

“But,” she says, “if I keep those boxes for moving, I perhaps won’t have to move.”  No, if you create the
goal of not needing to move, you won’t need the boxes or concern over the possibilities.  If moving is
unacceptable as an alternative then you will create a way in which you have the cake and get rid of the
boxes as well.  Ah, but she goes further—she is now packing old things in clear plastic so that whoever has
to clean up after her “death” can just take it to the “Goodwill”.  I can’t see what is magical about that
attitude—why not just take it to the Goodwill NOW?  Oh, I see, you might need the things that no longer
fit any body around—for survival?  WHEN WILL YOU, DHARMA, THINK ABUNDANCE IN-
STEAD OF SURVIVAL?  YOU PREPARE FOR SURVIVAL AND ABUNDANCE AND YOU
WON’T HAVE THE PROBLEM OF OLD THINGS, WILL YOU?

Another thing which becomes evident around these parts is to “let Hatonn”.  We write and write and
remind and support—while you do whatever else you wanted to do in the first place—just “let Hatonn”.
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Well, Hatonn is “doing” every day while you make other plans, my dears.  You will find any excuse to
postpone the simple task of THINKING about what you need and how to accomplish the mission.  You
will GO do this or that that has nothing to do with anything relative to your own attention task and then
wonder why you don’t have abundance spewing out your ears.  So be it, for until you take initiative in your
own behalf YOU KEEP OTHERS FROM RECEIVING THEIR OWN ABUNDANCE FOR THEIR
LABORS.

I get so weary of you people attending over and over and over the dead dogs, the unimportant things—
while “surviving” in that which will not sustain or maintain or even have desirable outcome.  You seek and
FIND “excuses” and then argue that the actions have REASON.  No, you look for that which postpones
taking positive ACTION in the wallowing in the dust of excuses for whatever you want to do while you are
“putting off” getting your job done.  YOU DO NOT WANT TO SUCCEED—YOU WANT SOME-
BODY ELSE TO SUCCEED AND GIVE YOU THE ABUNDANCE WITHOUT LIMITATION OR
MERIT.  IS THIS THE “JUSTNESS” OF GOD?  NO.  HARD LABOR DOES NOT MAKE FOR
SUCCESS, BUT IT OFTEN HELPS ACCOMPLISH THINGS.  CREATION IS TO TAKE THAT
WHICH IS, TURN IT INTO THAT WHICH IS FOR YOUR USE IN A FORM UNLIMITED AND
BRILLIANT IN CONCEPT.  WHY DO YOU KICK AND MOVE, MOVE AND KICK THE DEAD
DOGS WHILE ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS GET A NEW LIVE PUP?

Have you noted the way a group or body of something begins to die and decay when the energy is
removed from it?  You can look at a house, even, and know when it is has occupants (life) or is simply a
vacant building.  As we have had to withdraw from public tabloid media attacks and Doris has been unable
to speak—have you noted the “death” feel of the areas once bustling and alive?  Ones here are having to
move along on what all of you “out there” have only had since the beginning—THE WORD OF TRUTH.
And you know what?  Readers, the awe for you who have stayed the course, been the backbone of
TRUTH and learning, and turned in support of our own needs here for healing and growing, is unable to be
counted here for when the lamp is turned low or goes out—it is difficult to hold to the golden ring.  The
usual next step is to choose the plastic replica instead because it glows so brightly.  But does it glow brightly
or is the darkness so intensely threatening that you latch onto that which is no light-giver at all?

All people seem doomed as a species to grasp at excuses to maintain SELF.  Why can you not just be
honest FIRST WITH SELF and then all else comes into its proper placement?

It is rather interesting that one of the “cute” sayings lately is, “Show me the money.”  It seems to fit into
every use with a few changes to suit the circumstances.  There are so many right now who turn on friends
in their denouncements and say “show me the money...”.  So be it, depend on NOT even knowing when
there is money to be shown or of YOUR SEEING IT if it is created through the labors of we who have not
deviated from the pathway or the knowing of CREATION.

Go do YOUR THING and leave us to our “hopeless and stupid impossibilities”—However, the very ones
who loudly shouted to us at our last meeting that “we don’t need your help.  As of this afternoon we don’t
even want your help,” have produced NOTHING and now plead for help again, FROM US WHO HAD
TO CLOSE DOWN BECAUSE THEY PRODUCED NOTHING WHILE TAKING AND DRAIN-
ING THE LARDER.  Now they plead for understanding and compassion and....  Forget it, what they
want is funding, again, so that they have to think not about what is needed for another, but only about what
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they personally GET.

For those who believe and have faith in me as in God, you will prevail, succeed and move mountains
because you KNOW THAT YOU WILL DO SO.  The ones destined to failure are convinced of their only
ability—to fail; and shall do so.  It is the law of universal giving and receiving.

I want to remind E.J. of something which came up as a topic within the past few days when funds were
needed for something; he says, “Well, it is God’s...”.  Then why do YOU see to it that those who do NOT
work for God—get God’s anything?  We work day and night to just make it—while others only wish to
take and denounce you for “not getting more” to pay them.  Stop it!  What could you possibly owe to those
who have deliberately turned away from God to pay them further for their attitudes?  You don’t need
anyone to “legally” draw up contracts with your so-called enemies.  Stop paying the hourly “getcha” rate
for something to be written, rewritten and stewed over until it sours in the pit of the stomach.  It is NOT
your funds, so don’t waste God’s money on God’s adversaries.  Cause these people to live by the words
tossed out of their own mouths for their thoughts were expressed in truth of the moment and, know it, IT
WAS TRUTH.  Use them ONLY if they are of benefit and save you time.  But, don’t save “your time”
just to go act in some alternative EXCUSE for “use of time” otherwise.

I constantly get expressions of “I just don’t get ideas for...” or, “Well, I just don’t hear Him.”  This is B.S.—
you don’t want to hear or you WOULD HEAR.  Ideas placed into the mind will DEMAND AND COM-
PEL THE ANSWER to their fulfillment.  If you can’t gain some of your own methods of creation—you are
LYING TO SELF.  Until we are wallowing in wealth for our needs, you are wasting your time tinkering on
ANYTHING else!  You have been given the means, the way, the documents and the conduits—WHY
DON’T YOU GET THESE THINGS CLOSED AND WORKING?  No, it is because you turn your
focus to everything else that comes along from raindrops keeping on falling or not falling, to who has the
red tag for today.

Nobody wanted to go to the seminar for learning how to protect self in court?  Fine, then why do you need
to supply those people with anything they want?  God supplied an opportunity but even with expenses paid
there was NO WISH FOR INCONVENIENCE!  Is the mind such that you flit from one idea to another
and fail to follow up on that which will SAVE your nation while pondering which shirt or tie to take on a
proposed and “only possible” trip of some kind?

No one wanted to give up a “long” weekend for this silly purpose?  Oh?  What wondrously creative thing
do you plan for this “LONG” weekend?  Well, it will be a freezing day in hell before I supply you with
spending shekels to do that which you just simply “want to do” while avoiding the confrontation with
conscious responsibility.  There are NO FUNDS for trips abroad to interview ANYONE, EVEN GOD.
You can interview God right where you ARE and get the answers you seek.  Remember the Acre of
Diamonds?  When you create the abundance, then, and only then, DO YOU USE THE ABUNDANCE
FOR FURTHERING THE MISSION, THIS ONE OR ANY OTHER.  When you KNOW the moun-
tains here, then, and only then, is it more than a whim to prance the mountains, or pyramids, of any other
placement.

I find some thinking of just taking a bit of vacation—a journey into somewhere.  I have not even offered
one reason that you may think of going ANYWHERE, you who have been under attack.  The attackers are
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working ever more and more frantically to “getcha” out because the closer we get to some of the things
underway, the more important your “take out” becomes.  Do we want to finish this mission—or do you
want to laze about bragging about your prowess at this game or that one?  No, it IS about such things.
There is NO WHERE TO RUN AND NO PLACE TO HIDE—remember?  You will NOT make my
task impossible to suit your needs to play in the air, on the road, in the ground, or flit from one no-seeum
place to another in the bush or city.  And while you ponder “WHAT CAN YOU DO?”—REMEMBER
THAT “THE WRITTEN WORD” IS THE STRONGEST WEAPON OF THE MIND OF MAN.  You
create through the word and the thought—mind in action.

YOU want Doris to “go write”?  Why don’t YOU GO WRITE and while you are at it—create the desired
response; I am not interested in more dissertations on “inner peace”.  Leave that to the Chopras and
Schullers.  You need to focus on the task at hand and DO SOMETHING, WRITE SOMEONE, GET
ON WITH CREATING AND COVERAGE FOR THAT WHICH IS NEWLY BIRTHED—GIVE THAT
BABY A NAME, A HERITAGE, AND REALITY IN TRUTH.

Did George Bush have more smarts or whatever it took to take, use and usurp such as the Bonus Con-
tract?  No, he simply KNEW he could do so and did it.  He did the “proving up” FOR you.  Send Bella,
for instance, to Mr. Munk.  Will he lie to her?  OF COURSE.  BUT, I REMIND YOU, $250 MILLION
TO MAKE THAT THING “GO AWAY” WAS THE REALITY YOU HAD BEST RECALL.  If you
don’t want the interest focus, then get to that keyboard and tell these players about these games and facts.
They can’t know if you DON’T TELL THEM.  They are not my staunch readers; they know NOTHING
about God or Me, so what in the heck do you expect to happen?  Wait for me to tell them what you should
be telling them and I will KNOW you are not up to the task you claim you want.

Every time the facts are written and rewritten, told and retold, establishes the publicity that DEMANDS
ATTENTION AND RESPECT.  This is the important work of the moment—not the moisture content of
the spelta or the visiting with your suitcase or passport.  Get on with finalizing the agreements and contracts
under way but awaiting the necessary backup and attention.  AND THAT DOES NOT MEAN: “WAIT
FOR HATONN!”  If you find that one way will not “work”, then find another.  Do NOT tell me what you
can’t do, show me what you CAN DO.  Each person, each participant, must choose for self.  If ones
“can’t” do their given task, then forget it—for if we have to do it (their task) as well, then why should we
be distracted by their “can’t”s?

Please note how the original story, in almost all circumstances, CHANGES as more and more opportuni-
ties for self-indulgence and “more for me” come along.  You will be told that this or that will work in a given
time—BUT, then comes the “opportunity” to do something a “different and more profitable way (for
“me”)” comes to mind and the entire transaction becomes totally SOMETHING ELSE.  There should be
great penalties invoked for BREAKING DEADLINES as a good for-instance.  In the Korean circum-
stance, there should be a cost to those people for dinking around past deadline on the two agreements not
in the third “program”.  If the funds were there, why would not the players make the requirements as
established?  If it was a “game” from upstart, then nothing will make it better in the ending—UNLESS
YOU CREATE A WIN.  Who needs princes when you can have toads and frogs?  If there is “smoke”,
there is usually some possibility of “fire”.  If you can’t build from that already-started fire, then you are not
very good boy-scouts.  When you, further, choose to have intermediaries—MAKE THEM EARN THEIR
WAY THE OLD FASHIONED WAY—DO THEIR JOB!  You can play their game even better than they
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of look how hard I tried.  You be nice, jolly, apologetic where applicable, never nasty or accusing—just
get your own job done.  Nobody who ever thought of $30 Billion will turn and run away from REAL
VALUE just because you DO YOUR JOB.  Never mind the carrots when the karats have value.

Enough for this sitting for I realize I give you too much to digest and then you utilize nothing while claiming
you “forgot” or “well, I guess I didn’t see THAT” and thus and so.  When you get your focus straight and
are ready to Create—we can get on with getting on, and I, for one, am tired of the strangulation and
stagnation.  Salu.
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CHAPTER  8

REC  #1    HATONN

SUN., MAY 25, 1997  9:04 A.M.  YR.10, DAY 282

SUN,  MAY 25,  1997

REAL  PLAYS  ARE  BEHIND  THE  SCENES

Before I am distracted this morning I will make note of China as observed for weeks now, in an effort to
point out that the arguments over campaign funds are the real distractors in the ongoing inner play for
China’s wealth.

The ongoing media frenzy is caused by no other personal entity than the infamous Rupert Murdock doing
his usual obscene sensationalism.  Are there wrong things taking place?  Of course but aren’t there always
wrong things taking place with politicians and courtesans?

The conflict with China looming in your future is so big as to blind you in its very magnitude.  However, if
you keep sighted on the things building up to the mammoth conflict you will see the plays and murders set
forth to even get to this point in the stage-setting political/financial groupies and cults.  This very geographi-
cal center is as major a part in the death of Secretary of Commerce Ron Brown as any issue at hand.  Ron
Brown was killed in an airplane crash on April 3, 1996 which was so mysterious in its accomplishment as
to now be buried in nothing short of memorial services over and over again for someone the false-faces
feared and hated.  This kind of attention is always a mark of the major criminal minds and hands at their
dirty work.

You have to move further back in timelines to realize Brown was in the business of installing corporations
and corporate leaders into proposed industrial, nuclear-power electricity plants, and other projects meant
specifically to raise living standards and wages in world locations but predominantly in the Asian commu-
nities, i.e., China, et al.  There was an announced initiative to foster $25 BILLION worth of U.S. invest-
ments to improve the quality of Chinese products, or so the story came public.  Never mind “quality” in
actuality.  The idea presented, of course, would be to re-employ millions of Americans at high wages,
producing heavy industrial goods, and fund it with $10 billion in U.S. Export-Import Bank credits.  Sounds
like a “Bonus Contract” operation to this old mind.  Brown presented this program as his policy of state-
to-state cooperation on infrastructure development as reflected in the tradition of former American Presi-
dent and Traitor, Franklin D. Roosevelt.  The deals, however, bit the dust with the takeover of the U.S.
Congress by Newt Gingrich’s colleagues for the show-and-tell in November of 1994.  In the Fall of 1994
Brown had taken a delegation of some 24 U.S. corporate leaders on the typical “tour” of China.

SO  WHERE  DOES/DID  KISSINGER  FIT?

The best place to summarize the Kissinger insert is to simply utilize a summary by Kathy Wolfe as pre-
sented in “Strategic Studies” of EIR, April 11, 1997:
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[QUOTING:]

KISSINGER  IS  NO  FRIEND  OF  CHINA

Ron Brown’s policy was certainly unwelcome to Sir Henry Kissinger, the self-professed “friend” of
China, who has made MILLIONS OF DOLLARS for himself and his British and Anglophile cronies in
private sector business deals with China over the past 15 years.  Kissinger, who, on May 10, 1982, in a
speech at Chatham House, proudly proclaimed himself a life-long agent of the British Crown, has always
seen China as a geopolitical pawn, to be manipulated and courted, but never allowed to develop as a
modern industrial giant.  In this regard, Kissinger’s policies are identical to those of fanatical China-hater
Margaret Thatcher.  Kissinger is just too greedy to allow his mouth to run off in a direction that might
jeopardize the flow of consulting fees into his pockets.

This profile of Kissinger was recently corroborated by one of Kissinger’s fans, who, until recently, was
at the Heritage Foundation, the Washington, D.C.-based Thatcherite British intelligence outpost, and who
was interviewed by a journalist on April 1.

The Heritage analyst, himself British, offered that Kissinger stood to lose power from the Clinton-
Brown initiative for direct state-to-state industrial development and infrastructure programs in China.
Kissinger’s view is that he has convinced China that only he can secure the major food and banking deals
which Beijing urgently needs, the analyst said.

“Ron Brown was trying to do something else, which had very little to do with free enterprise,” the
source said.  “He was trying to negotiate these state-to-state mega-deals. ...Brown basically was like
Clinton, for big government.”  Kissinger, on the other hand, he said, “believes that government connections
exist to serve the private sector.  Had a Democratic U.S. government gotten very involved in state-to-state
direct deals with China, circumventing the private sector,” then neither China nor American business inter-
ests would have had much further use for the likes of Henry Kissinger.  Kissinger, he said, was “more or
less relieved,” when Brown was no longer on the scene.  [H: Yes, but for far more important reasons
to Clinton than a China connection.]

“MUSIC  TO  KISSINGER’S  EARS”

Now, Kissinger is profiting from the barrage of press attacks on him—part of the drive for a new
“Cold War” against China, being run in the United States.  The press attacks from the right-wing help his
media image, the Heritage source observed.  The Chinese believe that “Kissinger is the big man with the
power connections in New York and Europe, who can bring in the large deals,” he said.  Kissinger
convinces China to use him, “by maintaining himself as a media superstar.  That is very important.  That’s
why all these attacks right now from the Christian Right must be music to his ears.”

Kissinger and the Thatcherite China-bashers have the identical policy, the analyst said.  “Remember,
Kissinger gets along with the Chinese, because both he and they believe in geopolitics,” he claimed.
“That’s what he was doing there  in China in 1971; he believes in balance of power: If there is no balance,
then there will be war.”

“This is all very amusing; it’s great theater,” the source said, speaking of the chapter attacking Kissinger
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in The Coming Conflict With China, a book promoted by the New York Council on Foreign Relations
(CFR), which is run by the London Royal Institute for International Affairs.  [H: So Coleman’s informa-
tion from years ago—hits home again!]  (The Coming Conflict With China, Richard Bernstein and
Ross H. Munro, New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1997)

Yet the bashers, “[Richard] Bernstein, [Ross] Munro, maybe [Zbigniew] Brzezinski is in there—are
basically saying the same thing: China will soon have one-and-a-half billion people, and the U.S. will never
match that, so we can’t let China’s military, which means China’s economy, get too strong.  Bernstein and
Munro said it in Foreign Affairs: We believe in balance of power.”

After the February publication of The Coming Conflict, Kissinger miraculously regained the head-
lines.  He has been attacked in front-page articles and columns by the Washington Times (run by Bush
intimates such as Count Arnaud de Borchgrave and Rev. Sun Myung Moon); former Bush employee
Oliver North; former Republican candidate Pat Buchanan; and other CFR pawns, posing as right-wing
populists.  Munro, co-author with Bernstein of The Coming Conflict, even staged a rift with his employer,
Philadelphia’s Foreign Policy Research Institute (FPRI), because of the book’s attack upon Kissinger’s
associate, Gen. Alexander Haig, who sits on the FPRI board.  Yet, The Coming Conflict was written and
funded while Munro was firmly ensconced at Haig’s FPRI.  FPRI President Harvey Sicherman was
special assistant to Secretary of State Haig during 1981-82.  [H: Wonders simply never cease in the
political world, do they?]

“It sells books and TV spots,” the Brit laughed.  “By attacking Kissinger, Munro is helping him to stay
a celebrity.  Kissinger can’t come out and say that we can’t let China get too uppity.  He’ll lose his ‘in’ with
Beijing, where he makes his fortune.  Now the Chinese will be more eager than ever to cultivate Kissinger.”

HOW  WAS  CHINA-GATE  SET  UP?

It is not to be excluded that Kissinger and his far-flung “pro-China” GOP business networks in Asia,
set up President Bill Clinton for the current China-gate scandal.  Crippling Clinton’s ability to promote
projects in China has certainly strengthened the hand of Kissinger’s private business empire in the Middle
Kingdom.

It was Sir George Bush, former ambassador to Beijing and second only to Kissinger in the “China
Lobby”, who created the near-war crisis between the United States and China over the 1996 visit of
Taiwanese President Lee Tenghui to America.  As EIR reported at the time, Bush, James Baker III, and
Bush’s China Ambassador James Lilley attended a meeting of the U.S.-Republic of China Economic
Council in Taipei in November 1994, where Bush gave the keynote on building up Taiwan as the “alterna-
tive to Hong-Kong” after 1997.  [H: Is it not amazing that the same names keep popping up as
given by V. K. Durham as the “visitors” to Russell Hermann, Herrman, Herman to get him to
sign over THAT BONUS CONTRACT to them?  Well, he didn’t; they use it unlawfully and
illegally and murdered Russell.  It is, fortunately for the world, too late for them to simply mur-
der V.K.!  It is not going to help their cause as they continue to make every effort to take out
both my scribe and V.K. through these stupid “getcha” microbe-pulse games.  We are NOT in
competition with anyone—just need to get our job done, Ma’am.]

“This was not just a photo op,” a British analyst had told EIR in 1995, “but meant to give legitimacy”
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to the separation of Taiwan from China.  Bush invited Lee to the United States.  Having set the play in
motion, when Lee visited in May 1996, causing Beijing to withdraw its ambassador from Washington and
a major furor, Bush made a fuss of defending Beijing and the “One China” policy.

Recall, too, that China-basher Thatcher, in her memoirs, boasts that Sir George Bush has always been
her personal tool.

Of course, Kissinger and Bush’s Asian business connections, which go back to the 1960s, are mas-
sive, in sheer dollar volume.  Kissinger’s crowd has numerous Asian assets who might try to channel
money to the Clinton Democrats, or just plant rumors about it—enough to raise a media hue and cry.

Kissinger is an advisor to the LIPPO GROUP of INDONESIA, and was in Jakarta in November
1994, at Lippo’s expense, for a conference of the Asian Bankers Association, the Washington Times
reported on March 24.  Yet, the Lippo Group was the first Asian company accused of unseemly contribu-
tions—to China circles.  China “lobbyist” Haig is on the payroll of China Ocean Shipping Co. (COSCO),
the state-owned Beijing merchant fleet.  Yet, it is President Clinton who is now accused, without proof, of
accepting bribes from COSCO’s president, for arranging a port lease in California.  [H: As the world
turns.....]

Kissinger Associates, Sir Henry’s multimillion-dollar Park Avenue consulting firm, is paid a $300,000
or more annual retainer by EACH of the largest U.S. multinationals in China, to garner political favors
from Chinese leaders.  Such clients include Continental Grain, Coca-Cola, Chase Manhattan Bank, American
Express, American International Group insurance, Atlantic Richfield, Fluor, Union Carbide, and dozens
more.

Add to this the far-flung Asian business empire of George Bush, his brother Prescott Bush, who does
investment banking (including with the underworld) in Japan, Korea, and China, and James Baker III.  The
number of possibly dirty-trick channels becomes endless.

[END OF QUOTING]
Now readers, look back over this writing and glean out the names—AGAIN.  See what is taking place
and understand that this is not just a gold-mine for the crooks but also can be a foundation for building for
the goodly people of the globe.  There is funding available and it can be based on the SAME commodity
if you but utilize the information offered.  Bush has his hands full and it would certainly appear TO ME that
he should consider some modicum of cooperation with the basic instruments backing his own enterprises.
Kissinger is simply interested in ego propagation in the “Sir” categories of recognition and a LOT OF
MONEY to fulfill his stupid fantasies of himself and his bunch of cult bandits.  Bush is far more shrewd than
having tantrums and kicking his feet although he is sometimes given to tossing his cookies in the face of
some foreign dignitaries.  “Show me the money!” as the new saying goes, could be better considered as to
“Show me the gold.”  This is certainly in view of recent “seeding” of mines in the Indonesia regions of such
as Borneo, etc.  Now, who needs to do such trashing when you have access to the “Superfund”?  Not
Bush, certainly, so who would try to do in this Bush Brigade as they try for the gusto of gold holdings all
over the globe?  The mess in the Asian fields of endeavors and more specifically in the Korean-oriented
locations need special attention, I would guess.  It certainly would seem to me to be far easier to simply
meet obligations and agreements than to continue the seek-and-destroy missions as entered into by the
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idiots of the Bush bunglers.  We can get along with the criminals and crooks of the world—but the nit-wits
they hire are pretty irritation-provoking in the face of absurdity.

It is always amazing to me that Man will overplay his hand, destroy his very possibilities of higher and
greater reward by being so stingy and greedy to hold his power through corruption and silly games.  If you
want God to go away with his troopers—YOU ONLY HAVE TO KEEP AGREEMENTS AND WHAM,
BAM—OUT OF YOUR LIFE AND AWAY AS ANNOYANCES.

It appears so foolish for the bashers and attackers of even this small handful of goodly people here in this
town to continue the rantings, lies, and destruction of their own property to simply keep on keeping on with
the bashery.  Why?  All that is necessary for the ones wanting the money is to stop the trashing and help the
nucleus to gain their intent.  Nobody has to lose a farthing—but as it goes, the intent of your own pro-
claimed brotherhood is to cause you to lose every penny you claim to want returned!

I sit with a letter from a friend who writes: “5-20-97: Last evening at the Global Sciences meeting, Dean
Stonier informed me that George Green had called him that morning and informed Dean that he had been
run out of Montana and is now living in Las Vegas.”

Now, we knew that already—but how strange that Stonier would word the information in such a manner.
“Run out” is certainly an interesting concept.  My question becomes: “How can such as the dipsy-doodles
team up with someone who is ‘run out’ of a state within the union?”  And does it really help George Green
to be teamed up with someone like the shadow Ence who lies, cheats and then goes on international TV
with the tales of arsenals, ammunition storage and such obvious trash and lies as to have the FBI ready to
carve their initials into his very own innards?  Is the adversary so obviously stupid?  YES!  But remember,
shrewd and stupid are not identical words in meaning.  The game of “getcha” sometimes gets so big in the
player’s eyes as to cause the “getcha syndrome” to fall back against selves.

Now, I suggest that the game go back to circle one in the Asian arena and reconsideration of proper
handling of enterprises where I am concerned, get back on track.  I’m confident that whatever small thing
we are allowed with which to move along will not interfere greatly with either Bush or Kissinger’s grand
plans for ego gratification.  I have no wish to be “Sir” Hattoon to Her Majesty’s Secret Order and I only
have wishes for smooth transition for Hong Kong’s population.  The world will not end over Hong Kong’s
position in the world economy but a rift in the Pacific Rim might well dump a lot of the economy into the
deep blue sea.  Threats?  Perish the silly thought for if you have to make “threats” you haven’t really any
POWER.
And what of things in the opposite direction of the globe?  Oh, the hand of fate moves according to the eye
of the beholder.  I certainly hope the information on the organizations of the Arab world as to disaster help,
etc., has been printed in the paper as shared with us from Final Call.  Readers, there are still ways to help
serve people displaced and down from disasters of either war or upheavals.  Politicians are the KILLERS
of the world and when you finally learn that fact you will be far ahead in the game of KNOWING.

V.K. made every effort possible to GIVE help to the damaged people of both North Dakota, U.S.A. and
to the Iranians at their loss from the massive earthquakes of recent days.  She had to simply cancel the
Iranian gift because of political corporate structure set forth and there was never even an acknowledge-
ment from North Dakota or any politician who received the offering.  Mrs. Kroc got accolades for $15
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million out of hamburger money but not even a mention of $24 BILLION which could replace the dam-
aged areas over and over again.  There is SOMETHING STINKY IN THIS FISH MARKET!

AND  THE  WORLD  TURNS...

Out of it all, the old world continues to turn, orbit in her orbiting position, and even if you would rather not
have it the way it is—it IS.  I find it most fascinating that you-the-people try to make something which is
NOT of that over which YOU HAVE NO CONTROL.  You cannot “control” or “change” UNIVERSAL
LAW but you could, if you would, make changes of such magnitude in your political, physical, world as to
stagger your imagination collectively.  You focus on that which gives no ability to impact other than through
simply becoming informed about same, but you move right on ignoring, aiding and abetting the very de-
stroyers of your physical experience.  You can’t do a single thing about the rotation of the sun but you could
influence the rise or fall of, say, a Netanyahu who is in actuality the new “Vladimir Hitler”.

So, as you continue to stand and spit against the wind, the infectious and contaminated spittle simply blows
back into your upraised faces.  While you focus on swim-wear that might block out damaging ultra-violet
rays you miss the fact that 9/10ths of your body is still exposed to the sun rays.  And are the sun rays
different?  Well, SOMETHING is certainly DIFFERENT.  The most interesting commentary on the topic,
however, is that people will focus ON THE SWIMSUIT and never mind the incredible subject of solar
rays.  You live in a G-string mentality and there is where you will perish!  You don’t need to concern over
whether or not there might be a “heaven” and/or a “hell”—JUST LOOK AROUND YOU.  You don’t
even worship the sun in your G-strings; you are out there on the searing beach to BE SEEN BY OTH-
ERS—YOU LITERALLY ROAST YOUR BODIES TO BE SEEN BY OTHERS!  Now is this nuts or
what?  A G-string mentality of the masses merit the Noose-string reality of the hanged and damned.  You
are in a society mind-set of it being more important what color hair you wear on your head than what is
within your head.  So be it for you “could” have BOTH and you never even look at that grand and
wondrous realization.

The Spring wildflowers will blossom with or without your attention, friends, so it is your loss only if you fail
to take note of them.  These are the things of living which are unable to have purchase rights, for each
blossom or each star viewed has a different “meaning” within the soul of each beholder.  May your eyes
see only the BEAUTY of these precious and priceless gifts which allow you to realize the REALITY OF
GOD.  You don’t need visions of a figment of imagination such as Mother Mary or a view of a Christ
image—all you need do is look at a flower or a tree or even a humming bird to KNOW GOD.  This means
you need not trek to the hot desert or to the cold mountain top—just walk to the nearest sand box or
flower pot.

You want to go and REMEMBER possible scenarios from some other day?  Why NOT LOOK SOUNDLY
AND SOLIDLY AT TODAY?  What can YOU do this day instead of wait upon another to accomplish
your rightful task?  May you experience the comprehension of the understanding that will flood your soul
and being as you reach out and create THIS day—not some elusive never-arriving tomorrow.  Salu.
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CHAPTER  9

REC  #1    HATONN

MON., MAY 26, 1997  10:53 A.M.  YR.10, DAY 283

MON.,  MAY 26,  1997

YES,  THE  BIG  BOYS  CAN

When the body is out of balance and ill, what do YOU do?  I am petitioned every second by the ones
asking what to do for their sick bodies, their dizziness, their nausea, their shortness of breath, and on and
on.  I have told you what to do for those symptoms to hopefully pull you back into some kind of physical
balance—but do you follow through?

I am caused to speak on this topic a bit more often as the circus continues and the games get bigger and
rougher while testings go on with lasers, grid pulses and other physically disrupting processes.

We write and you read about such as HAARP and other systems operated by government or covert
operatives but, I wonder if you ever actually comprehend the magnitude of the assaults or the technology
available to those who would-be-kings while you would-be-slaves.

Are there things you can do to help you withstand the assaults and impacts?  Yes, but mostly you are
caught within the network of whatever is being done on any given day or hour.  You will find that many
over-the-counter substances work for, say, allergies and other ongoing debilitating annoyances—from
severe and life threatening in magnitude, to simply irritating.  However, it is often that the very thing that
makes one symptom back off produces other things popping up from “side effects”, i.e., antihistamines
may make the hay-fever quiet a bit but the vision, sharpness of mental reasoning, and rather dangerous
dizziness can accompany that “better” feeling.  Look and consider your symptoms and do what is best at
any given moment in time.  If you can’t breathe and you are short of oxygen, then you must attend the
oxygen intake and never mind the dizzy drowsiness.  Take your colloids so that you KNOW you are in
control of microbes—and then you have to treat the symptoms.

As to pulses and light rays that damage, you must attend with the same kind of attention.  Use sun-
blockers, shades, keep to shade as much as is possible, and finally, just pull God’s Light about you and
build your shielding.  There is no frequency higher than that of GOD, so don’t be bullied into believing
otherwise.  Many things can kill a body, but if you shield yourself with the LIGHT OF GOD, you are going
to come out pretty well in the end confrontation.

All of you as a “general population” are under widespread and notable attack while others of you are the
FOCUS of increased and varying assaults.  Those of you who disbelieve that there are things in use by
such as your governments, think again.  Most people who have tried every method available to get public
attention to these things often can’t make a dent in the minds of the people, so they will go one last step
before “throwing in the towel” and, if possible, they will enter legal suits against the culprits.  A suit filed in
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a court of law has at least one thing going for it—it must contain truth to the best of the participant’s (filing
entity’s) ability to glean truth.

In the superb article‘s offered by Mr. Martin on the Inter-American Investment Corporation and other
Elite-associated businesses there is mention over and over again of “NSA” and it is pointed out that it is a
major operation of this corporation and the Bush people, and technology is such that individual tech-
nologies can be used to target and monitor individual citizens—like even YOU.  There is, in fact, a terrify-
ing array of technologies and programs designed to do nothing except keep tabs on individuals.  So, if
YOU think you might be hiding something or other—forget it, you are not.

Since the international publicity regarding myself and my scribe/speaker in this location, I have to be even
more careful to find things which back what I say and do so in such a way as to simply wipe out all
prospects of some kind of silly “revelation” exercise.  You don’t need revelation, you need to know what
is going on and who is doing it.

Rather than prattle about it before the fact, let us look at a document which comprises evidence for a
lawsuit filed at the US Courthouse in Washington, DC, by John St. Clair Akwei against the National
Security Agency, Ft. George G. Meade, Maryland (Civil Action 92-0449), and constitutes his knowledge
of the NSA’s structure, national security activities, proprietary technologies, and covert operations to
monitor individual citizens.

You must understand that I personally enjoy the ease of communications facilitated through this type of
surveillance and espionage because I can get my messages back to the culprits who are my adversaries as
quickly as tapping on this particular keyboard.  We don’t do anything that we need to hide—especially
from these BIG BOYS!  They have made agreements with me and with my own team-mates and, although
they seldom keep their word or agreements, they are never far from the sounding board.  And, for you
who still think that Hatonn doesn’t exist, I urge you to again go check the level of Security Top Secret A-
6 for my MASSIVE file.  You won’t be able to access it, but you can find those who know it is there, and
high-level people who set up the outrageous funding operations of such as the Inter-American Investment
Corporation and sister companies—KNOW.

You have become mind-robots and march to whatever tune is piped to you in instructions over the waves
of TV and radio transmitters and receivers, and believe whatever you are TOLD to believe.  Then, you are
watched for results just like research laboratory animals, and the next fling at you will be based on the
success of that which came prior.  With this in mind, I will simply share the information:

NEXUS, April-May 1996
John St. Clair Akwei vs. National Security Agency, Ft. George G. Meade, MD, USA (Civil Action 92-
0449)

[QUOTING:]

Editor’s note: You readers with good memories will remember that we first presented this lawsuit as
the Front Page story of the 7/2/96 issue of CONTACT, entitled “Talk About Fancy Gadgetry!
Covert Operations Of The National Security Agency”.
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COVERT  OPERATIONS  OF  THE
US  NATIONAL  SECURITY  AGENCY

1.  THE NSA’s MISSION AND DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE OPERATION

* Communications Intelligence (COMINT)
Blanket coverage of all electronic communications in the US and the world to ensure national security.

The NSA at Ft. Meade, Maryland has had the most advanced computers in the world since the early
1960s.  NSA technology is developed and implemented in secret from private corporations, academia
and the general public.

* Signals Intelligence (SIGINT)
The Signals Intelligence mission of the NSA has evolved into a program of decoding EMF waves in

the environment for wirelessly tapping into computers and tracking persons with the electrical currents in
their bodies.  Signals Intelligence is based on the fact that everything in the environment with an electric
current in it has a magnetic flux around it which gives off EMF waves.  The NSA/DoD [Department of
Defense] has developed proprietary advanced digital equipment which can remotely analyze all objects,
whether manmade or organic, that have electrical activity.

* Domestic Intelligence (DOMINT)
The NSA has records on all US citizens.  The NSA gathers information on US citizens who might be

of interest to any of the over 50,000 NSA agents (HUMINT).  These agents are authorized by executive
order to spy on anyone.  The NSA has a permanent national security anti-terrorist surveillance network in
place.  This surveillance network is completely disguised and hidden from the public.

Tracking individuals in the US is easily and cost-effectively implemented with the NSA’s electronic
surveillance network.  This network (DOMINT) covers the entire US, involves tens of thousands of NSA
personnel, and tracks millions of persons simultaneously.  Cost-effective implementation of operations is
assured by NSA computer technology designed to minimize operations costs.

NSA personnel serve in quasi-public positions in their communities and run covert business and legiti-
mate businesses that can inform the intelligence community of persons they would want to track.  NSA
personnel in the community usually have cover identities such as social workers, lawyers and business
owners.

[H: I would remind all of you that this is not just whistling in the dark—this is REAL STUFF.
Right in this town of Tehachapi you will find that ex-Judge Jason Brent has full capability of
instant communication with these groups of surveillance people.  He uses it to get banking infor-
mation, fight his personal battles, and inform on unsuspecting clients and citizens.  He is quite
typical in that he changed his name to better conceal his identity, is active in Jewish leagues,
etc., and is generally a prominent and demanding player in the society.  These people, however,
are not desirable to the operation or “Company” attached to the CIA because they do such
stupid things in their own behalf where they get caught and make the other players on their team
look even more stupid.
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These are corporations and they make their own LAWS—please reread the bylaws of the Inter-
American Investment Corporation.  Those were printed NOT to bore you but to show you how
well insulated the organization makes its participants—even to negating ability for suits without
permission from the culprit itself.  Oh yes indeed, THIS IS FULLY LEGAL!  What it is not, is
lawful.  A citizen can’t get to the dirty bounders within the heart of the little “cartels”, but if you
pay attention, you who are the brunt of their tactics against you, you can form bigger and better
and more carefully protective shells around yourselves that THEY can’t break without breaking
their own cocoon.  No, I jest not—why would only the evil mongers be able to use the perfectly
good and legal laws structured for the bandits and robber-barons?  I expect to see some pretty
comprehensive bylaws, etc., in any new corporation structures which involve any of my input.
Keep always within every law and NEVER break the LAWS OF GOD and you will find that you
have a lot of protection, also, as you walk around in full surveillance of the watchers.  In this way
THEY have to pull down their own pants to get into yours!

“But,” you ask, “won’t that make them even more capable of damage to this group?”  THIS
WHAT?  There is no group here and certainly such as EXTRA in INTERNATIONAL VIEW-
ING proved it as we could never prove it ourselves.  They have even gone further and proved
that “I” (Hatonn) am exactly who I say I am and they have been ORDERED to lay off anyone
connected to my “wings”.  Keep your noses and intentions, while performing any actions, clean,
clear, and open, and you won’t have anything other than HELP from your so-called enemies.
They will, in addition, give you ammunition to turn back upon them—EVERY TIME.

Use the tools available for you.  The Evil Empire raiders won’t be changing those laws for corpo-
rate protection for they would be cutting their own throats far more intensively than they can
even begin to scratch yours for you are acting in Truth under the LAW and they are using the
shelter to hide their guilty criminal tracks.  YOU DO NOT HAVE TO BECOME YOUR ENEMY
TO BE AMONG YOUR ENEMIES.]

* Individual Citizens Occasionally Targeted for Surveillance by Independently-Operating NSA
Personnel

NSA personnel can control the lives of hundreds of thousands of individuals in the US by using the
NSA’s domestic intelligence network and cover businesses.  The operations independently run by them
can sometimes go beyond the bounds of law.  Long-term control and sabotage of tens of thousands of
unwitting citizens by NSA operatives is likely to happen.  NSA DOMINT has the ability to assassinate US
citizens covertly or run covert psychological control operations to cause subjects to be diagnosed with ill
mental health.

2.  NSA’S DOMESTIC ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE NETWORK

As of the early 1960s, the most advanced computers in the world were at the NSA, Ft. Meade.
Research breakthroughs with these computers were kept for the NSA.  At the present time the NSA has
nanotechnology computers that are 15 years ahead of present computer technology.  [H: Read that
again, please, because surely you are aware of the magnitude of effective computer output al-
ready in everyday operations.]
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The NSA obtains blanket coverage of information in the US by using advanced computers that use
artificial intelligence to screen all communications, regardless of medium, for key words that should be
brought to the attention of NSA agents/cryptologists.  These computers monitor all communications at the
transmitting and receiving ends.  This blanket coverage of the US is a result of the NSA’s Signals Intelli-
gence (SIGINT) mission.

The NSA’s EMF equipment can tune in RF emissions from personal computer circuit boards (while
filtering out emissions from monitors and power supplies).  The RF emission from PC circuit boards
contains digital information in the PC.  Coded RF waves from the NSA’s equipment can resonate PC
circuits and change data in the PCs.  Thus the NSA can gain wireless modem-style entry into any computer
in the country for surveillance or anti-terrorist electronic warfare.

*  Detecting EMF Fields in Humans for Surveillance
A subject’s bioelectric field can be remotely detected, so subjects can be monitored anywhere they

are.  With special EMF equipment NSA cryptologists can remotely read evoked potentials (from EEGs).
These can be decoded into a person’s brain-states and thoughts.  The subject is then perfectly monitored
from a distance.

NSA personnel can dial up any individual in the country on the Signals Intelligence EMF scanning
network and the NSA’s computers will then pinpoint and track that person 24 hours a day.  The NSA can
pick out and track anyone in the US.

3.  NSA SIGNALS INTELLIGENCE USE OF EMF BRAIN STIMULATION

NSA Signals Intelligence uses EMF Brain Stimulation for Remote Neural Monitoring (RNM) and
Electronic Brain Link (EBL).  EMF Brain Stimulation has been in development since the MK-ULTRA
program of the early 1950s, which included neurological research into radiation (non-ionizing EMF) and
bioelectric research and development.  The resulting secret technology is categorized at the National
Security Archives as “Radiation Intelligence”, defined as “information from unintentionally emanated elec-
tromagnetic waves in the environment, not including radioactivity or nuclear detonation”.

Signals Intelligence implemented and kept this technology secret in the same manner as other elec-
tronic warfare programs of the US Government.  The NSA monitors available information about this
technology and withholds scientific research from the public.  There are also international intelligence
agreements to keep this technology secret.

The NSA has proprietary electronic equipment that analyzes electrical activity in humans from a dis-
tance.  NSA computer-generated brain mapping can continuously monitor all of the electrical activity in the
brain continuously.  The NSA records and decodes individual maps (of hundreds of thousands of persons)
for national security purposes.  EMF Brain Stimulation is also secretly used by the military for brain-to-
computer link (in military fighter aircraft, for example).

[H: While you are on the point just made above, let us consider Dharma’s brain surveillance.
We do not object to her mind being monitored because it is the most secure one thing around.
She is not given information beyond her own capability to “think” and “reason”.  She is pro-
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tected from input flow and the fact is that all the adversary has to do to find out TRUTH in our
presentation is to monitor what goes through her brain as informational data.  There is no point
in assaulting her to get more for there simply is no clandestine game afoot in our team’s work or
intentions.  The enemy can likewise KNOW that we keep our agreements and will demand that
agreements with us be honored, no more and no less.  If you are a “Godly” functioning and
intending person, you will be doing that which is RIGHT AT EVERY OPPORTUNITY and that is
protection in itself for it becomes evident to the adversary that you are not going to take up
arms, subvert, overthrow, or any other stupid or disastrous effort.  You cannot change a world to
the better when all you use are the negative and force-field methods that are already surpassed
by the enemy’s capability.]

For electronic surveillance purposes, electrical activity in the speech center of the brain can be trans-
lated into the subject’s verbal thoughts.  RNM can send encoded signals to the brain’s auditory cortex,
thus allowing audio communications direct to the brain (bypassing the ears).  NSA operatives can use this
covertly to debilitate subjects by simulating auditory hallucinations characteristic of paranoid schizophre-
nia.

Without any contact with the subject, Remote Neural Monitoring can map out electrical activity from
the visual cortex of a subject’s brain and show images from the subject’s brain on a video monitor.  NSA
operatives see what the surveillance subject’s eyes are seeing.  Visual memory can also be seen.  RNM
can send images direct to the visual cortex, bypassing the eyes and optical nerves.  NSA operatives can
use this surreptitiously to put images into a surveillance subject’s brain while they are in REM sleep for
brain-programming purposes.

* Capabilities of NSA Operatives Using RNM

There has been a Signals Intelligence Network in the US since the 1940s.  The NSA, Ft. Meade has
in place a vast two-way wireless RNM system which is used to track subjects and non-invasively monitor
audiovisual information in their brains.  This is all done with no physical contact with the subject.  RNM is
the ultimate method of surveillance and domestic intelligence.  Speech, 3D sound and subliminal audio can
be sent to the auditory cortex of the subject’s brain (bypassing the ears), and images can be sent into the
visual cortex.  RNM can alter a subject’s perceptions, moods and motor control.

Speech cortex-auditory cortex link has become the ultimate communications system for the intelli-
gence community.  RNM allows for a complete audiovisual brain-to-brain link or brain-to-computer link.

4.  NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY SIGNALS INTELLIGENCE ELECTRONIC BRAIN LINK
TECHNOLOGY

NSA SIGINT can remotely detect, identify and monitor a person’s bioelectric fields.

The NSA’s Signals Intelligence has the proprietary ability to monitor remotely and non-invasively
information in the human brain by digitally decoding the evoked potentials in the 30-50 Hz, 5 milliwatt
electromagnetic emissions from the brain.
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Neuronal activity in the brain creates a shifting electrical pattern that has a shifting magnetic flux.  This
magnetic flux puts out a constant 30-50 Hz, 5 milliwatt electromagnetic (EMF) wave.  Contained in the
electromagnetic emission from the brain are spikes and patterns called “evoked potentials”.

Every thought, reaction, motor command, auditory event and visual image in the brain has a corre-
sponding “evoked potential” or set of “evoked potentials”.  The EMF emission from the brain can be
decoded into the current thoughts, images and sounds in the subject’s brain.

NSA SIGINT uses EMF-transmitted Brain Stimulation as a communications system to transmit infor-
mation (as well as nervous system messages) to intelligence agents and also to transmit to the brains of
covert operations subjects (on a non-perceptible level).

EMF Brain Stimulation works by sending a complexly coded and pulsed electromagnetic signal to
trigger evoked potentials (events) in the brain, thereby forming sound and visual images in the brain’s
neural circuits.  EMF Brain Stimulation can also change a person’s brain-states and affect motor control.

Two-way electronic Brain Link is done by remotely monitoring neural audiovisual information while
transmitting sound to the auditory cortex (bypassing the ears) and transmitting faint images to the visual
cortex (bypassing the optic nerves and eyes).  The images appear as floating 2D screens in the brain.

Two-way electronic Brain Link neural monitoring (RNM, remotely monitoring bioelectric information
in the human brain) has become the ultimate surveillance system.  It is used by a limited number of agents
in the US Intelligence Community.

5.  (NO HEADING IN ORIGINAL DOCUMENT)

RNM requires decoding the resonance frequency of each specific brain area.  That frequency is then
modulated in order to impose information in that specific brain area.

The frequency to which the various brain areas respond varies from 3 Hz to 50 Hz.  Only NSA Signals
Intelligence modulates signals in this frequency band. (See Table 1 next page.)

This modulated information can be put into the brain at varying intensities from subliminal to percep-
tible.

table #1

Each person’s brain has a unique set of bioelectric resonance/entrainment frequencies.  Sending audio
information to a person’s brain at the frequency of another person’s auditory cortex would result in the
audio information not being perceived.

The Plaintiff learned of RNM by being in two-way RNM contact with the Kinnecome group at the
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NSA, Ft. Meade.

They used RNM 3D sound direct to the brain to harass the Plaintiff from 10/90 to 5/91.

As of 5/91 they have had two-way RNM communications with the Plaintiff and have used RNM to
attempt to incapacitate the Plaintiff and hinder the Plaintiff from going to the authorities about their activities
against the Plaintiff in the last 12 years.

The Kinnecome group has about 100 persons working 24 hours a day at Ft. Meade.  They have also
brain-tapped persons the Plaintiff is in contact with to keep the Plaintiff isolated.   This is the first time ever
that a private citizen has been harassed with RNM and has been able to bring a lawsuit against NSA
personnel misusing this intelligence operations method.  [H: Don’t for one minute believe this is the
first time the system has been used, however.]

6.  NSA TECHNIQUES AND RESOURCES

Remote monitoring/tracking of individuals in any location, inside any building, continuously, anywhere
in the country.

A system for inexpensive implementation of these operations allows for thousands of persons in every
community to be spied on constantly by the NSA.

* Remote RNM Devices

NSA’s RNM equipment remotely reads the evoked potentials (EEGs) of the human brain for tracking
individuals, and can send messages through the nervous systems to affect their performance.

RNM can electronically identify individuals and track them anywhere in the US. [H: Or throughout
the world and what you recognize as “space”.]  This equipment is on a network and is used for
domestic intelligence operations, government security and military base security, and in case of bioelectric
warfare.

* Spotters and Walk-Byes in Metropolitan Areas

Tens of thousands of persons in each area working as spotters and neighborhood/businessplace spies
(sometimes unwittingly) following and checking on subjects who have been identified for covert control by
NSA personnel.

Agents working out of offices can be in constant communication with spotters who are keeping track
of the NSA’s thousands of subjects in public.

NSA agents in remote offices can instantly identify (using RNM) any individual spotted in public who
is in contact with a surveillance subject.

* Chemicals and Drugs into Residential Buildings with Hidden NSA Installed and Maintained
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Plastic Plumbing Lines

The NSA has kits for running lines into residential tap water and air ducts of subjects for the delivery
of drugs (such as sleeping gas or brainwashing-aiding drugs).  This is an outgrowth of CIA pharmapsychology
(psychopharmacology).

* Brief Overview of Proprietary US Intelligence/Anti-Terrorist Equipment Mentioned

Fixed network of special EMF equipment that can read EEGs in human brains and identify/track
individuals by using digital computers.  ESB (Electrical Stimulation to the Brain) via EMF signal from the
NSA Signals Intelligence is used to control subjects.

EMF equipment that gathers information from PC circuit boards by deciphering RF emissions, thereby
gaining wireless modem-style entry into any personal computer in the country.

All equipment hidden, all technology secret, all scientific research unreported (as in electronic warfare
research).

Not known to the public at all, yet complete and thorough implementation of this method of domestic
intelligence has been in place since the early 1980s.

[END OF QUOTING]

Mr. Akwei has asked, emphatically, that his contact information NOT BE GIVEN as he already has his
hands overfilled with the thugs in the game.  I would hope that any further information would be shared but
it is the content and information which I wanted you to have and perhaps you can become more AWARE
of what is coming down around your proverbial ears.

There is a list of “resources” offered and I will ask that the information be likewise printed for your
research interests.  [See resource list below]  These are factual technologies in this current world in which
you “think” you are experiencing.  It is serious and it is big business along with being the final method of
control of the masses.  This is “beyond” brainwashing, readers; it is the control already in place and
available to the One World Order.

Do you perceive that perhaps you are already living in an environment that has such controls in place?
Look around you!  You are controlled by everything from diet products to religious instructions.  You are
totally BOUND by these dogmas and instructions and have now been taught to feed on violence and
moved that into the reality of the mind, far beyond the influence of the brain’s conceptual functioning.

Will there be “enough” who do not succumb to this onslaught of controllers’ mind-warps?  Yes, but let us
just note that to find 144,000 as the Bible suggests may be a bit difficult.  So, can we accomplish our own
mission?  Of course, for as the adversaries of freedom realize they don’t have to take us out to bid for non-
interference, they will eventually see the merit in helping us achieve our quite-limited intentions.  Now, if this
doesn’t mesh with your “concepts”, I feel sorry for your misperceptions for we have never stated other-
wise—than we serve God and we are NOT HERE TO “SAVE” ANYTHING.  IF YOU WANT SAL-
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VATION THEN I CERTAINLY SUGGEST YOU GET ON WITH GETTING ON AND BECOMING
TRUTHFULLY AND RIGHTLY INFORMED.  KNOWLEDGE IN TRUTH IS LIGHT AND LIGHT
IS GOD—AND THE WORD IS GOD; THEREFORE, YOU NEED KNOWLEDGE, TRUTH, LIGHT
AND FINALLY YOU CAN RECOGNIZE THE INTENTS AND PURPOSES OF GOD.  GOD HAS
NOT SENT ME OR YOU TO INTERFERE WITH THE PROCESSES OF MANKIND OTHER
THAN TO OFFER TRUTH AND “THE WAY” TO CHANGE.  YOU HAVE NO RIGHT TO PUSH
YOUR “RATHERS” OR OPINIONS OFF ON ANYONE SO THINK ABOUT IT CAREFULLY
AND SEE WHERE YOU ARE IN THIS GAME.  GOD GAVE FREE-WILL CHOICES AND REA-
SON UNTO MANKIND AS THE GIFT ABOVE ALL GIFTS—AND YOU ARE STUCK WITH
YOURSELF IN THAT ARENA.  Daddy can’t do it for you; Mommy can’t do it for you; no family
member or friend can do it for you—so you may as well get on with doing for self.  We can only hope to
help you see and know as we move along and, in turn, understand what is often taking place within your
very beings.  When you understand and KNOW, you can take care of self for no negative energy can
overcome the positive charges of self-GOD-power.  You might well want to negatively charge those cells
that transfer fuel to energy—but you want that mind only charged with positive thoughts.  Recognize the
negative aspects so that you KNOW what is going on, but keep the positive knowledge ever in front of all
other thoughts.  In THIS MANNER we will create that which we want and need, and it need not wait
longer while you “get ready”.

Never mind the ones who drop away or can’t get the hang of it for that is THEIR problem and none of your
business.  We have a job to do and the elements are now ready and available if you will simply step forth
and receive them.  The distractors will forever try to tempt you away as they focus on their own narrow
missions or views.  You who will find THE WAY for the multitudes—must keep a very wide perspective
and never drop the ball for a single moment.  Let the others do that which they will in dallying, diddling, and
piddling—for we have not the luxury of such indulgences.  If you, for instance, are serious about the desire
for travel, then I suggest you get on with getting the task at hand accomplished, and then go travel!!  God’s
delays are not God’s denials—but your delays are a cop-out.  Salu.

RESOUCES

See Next 2 pages

resources
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THU.,  MAY 29,  1997

WHEN  THE  STORMS  SEEM  GREAT

What do we do when the storms seem great and we cannot see that which is upon us?  We do exactly what
we must do at every other time—praise and thank God for His vigilance and His ability to see all that needs
be seen.

Often we must look within our own beings to discern that which might cause and then bring effect to our
senses, be it in health (bad or good), a need to focus on that which is elusive to the moment, and/or be still
and listen.  If you can’t walk from the bedroom to the kitchen without having the head swim and then
faint—it is time to consider alternatives and see WHAT GOD MIGHT HAVE IN MIND—or, attend self
that you do not fall or do-in self.

A lot of you will be having almost the same symptoms that Dharma is undergoing and yes indeed, it is
serious business for sometimes the body simply becomes overwhelmed and the “illness” as such remains
elusive.

Now you have something upon which to base your understanding.  You have a minstrel called Bob Dylan
who just succumbed to hospital care, cancellation of a whole season of concerts—who has exactly what
Dharma has, and many of you have, totally debilitating you.

The cause is a fungus, now crossed with a cocci of the pneumonia variety and it settles in the lungs, infests
the sack (myocardium) surrounding the heart muscle, causes swelling, and compromises the heart function.
The little buggers can work themselves right into heart valves, and if left to their own devices, will kill the
body, purely and simply put.  Signs and symptoms are only a visible and physical warning to TAKE
EXCEPTIONAL CARE OF SELF.

The “news reports” say that Mr. Dylan is suffering from a fungal infection called Histoplasmosis, which is a
potentially fatal disease.  However, with proper treatment, rest, and recovery, it can be treated, even if not
cured.  If lungs are compromised, as also happens to be the case from childhood insult with Mr. Dylan, the
process is quite miserable and debilitating.  Forced breathing to get enough oxygen in spite of the ongoing
problems will only cause further and far more extensive damage to the heart and to the lungs.  Then mucous
and fibrous strands will form on the linings of the bronchial passages and seal the passages necessary for
the carrying of oxygen and other nutrients to the body general.

We have gotten the disease organism, in Dharma, under control with colloids; however, the symptoms
remain and there are toxic responses as the body tries to heal itself.  Moreover, we have new hatchings of
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spores/microbes which break out every time the levels of colloids are lessened.  The fungus spores move
within cells to keep from being attacked.

Is this a hospitalization misfortune?  Yes, but NOT where you have the things going on that are taking place
in your nice dirty hospitals.  There are the drug resistant strains of bacteria which eat you alive and have no
acceptable treatment.  Two infections of this magnitude will disallow the body to properly gain strength
enough to heal.  Further, however, the spores get loose in a house so that reinfection is constant.  If you can
“smell” mold or moldy atmosphere—you have loose molds and fungi flying around.  If you have air clean-
ers, to not run them all the time is foolish because the adventures of the flying microbes never stop once
begun and they have a perfect host circumstance in compromised lungs.  If you have not done anything to
clear out the culprits, then KNOW THAT REINFESTATION IS CONSTANTLY TAKING PLACE.

I would turn now to discussing the disease at the farm.  This is introduced deliberately and is a cross
between a mold and rust—appearing like a smut.  When your enemies said they would run you out of
town, they certainly meant that they were going to make every effort to accomplish that job.  Never mind
them for they have gone too far and it is obvious what has happened and you will begin to get help from the
legal eagles—for this kind of crop tampering is unacceptable at all levels as it affects all of the people all of
the time—including the law enforcement personnel.

You will notice that the problem is one which affects grain heads and disallows formation of seeds.  This is
pretty common in other parts of the country and certainly is destructive to areas of the grain belt farms.
You can know, however, that it is not native nor happenstance in this area for you had an exceptionally nice
wet Winter, but a very, very dry Spring.  This problem usually shows up where the Spring season is wetter
than normal.  But, it is extremely easy to tamper and infect fields and this is what has happened.  I know
that you don’t wish to believe there are insane people out there doing this stuff, but truth is stranger than
what it is you tend to wish to believe.  You can KNOW from the place of infestation that it has been
intentionally introduced.

By whom?  Come now—be reasonable in your innocence for you KNOW who.  You know who lies,
cheats and steals—so don’t act like you just awakened from fairyland.

By the way, check out the area of Prell’s farm very, very carefully.  Ence/Enz put a lot of appliances and
farm equipment, from potato diggers to harvester headers, over with Prell and swore the man to secrecy—
go check and go check CAREFULLY.  The header is some of Hamilton’s original equipment and yet you
will find that Ence/Enz SOLD off such as Turner’s disc equipment.

Now, nice people, you are never going to have an end to this garbage until you put a stop to it.  By the time
the infestation has, however, spread to the Organic Farms there will be hell to pay and the SUSPECTED
ENTITIES are going to have to answer for their mischief.  This is NOT the variety of smut to which spelta
has resistance particularly, but it comes as a localized pest to “general” grain fields.

What to do?  Well, you can let it go and it will contain itself pretty much when you stop watering.  However,
my suggestion is to stop irrigation totally, let dry, and then BURN the field.  You can keep a close watch on
the stuff as you dry the field, and because spelta is a strong dry-crop, you may well get some grain, but do
not use it for seed lest you replant the demons.  You will find that most people who are allergic to such as
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wheat or grains are NOT allergic to the grain BUT ARE ALLERGIC TO WHATEVER IS ATTACHED
TO THE GRAIN SEED.

This seems terrible?  Of course but has mankind ever been different?  Is it not better to nip these things in
the proverbial bud BEFORE you have great fields to attend?

As for Ence/Enz, you will find that he or his relations are seen in the area EVERY DAY.  And, if this kind
of behavior is suitable to those who would have us beg and grovel to get good graces—pay close attention
to who they are and act accordingly.  People like Hamiltons MUST KNOW ABOUT THESE THINGS
FOR A LOT OF PEOPLE WALK AROUND IN THEIR SLEEP AND PLUG THEIR EARS.

The harvester has sat for over a year now, in the way, without any working capability, as with no headers,
no keys, and no way to move the stuff even out of the way.  Is THIS what we work for in goodness?  No,
but isn’t it always the way with the losers of your world?

MITES  THAT  MAKE  A  DIFFERENCE

While we are on the topic of bugs and infestations I would like to share with you some information brought
to our attention regarding African “mites”.  Since many of you are interested in crop protection and organic
purity, you may well want to push this little critter with powers that be—and I don’t mean on a local spelta
field.  You will find that ability to flourish of fungi, etc., is dependent upon the food chain for insects and
organisms.  Any mold or fungus must have various foods upon which to gain footholds.

bug plant and map

I will offer this article and hope that you will share with county agents, farmers and others who have a
problem with any kinds of mites or aphids or other attackers of crops.

[QUOTING, From SCIENCE LAB, The Washington Post National Weekly Edition, May 26, 1997:]

WHERE  A  MITE  MAKES
A  BIG  DIFFERENCE

In Africa, a microscopic critter is striking a mighty blow against hunger.  By Joby Warrick, Washing-
ton Post Staff Writer.

Some call it the “Bug that Saved Africa”, though technically it’s not an insect but a lowly mite.  A cousin
to the tick, it’s a plump green gumdrop with eight legs and a fearsome habit of sucking out the innards of
other mites.

It prefers to dine on the run.  After scarfing down a meal it waddles to the top of a plant stalk, hoists its
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back legs and sails on the breeze until it finds its next victim.  In just four years, the mite has chomped and
sailed its way across 11 countries—and into the annals of international horticulture.

Today the microscopic marauder is being credited with turning back one of the most serious threats to
West Africa’s food supply in years.  With astonishing speed, it checked, then reversed, the damage caused
by a harmful mite that has decimated cassava crops across an area 1-1/2 times the size of the United
States.

The feat was accomplished without chemical pesticides and with mostly passive participation by native
farmers.  In fact, because the mite is too small to be seen with the naked eye, some rural growers have
never quite grasped the reason their cassava plants suddenly went from naked stalks to healthy green
shrubs.

“The farmers say, ‘God has helped us’,” says Symphorien Saizonou, an agricultural officer for the
West African country of Benin.

“They still don’t know exactly what happened to cause this result.”

What actually happened was a rare collaboration between scientists on two continents to stem the
destruction of cassava, the starchy tuber that serves as a dietary staple for a half-billion people, including
200 million Africans.  Their apparent success, announced two weeks ago, is being hailed as a victory
against world hunger and a milestone in the search for chemical-free solutions to agricultural pests.

Proponents of natural or “sustainable” pest control argue that such solutions are better for the environ-
ment and more effective in the long run.  In the developing countries that make up Africa’s vast cassava
belt, it’s often the only kind of pesticide farmers can afford.

“Cassava sells for pennies a kilo, so there’s no way farmers can use pesticides,” says Donald Roberts,
an insect pathologist at the Boyce Thompson Institute for Plant Research in Ithaca, N.Y.  “To have some-
thing that is effective, self-replicating and free is the best of all possible worlds.”

The quest for a natural pest-killer brought scientists to Brazil’s northern Amazon Basin.  Cassava was
first cultivated in the jungles of South America, which is also the native turf of the cassava green mite,
Mononychellus tanajoa, a relative of the common spider mites that menace gardens and house plants in
the United States.

Both plant and pest migrated to Africa in separate waves.  First came the cassava shrubs, which were
imported by Portuguese sailors in the 16th century and thrived pestilence-free for 400 years.  Natives
quickly came to appreciate the plant’s extraordinary heartiness and versatility, and soon cassava groves
were flourishing from the Ivory Coast to Madagascar.

Unlike maize or wheat, cassava plants can survive droughts and blistering hot tropical weather.  The
leaves are edible, but the plant’s starchy, yam-like root is the staff of life for millions of Africans.  Western-
ers may recognize it as the thickening ingredient in tapioca pudding, but in Africa cassava is prepared and
eaten a thousand different ways.  An old African saying—”Where there is cassava there is no hunger”—is
a testament to the plant’s role as a hedge against starvation in some of the world’s poorest countries.
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Enter the cassava green mite.  After apparently hitchhiking across the Atlantic on farm machinery in
1970, the pest landed in a Ugandan cassava patch and began its epicurean tour of the continent.  With no
natural enemies, the green mites had spread throughout the cassava belt by 1985 and threatened to gnaw
Africa’s slender nutritional lifeline in two.  Despite experiments with chemical pesticides and pest-resistant
strains, crop losses ran as high as 50 percent.

“This pest got loose and had a free lunch,” says Steve Yaninek, an American entomologist at the
Nigeria-based International Institute of Tropical Agriculture.  “It literally spread like wildfire.”

YANINEK’S  INSTITUTE

In 1983, Yaninek’s Institute joined forces with a sister agency, the Columbia, Md.-based International
Center for Tropical Agriculture, in a search for natural enemies of the green mite in its native turf in Latin
America.  The 14-year $700,000 effort was funded by a consortium of international aid organizations,
including the United Nations Development Programme and the governments of Germany and Denmark.

Several potential foes were identified and ruled out.  A few species of predator mites were even
brought to Africa for field tests, but they either died or spread very slowly.  The top performer could
manage only a few hundred yards per year.  But after a decade of work, the two institutes stumbled upon
the perfect mite-eating machine.  In October 1993, scientists stood in a cassava field near the village of
Ikpinle, Benin, and introduced Africa to Typhlodromalus aripo.  Though tiny—40 of them, end to end,
would fit across a man’s thumbnail—the T. aripo is a ferocious predator that can reduce a cassava green
mite to a dried-up shell within minutes.  Even more impressive is its unusual brand of sky-diving that
enables it to travel a mile or more on the wind.

“We were absolutely astonished,” Yaninek says of the early results.  The first colonies spread over a
radius of seven miles the first year, and an additional 12 miles the second.  By early this year, after dozens
of subsequent releases in other countries, the predator mite had advanced over a 150,000-square-mile
area that encompasses 11 countries.

For scientists, it was the most ambitious and most successful attempt to control a pest mite on a
continent-wide scale using what Yaninek calls a “classic biological approach”.  The key, he says, was using
“nature’s own equilibrium” to human advantage.  “It’s easier and less energy-consuming if we work with
nature and not against it.”

Farmers are less philosophical but equally amazed by the achievement.  Crop yields have improved by
an average 30 percent, according to field samples.  In West Africa alone, the predator mite is being
credited for a $60 million increase in cassava profits last year.

With those kinds of results, farmers no longer have to see the mite to believe in it.  Still, scientists
couldn’t resist bringing along a few magnifying glasses recently when they returned to the Benin village
where T. aripo was first launched.

“We showed the farmers how to use the lenses to make the mites visible,” says Saizonou, the Benin
civil servant.  “For the first time they saw that something very inconspicuous was there on the leaves to
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keep the bad mites away.  And they were very surprised.”

[END OF QUOTING]

I would suggest that this is just one more example of the fact that just because you can’t see a thing, it does
NOT mean it does not exist.

So, what happened in the tale above?  A collaboration of scientists on two continents to stem the destruc-
tion of cassava, the starchy tuber that serves as a dietary staple for a half-billion people, including 200
million Africans.  If it can be done with green mites, it can be done with anything which has outgrown its
boundaries and presents plagues and causes famines.  It is always best to go with NATURAL species to
counter all invaders, i.e. smut, rust and molds, for beneath the destruction will always be the microbes
which intentionally destroy.

As with the massive fields now infected with incurable smut in your growing belts, the disease is easily
contained in this same manner—if you get on with it.  There are microbes that eat any kind of other
microbe—all you have to do is isolate it and introduce it properly.  You even have microbes that thrive on
radioactivity and petroleum products, so don’t look wide-eyed and silly—find the proper feeder.  Lady-
bugs like aphids, so get some microbes that like whatever is annoying you.  Famines are going to be great
as you move along.  That is the promise of the Revelation.  You can accept that stance if you so-choose,
but it is NOT of God; it is of Man’s edicts.

I will close this writing lest it get too lengthy, but I really must discuss the boundaries which are being
dissolved as your NAFTA gets further underway.  I think you people who understand Bonus contracts,
etc., might well see some relationships and possibilities.  There must be funding for such major takeovers
and wipeouts, so that means there are TWO SIDES involved EVERY time.  Just remember that every-
thing SOUNDS really good until you get it into operation and find that you have again been “had”.

Thank you for your attention, Dharma, but you must mind your business lest I put you to bed, and let’s get
well and get on, please.
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“YOU”  DO  IT  THE  WAY  “THEY”  DO  IT!

How can we ever accomplish anything positive in this world of illusion?  The same way the illusion was
formed in the first place.  Find out what is legal, lawful, and what is not, and stay within those guidelines as
already established by the so-called “bad boys”.  Note the numbers of times politicians are caught doing
something totally immoral and yet their innocent stance to the public is, “I did nothing illegal!”  And surely
enough, when “you” go after the nerds, you find that they did nothing illegal.

SOVEREIGN  THIS  OR  THAT

Ah, you shout and war over your “sovereign” rights as a person, a township, a county, a nation, and on and
on.  What exactly are you trying to say?  Anyone or anything who says they are sovereign—are sovereign.
The facts are, however, that nobody who is in power accepts such acclamations.

But what has happened with corporate sovereignty in the hands of the World Order Power Brokers?
Wow, they don’t even bother to incorporate!  They write their own private laws, fund their own illegal
banks, and set up more, and it is ALL QUITE LEGAL!  And, no, I am not going to explain anything further
about it.  The banks they establish have so much “value” involved as to not find it necessary to even follow
the international banking laws, rules and regulations.  You seem to think there is something Holy (as in
Church) about banks and bankers.  No, there is everything non-holy about them, but banking was and is
a convenient way to hold and pass MONEY.  Anymore there doesn’t even have to be any money, only
established “value” of some kind which is far easier to utilize than any form of currency.

The BEAUTY of this fact is that any nations can form a coalition and hold collateral of whatever they
desire the value to be, have rich nations or men fund the “value” so that credit and transfers are valid, and
hold established value (gold and/or oil being the most readily apparent, other than the established drug
dealings), and you have founded an international bank apart and aside from any established entities.  These
coalitions can operate according to their own set of Bylaws and “Articles of Incorporation” and become
strong and untouchable.  Oh, indeed, George Bush and all his buddies have done this and established
EXACTLY what they wanted to establish, and nobody comes against it because nobody realizes the
extent of the deceptions.  They did it with the Inter-American Investment Corporation of which we have
written much lately.  They set up their own banks in places and nations belonging to the IIC “corporation”
and formed their own intelligence “corporations”, i.e. such as CI Ltd. (but never quite got around to doing
more than forming SOVEREIGN entities using the guise of legal incorporation, but establishing the power-
pods without benefit of law, international or national).
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The same thing is happening thanks to your allowing of NAFTA, GATT, etc.  You have turned over all law
and power to the very destroyers.  The evidence is so blatant along the U.S. Southern Border with Mexico
as to be shocking that nobody has seemed to notice what has happened.  The same thing is taking place all
over the world, however, so don’t act shocked and bewildered; all that drug money had to be cleaned up
somewhere between the tip of South America and the top of Canada.  The end result is a semi-legal trail of
entities which finally can “legally” accomplish what otherwise would be heinous criminal practices.  The
problems come, then, from the power brokers who get greedy and ego-controlled.

Let us look at this NAFTA phenomenon.

[QUOTING, THE SPOTLIGHT, June 2, 1997.  Andrew Arnold and T.J. O’Connor.:]

NAFTA  ABSORBS  BOUNDARIES

Millions Affected as U.S., Mexico Create International Border Region.

Bureaucrats ignore the question of sovereignty in race to eliminate the border.

Without voting on it, all Americans living between Brownsville, Texas and San Diego, California, have
had their communities placed under control of an international body.

This is neither hype nor rumor, it’s NAFTA.  Actually it’s the Agreement on Cooperation for the
Protection and Improvement in the Border Area (La Paz Agreement) signed in 1983.  The giveaway
“entered into force with the NAFTA trade agreement”, says the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
in the U.S./Mexico Border XXI Framework Document.  La Paz went into effect in January.

Other US cities affected include McAllen, Laredo and El Paso, Texas, and Yuma, Arizona.

La Paz replaces the U.S./Mexico 1,933-mile border with a 62.5-mile strip north and south of the
traditional border to be an open zone called Border Region XXI.  About 10 million people in America and
Mexico live within the zone.  [Map next page.]

This agreement created the Border Environment Cooperation Project and the North American Devel-
opment Bank [H: Wow, and where have we heard this one lately?] to provide US funding.  More cash
will come from the World Bank and Mexico.

Investigative reporter Karen-Lee Bixman warns the road to a New World Order is paved Environ-
mental Green and Border Region XXI is the first step on that road.

map of mexico-usa border

“Traditionally, Americans have looked to their representatives to stand in the gap between freedom
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and tyranny,” she added.  “Under the auspices of saving the environment, our nation’s borders will be
dissolved.”

INTERNATIONALISM

Mexican agencies are expected to join US bodies in regulating the environment in Border Region XXI.
This means water rights for Americans in the Southwest have been ceded to an international body.

For example, EPA and Mexico’s Secretariat for Environment, Natural Resources and Fisheries
(SEMARNAP) and Secretariat for Social Development (SEDESOL) have been merged to police envi-
ronmental matters within Border Region XXI.

Natural resources management is slated to fall under a newly created body including the Department
of Interior, the Department of Agriculture and SEMARNAP.

Border Water Resources fall under the US and Mexican Sections of the International Boundary and
Water Commission, Interior, EPA and SEMARNAP.

The Department of Health and Human Services will team with Mexico’s Secretariat of Health to
manage environmental health.

According to the EPA, one of the goals of Border Region XXI is to improve binational law enforce-
ment capabilities.  “This allows for the creation of binational law enforcement teams consisting of US law
enforcement, firefighters and emergency response teams,” says Miss Bixman, “Stationed on the Mexican
side of the border, they would respond to emergencies.”

Critics say these international bodies will tell landowners what they can and cannot do on their prop-
erty.  Compliance with land-use regulations will be monitored by US Geological Survey infrared aerial
photos.  [H: A nice PRIVATE corporation.]

“The US Congress must take action on behalf of the American people and our national sovereignty to
uphold our national borders and free our people from their resources being controlled by the [EPA],” said
James Thorsen, president of the New Mexico Citizens Action Association.

“Resources like water, air, land [are] all under the supervision of [non-governmental organizations]
without any legal authority except through treaty,” he added.  “Treaties are the new way to go around
the people and their rights under the US Constitution and our national sovereignty.”

SUSTAINABLE  DEVELOPMENT

The guiding force behind the La Paz Agreement is the UN principle of so-called “sustainable develop-
ment”, according to critics.

In 1992, 179 countries met in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, at the UN Conference on World Environment.
The so-called Rio conference developed a global plan for “sustainable development”.
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The United States did not sign on to the agreement, but President Bill Clinton has adopted Rio prin-
ciples for his administration.

“He wants a domestic policy that can be integrated to achieve ‘economic progress, environmental
protection, and social equality’,” says Luther Broaddus III, a newspaper columnist in the Southwest.
Clinton’s sustainable development “covers everything from the need for abortion, to septic systems, to
removal of subsidies on overgrazed public lands.”

“Controlling these principles; economy, environment and social equality, are the three legs of Clinton’s
policy he calls ‘sustainable development’,” he added.  “It is apparent he means to force compliance by our
people to the international standards.”

Broaddus said the country officials in New Mexico and Arizona whom he had talked to had never
heard of the agreement.  In addition, they had no idea how taxes, law enforcement, etc., will be affected.
[H: Do you now see how simple it is to simply form organizations, corporations—whatever, and
establish the idea that they exist, thrust forth papers making some treaties and agreements, and
you establish the entity without any validity whatsoever.  Then you move on to calling it by
“letters” of the alphabet so that the confusion is so great as to stagger even clerical record-
keepers.  They call the titles something “Federal” or “corporation” or whatever sells the people
on the false information and there you have it—control of a world without half trying.]

Congressional staffs were even less helpful, he said.  For instance, when Rep. Joe Skeen’s (R-N.M.)
office contacted the Congressional Research Service, on Broaddus’ behalf, the office was told, “The La
Paz Agreement is unrelated to NAFTA.”

As noted above, the bureaucrats of the EPA disagree.

[END OF QUOTING]

I ask that the geographic diagram be added for viewing, please.  The whole method of operations is like a
creeping fungus that finally takes over everything.

Speaking of creeping fungus, I would like to share with you readers that the orders to present billings to
U.S.&P. for attorney’s fees, etc., came yesterday with everything redacted except the bills themselves as
to amounts—but a lot of “slippage” happened—you know, “slip happens”!  We got so much information
and proof of conspiracy and RICO collaborations among the Green Brigade and all the Nevada attorneys.
Half the $15,000 bill was for contact, review, and work DONE BY STEVEN HORN, ESQ. AND ON
THE HORN-CLEARY DEPOSITION TWO OR THREE TIMES AND HOW NICE FOR THE NAM-
INGS—MARK WILLIAMS!  Wow, what a service unto us they have done.  The other involved parties
were redacted but I’m sure they are not redacted in the court filings and we all knew the Abbott-Horton
team would show up.  Even charges for “America West” were included and thousands of dollars AFTER
the case ended.  Wow, and you thought legal aid was interesting?  Half of the half of the billing was
attributed to various review and revision on one after another of the deposition affidavits and declarations.
If one didn’t fit the needs it was simply revised and the billing now comes to the Ekkers!  If something was
the TRUTH in the first version—how then can there be revision after revision and from the top players yet,
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you know, Binder et al.  Even Horn’s statements were thrice or four times REVISED.  Is ANYBODY
ready to try Common Law on procedural merit and begin to at the least toss “sprags” into their spokes?
My gosh, what do you have to lose?  The attitudes around these parts are getting quite focused on irritation
and “let’s go get them back”.  Sounds good to me.  Already Mr. Tips is threatening his own brother lawyer
with malpractice because the dumb lawyer “considers the clients above the brother attorney”.  No, I
don’t jest, he said the same thing twice in the same letter.  I suppose this proves beyond a doubt that Mr.
Tips DID NOT CONSIDER HIS CLIENTS FIRST WHEN HE WAS EKKERS’ LAWYER (???)!  It
is now established that this million-dollar case should never have cost a farthing more, at outrageous
charges, than $50,000 from upstart to conclusion.

Well, let us just assume that there are some sharks out there even nastier than these with whom we have
been chewed and shredded—who will enjoy earning a big whopping sum for getting the now-in-focus
sharkletts.  There are always bigger fish than the one you landed—WAITING.  Ugly?  What in the deuce
is wrong with you?  Of course it is ugly—this is a very ugly world and you want God to lose every round
because some idiot comes forth and opines that “God wouldn’t do this or that thing”.  When are YOU
going to give GOD EQUAL OPPORTUNITY?  GOD AND YOU ARE LAUGHED AT IN YOUR
INNOCENT RELIGIOUS-PIOUS STANCE ON TRUTH.  YOU DON’T STAND ON TRUTH—
YOU SELL IT OUT AT EVERY OPPORTUNITY.
Can you expect the one who “helped” so much up to now to suddenly do a good job for you?  Perish the
thought and use your brains!  If they have sold you out for their own reasons prior to now—expect the BIG
sell-out now.

A lot of cases should be filed prior to any signed settlement.  Horn, for instance, wants a rapid settlement
with prejudice so you can’t come against him.  No, go against him first, last, and always—alone, and with
everyone else involved.  Try all of these nit-wits (and the Judges) on procedural protocol FIRST and then
go on according to the responses.

The gold diggers in Texas have already asked for a “pay-off” if they will tell truth.  You are in a SICK world
and it makes me ill to watch it.  How can they get away with it?  Because they CAN.

You keep on spitting and spitting about these things but you stand in the shadow with the wind in your face.
Get yourself sorted out and move to have the LIGHT IN YOUR FACE and the WIND AT YOUR
BACK before you spit at anything lest you drown yourself.

Do I need to go forth and explain how to do these things?  Perhaps, but do you think that would really help
any cause at all?  Man has to do the work, meet the regulations and the laws, and invisible players aren’t
too acceptable lest the cohort ends up in prison.  The word is out from the “top”: “Keep Hatonn silent and
all references buried as to the person.”  Yep, I am classified as a “person”.  I like to think of myself as a
Private PARTY instead of a corporation or clone.  And people, Congressmen are politicians—and they
know less than any one group of people on the globe!  Think about it very carefully.

I would like to close this now as we have other things to do today.

I would go with Dharma, however, who is so attentive these days as to keep that LIGHT ALL AROUND
THY BEING, lest you not be able to tell from whence the knocks come—front or back.  You are not given
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to recognize your enemy, so bend not your stance from TRUTH in all things, lawful actions in ALL circum-
stances, and have no hidden, clandestine compromises.  If you compromise on something—make it right
out in the open arena to keep you WITHIN THE LAW.  You CAN PROTECT self if you but will do so.
Salu.
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SAT.,  MAY 31,  1997

BLATANT  STUPIDITY  OR  CLEVER  SHENANIGANS?

In the never-ending soggies of legal encounters, even to the objection to the Supreme Court of a lower
Nevada Court’s ruling to change venue from northern Nevada to Las Vegas (where all the parties to the
case are either located or are comfortably close), the foolishness goes on—and on—and on—while Mr.
Fort will have to pick up the costs of now well over $100,000 in Abbott’s-Horton’s legal fees.  WELL
OVER.

Not only do these lawyers continue the foolishness in the face of the court’s rulings, but they do so with
such blatant and incorrect filings as to be laughable if not totally sordid.  They make no “bones” about the
circumstance as this has to do with receivership of the Institute.  In their case, one of the Plaintiffs (their
side) is STILL offered as Schroepfer, who is dead now some six or so months.  How interesting.

The filing paper is wrong in every procedural application of ANY law, current or common.  It goes like
this [quoting]:

ELEANOR E. SCHROEPFER, for the ELEANOR E. SCHROEPFER FAMILY TRUST; and for
TEHA, INC., a Nevada corporation; and LEON FORT, for himself; and for INFINITE BALANCE
INC., a Nevada corporation,

Appellants,
and

GEORGE GREEN,
Intervenor,

vs.

PHOENIX INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH
& EDUCATION, LTD., a Nevada corporation;
CARSON CAPITAL CORPORATION, a Nevada corporation,
et al.

Respondents.
Case No. 29559

[End quoting]
Now, after many years the Appellants argue that “time” was not quite correct in the Institute’s venue
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change application.  What an interesting concept.  I wish now to just share from the last two pages of the
documents filed by Abbott-Horton in this very paperwork.  This will be from the faxed copies, pages 10
and 11 regarding the filing of this particular paper with the Supreme Court [Nevada] from whence these
dudes have been tossed OUT twice, and once from the U.S. Supreme Court:

Page 10 [quoting]:  I hereby certify that I have read this...  I further certify that this brief complies with...  I
understand that I may be subject to sanctions in the event that the accompanying brief is not in conformity
with the requirements of the Nevada Rules of Appellate Procedure.

Dated this 27th day of May, 1997.
Signed: George W. Abbott
Nevada Bar No. 2178  [H: This we assume is the Bar Association and not the local bar?]
George W. Abbott, Chartered
P.O. Box 98
Minden, Nevada 89423
(702) 782-2302

[end of quoting]

Then at the bottom of THAT SAME PAGE IS [quoting]:

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE:

Pursuant to NRCP 5(b), I certify that I am an employee of George W. Abbott, and that on May 27,
1997, 1996, I deposited for mailing at Minden, Nevada, the within Appellants’ Reply Brief, Addressed
to....

Signed: Mary Abbott

[and then on PAGE 11:]

....”By failing to comply with NRS 13.050 appellants waived any rights under such statute.”

Dated the 20th and 27th days of May, 1995.

Signed:

George W. Abbott (Specifics already given)

and

David Horton, Esq. [H: title of nobility]
Nevada Bar No. 1378
P.O. Box 2107
Carson City, Nevada 89701
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[end of quoting]

Well, it appears to me that possibly Mr. Green was correct when he called his own attorney, Horton, “so
stupid I have to tell him everything to do...”.

Now note that they will get this paper and rush forth and beg the court for “mercy” that somehow their
“computer” and “fax” were broken, etc.  (It happens every filing.)  Well, how in the hell are people
supposed to even respond sanely to this kind of stupid or intentional confusion and cocksmanship?  Is this
a POINT OF LAW being broken OR A GAME FOR ATTORNEYS TO CLEAN UP EVERYTHING
IN THEIR CLIENT’S POCKETS, NOW OR EVER?  Abbott said before many witnesses, including the
Ekkers and Mr. Dixon, that he “intends to retire on THIS CASE”.  Sorry, Leon!  You, Leon, do not have
enough in the Institute to pay half the damned Abbott billing and if you think he will forgive it to you nice
people—THINK AGAIN.  HE KEEPS ENTERING HIS BILLS IN COURT AND PROBABLY YOU
NICE UNWATCHING PEOPLE DON’T EVEN KNOW IT AS HE SAYS HE HAS YOUR POWER
OF ATTORNEY AND DOESN’T HAVE TO TELL YOU ANYTHING!  Is this a jest?  Come now,
sleepy people.

Schroepfer is dead while Guden and other attorneys snatched his assets and Eleanor is in a senile center
and doesn’t know her ears from her fingers.  Is this RIGHT BEHAVIOR from Officers of the Court?  And
Leon: Mr. Abbott would not allow you to be dismissed from the case until the court ordered him to accept
it and asked him to leave the courtroom after running up unlimited more bills in the interim.  Now you come
to be used in this profane manner and you don’t even seem to take notice.  Ann Beam controls your
corporation, Infinite Balance, and she is the one who continues this relationship openly with Green, Horn,
Abbott and Horton.  Use little old ladies like Esther?  WHO USES THEM?  Do YOU have any idea AT
ALL what is going on—and on—and on—and on?  Does this have anything to do with your search for
God?  THIS, SIR, HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH GOD, I CAN CERTAINLY PROMISE YOU!

Do you not realize further, good friends, that ANYONE SUING A CORPORATION IS, BY LAW, PRE-
CLUDED FROM SETTLEMENT UNTIL ALL LEGAL BILLINGS ARE SETTLED IN THE MAT-
TER?  How, explain to me, do YOU NICE PEOPLE expect to have ANYTHING when the billings are
already twice as high as the loans?  And yes indeed, these were LOANS, not investments of any kind at
all.  And you hide the side agreements!  Why?  Betty Tuten has incriminated herself internationally by hiding
the side agreements because it is the side agreements that pertain to interest, etc., and SHE GOT THOU-
SANDS OF DOLLARS IN REGULAR INTEREST PAYMENTS!

You nice people out there [Fort, Tuten, etc.] had best pray hard that Ekkers don’t bring charges against
Extra, THE TABLOID INTERNATIONAL TV “MAGAZINE” because Extra is waiting, after having
been told to bury the [latest] day of shooting here, which they found so interesting and filled with informa-
tion, to see if they’ll have to criminally charge Tuten and Fort, along with Beam and Ence, with supplying
false information.  Ence is at the very top of their list of “let’s hang them”.  But you keep right on planning
and scheming and DOING NASTY LITTLE THINGS, DON’T YOU?

Well, I just keep tabs on the happenings and we find Horn, Jason Brent, Green, and all of you nice little
coven of actors playing in what you think is a big political game of “get control of Nevada” and THEN pull
down Hatonn and his motley crew! (???)  Come now, do you REALLY think you little crooks and hoods
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are going to destroy the professional criminals of Nevada and Sin City(ies)?

We aren’t going to fight you nerds any longer.  We are simply going back to our original work of “write”
and you can get the rewards of the damage you have brought forth.  We don’t need it and destruction
should be reaped by the offending effects of thoughtless self-mutilation.  And Green goes right on in his
stupid role of Patriot?  THIS IS WHAT IS WRONG WITH YOUR COUNTRY, READERS—AND
YOU ALLOW IT!  And when your tummies are empty—please do feel free to come to us for food for we
have some very tasty smut to offer back to you—if you can get the stashed equipment for harvest from
your hiding places at the neighbor’s farm junk yard.

Charles brought back HIS potato digger and I just wonder WHAT you, Ence, and kids who helped this
transfer, will tell Hamilton about his harvester equipment?  Already you sold off or outright stole Turner’s
disc apparatus.  These are not NICE things, people.

But no, we do not need this garbage.  Why would anyone longer put up with this type of trashing, day after
day?  You don’t need Tehachapi, and our people here don’t, certainly, need to be anywhere else to read
and write.

Well, it appears you are about ready to REAP YOUR ATTORNEY(S)’ HARVEST OF ROT AND
SCUM.  We here just don’t give a damn how long you string this out because there is no funding here for
your pleasure and you simply KEEP THE STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS GOING AND GOING AND
GOING!  For this, alone, we are grateful for the new methods of struggle within the courts are becoming
very effective and the people are getting VERY PROFICIENT.

We know that you are “after” Dixon now that the CLC is closed temporarily—but what will HE do?  Who
knows?  If he joins your criminal crew, then he reveals himself.  He already can’t effectively do anything
involving Tips, so it appears unwise for him to serve any more of my adversaries.

Mr. Dixon received and used over $60,000 per year for (his count) over six years in which he claims to
have “given” us his life focus.  That seems to be over $360,000 with not one cent return on anything.  The
fringes were often exceeding this figure because, in addition, he was supplied with staff, office arrangements,
phones with bills paid, including rent on dwellings, along with an automobile.  This doesn’t seem terribly
bad to the rest of us who have received almost nothing, or nothing.  Green always claimed he had control
over this man—well, that came from and through Mr. Tips, so perhaps he was, and is, right.  So be it.  If
shoes fit, wear them—but don’t expect endless reward for your bastardly services—FROM ME.  Fur-
ther, let us have gratitude for all services, great or small, for we needed to GET TO RIGHT HERE.  You
could not have purchased university courses with such lessons and have the entire array of possibilities laid
before you on silver trays.  You have now had the opposition list themselves, in the billings yet, of the
opponent’s camp.  All you have to do is go after these thugs properly and get some justice back into the
system—because they are not going to let you win rightful cases in the system.  Why?  Because the dirt
goes all the way to the White House of three PRESIDENTS!  Obviously, after ten years of revealing the
entire game and showing every outcome of some 15 judges involved, it proves that people will do NOTH-
ING to clean up this mess, and so the merry-go-’round continues its squeaking and clanging, and the
endless tunes keep drowning out the small voices of truth and justice.  You will now have to counter with
use of procedural malfunctions because you can’t get at any type of misdeeds or issues of fact.  It is the
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starting point and will perhaps be “the ending point”.

My suggestion to you?  Get some rightful things filed BEFORE you find the cupboard bare!  After the door
is opened, the horse gone, and the waiting is but to be suffered—you will have lots going in your favor
which will grow and grow and grow as the rats reveal themselves for they have made the entire circle with
billings yet reflecting the coalition of conspiracy.  So, you are impatient?  I understand, but patience pays
when you wait upon God.  Will righteousness prevail?  Yes, although perhaps you may not live in this
lifetime long enough to really revel in it—but if you do the right things—you certainly will.  YOU DO NOT
HAVE TO WAIT TO BRING MAJOR CHARGES AGAINST THE PERPER-TRAITORS, any or all
of them, singularly or all together.  I suggest you use the ones under your noses and move on outward to get
them all.  It means you need help, but I think help will be cheaper than anything you have had thus far.

You “have” to have an attorney for a corporation?  Who says?  Especially if the opposing attorneys have
always listed Ekker-Ekker-Phoenix in a single breath.  What keeps you from rebutting?  You had attorneys
attending your needs?  Well, too bad for you, for you have spent zillions and gotten nothing save ongoing
and endless filings and confusion.  You have nothing to lose and EVERYTHING to gain.  Get someone
HERE to get on with this properly, for the costs will be CHEAP in any kind of comparison and it is time to
give the adversary some real hard spots upon which to sit his fannies.  I suggest you get Glenn right down
here for a lengthy stay until YOU KNOW WHAT YOU ARE DOING—AND GO DO IT BECAUSE
YOU HAVE AT LEAST 30 CASES JUST WAITING YOUR ATTENTION.  THESE WILL PROB-
ABLY BE SETTLED RIGHT AT PAPERWORK STAGE, BUT YOU HAVE GOOD CASES IN EV-
ERY INSTANCE IF THE GOOD FOLK AT COURT WANT TO PURSUE TRIALS.  THEY WON’T
WANT TO, COUNT ON IT.  BUT GET IT STARTED PRIOR TO SETTLEMENT.

Will I give Doris time off to attend this?  Of course, it IS part of THE LESSONS.  But you don’t need
her—you need Truth and proper procedures.  You just have to read EVERYTHING from the opposite
perception and even attend the very verbiage presented.  You will always find the exact opposite meaning
and even paperwork will reflect the “opposite reality”.  If “they”, for instance, use capital letters for some-
thing on the paper—you use lower case and YOU WILL BE CORRECT for they have usurped all the
laws and procedures in every instance.

If you have to go to subject matter—you have all the backup needed just in this last document from Abbott
et al., offering three separate years instead of one accurate date!  Topic probably, and unfortunately, will
never be at issue.  But, E.J., you need help—so GET IT.  Work your way through this and, yes, I think
Glenn and Bob can accomplish the paperwork format and back it up with Dave.  In this manner—YOU
ARE THE PLAINTIFF AND THAT GIVES GREAT ADVANTAGE IN EVERY INSTANCE.

Mr. Dixon also said weeks ago that he needed nothing more from the Institute or anyone around these
parts—on tape for witnesses from France to Australia.  He said that he and Mr. Leinthall were going forth
and do seminars, raise money, and do wonders out there as of “that afternoon”.  Strange thing, however,
we haven’t heard a word from Leinthall and Gene only petitions for money because he is in such bad
financial shape.  Is there something WRONG with this picture?

We don’t need meetings to share with you “out there” for you never had the benefit of meetings other than
tapings anyway.  Most of the ones here don’t bother to hear the tapes or read the writings, so who exactly
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do we serve?  We will simply go back to our original business and hold the game.  You of the adversary go
right ahead and destroy all you can—but you people with loans might well consider the continuing game of
these people against YOUR BUSINESS.  Banks are perfunctory organizations and take what they need
or want without consideration to you or the adversary.

Mr. Dixon stated that he knew that none of our plans would bring in a cent, and there you have it—from
an authority who never read a full writing OR THE PAPER.  Well, perhaps he is right for I doubt that
anything BROUGHT IN will serve his or your adversaries’ pockets or bank accounts.  We let anyone who
demands same—lose or go without reward when they flow back unto us for our services.

Do we have anything going?  Yes, bigger than ever you could have imagined.  Legally?  ALL THE WAY!

But, we have LEARNED that most do not want to serve truth, nation, or fellow-man.  They want to serve
themselves and destroy everything else coming along the pathway.  They just want riches in their pockets
and to hell with anything else.  So be it.  Sorting comes hard, but as surely as the morning Sun on a
beauteous day.

Will “Ekkers” have anything?  Of course NOT!  It is now set forth by the adversaries to attach anything
and everything they would ever have.  So, the parties around them may well have much—BUT THEY
WILL HAVE NOTHING—EVER AGAIN.  And with the assaults by the thieves and robbers against the
Institute—neither can it have anything save massive debts!  IT HAS MASSIVE DEBTS AND PER-
HAPS FORT, ABBOTT, HORTON, HORN, GREEN AND TUTEN WOULD LIKE TO SIMPLY
PAY OFF THOSE DEBTS?  I THINK IT SUITABLE IN EVERY MEASURE. Can’t be done?  Perish
the thought; I am not stupid, but the clones serving the Green Brigade seem to be as they can’t seem to see
or understand a single thing about business or its structures.  And people, a “loan” is never an “investment”
simply because you want to change the name on your whim.  You also must realize, whether or not you
LIKE IT, corporate laws hold at the assaulting of any corporation(s).  If you didn’t understand it when Mr.
Green explained it to you—go look again at HIS PLAN.  You are functioning under the requirements of
Mr. Green WHILE HE WAS AS AN OFFICER AND DIRECTOR OF THE PHOENIX INSTITUTE.

Mr. Green not only thinks of you as stupid but tells “everybody” that you are so.  Fine, if that is the kind of
goodly leader you want—you got it.  He turns around and tells everybody (his favorite term) that he has
plans all in place to use YOUR MONEY for development and gold roll-overs in his offshore network.
Fine again—he certainly has buried his assets in Desireé’s coffers and offshore, and buried gold in his
backyard after thieving it from you in the first place.  If you had a loan with the Institute, then HE STOLE
THE GOLD DIRECTLY FROM YOU!  Did he share THAT gold with you?  No, after he was required by
law to turn it over to the court (after being ordered to dig it up from his backyard).  He CLAIMED he just
planned to use it to pay off some debts, etc.  DID HE?  NOT A CENTAVO!

Why am I speaking about this today?  Because we don’t need any more of this rubbish and are hereby
changing our attitudes and work to suit what IS instead of trying more to somehow salvage your life-
source.  Everybody is going to do whatever they are going to do anyway and that is fine with us.  We are
NOT YOUR KEEPERS; we are your friends and family in service to God and none other.  If you have
smut in your grain bins—so be it; how much of the grain did YOU put into the bins in the first place?  And,
moreover, the bins reside on Mr. Turner’s farm property so, in afterthought, Mr. Turner has quite a lot of
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Spelt, Adzuki beans, and lentils, plus some nice granaries.  His property has been enhanced greatly and
note I said: “HIS PROPERTY HAS...”

Anyone around here sees the ongoing guff and notes the Goff being almost empty of goodly souls.  Others
can realize that man is imperfect and unable to physically struggle against all odds.  Who needs it?  Well, we
do NOT.

We don’t have any such thing as even resembling a “cult” here so we have nothing to KEEP GOING.  We
see no need for martyrs or suiciding.  You who are continuing in your association, thank you, for neither are
we “going” anywhere.  We simply are going to STOP struggling against the wind.

You who have stayed in touch, please continue to do so—for your rewards have only just begun to start.
However, you who would rush to this place to find work and placement—you must now confront the fact
that there will be nothing here of that nature other than large companies doing their business ventures.  If
spiritual guidance is all you want—fine, but you will find groups, of which there are none here, who may
better fill your need for participation, or certainly, communal fulfillment.  And to you who may feel shocked
and bewildered: the cup has to be emptied before it can be filled with the good wine of the harvest.  This
is NOT, nor never has it been, a “destination” for “seekers” and never has it been expressed otherwise.

Will we find a way to save the world?  No, don’t intend any such undertaking.  We will manage to do the
best we can with what has come upon us, measure out the results to the best of our ability, again, against all
odds—and keep on keeping on.  We fight no government or entity.  If man desires TRUTH, he shall now
find it—but he will be responsible for self-finding and understanding.  If you come to this place, it will be as
a friend who simply wishes to see us and share a bit of tea and conversation.  As of now there are no jobs
to be offered, no communal anything to be shared, and no focus on anything which is now here—although
structuring of other things may well come later.  Ekkers volunteered for service but THEY DID NOT
OFFER TO LEAD ANYTHING OR SAVE ANYTHING.  Mr. Green was going to do wonders but
Ekkers never planned to do anything save write and serve MY NEEDS.  And that, not as UFO buffs, but
as helpers for the Hosts of God.

And what of the paper crew?  Well, the paper manages to continue in publication with incredible insightful
writings and participation by totally adept writers and receivers.  We will keep it going as long as is
possible, but remember that subscriptions are low and never cover more than half the costs—so we may
well have to have “half” the papers.  I can’t control that, but I WILL NO LONGER ASK SUCH BLOOD-
LETTING FROM MY PEOPLE AND WILL CONTINUE TO PROTECT WHAT HAS ALREADY
BEEN PLACED FOR OUR USE.

Yes, we may well need some help in the now-closing legal cases so that we can regain some of the costs.
We have incredibly good cases already predetermined as the settlements now get OUT of open court and
into “save your butts” time for attorneys and businesses who have managed to manipulate and bury the
truth to protect the guilty.  We won’t need more than that so help will be appreciated.

We must now, however, go OUTSIDE the loop of legal eagles of “look how hard I seem to have tried”
while the cases have never neared settling nor any attorney held responsible, even to paralegals.  It is
OVER NOW.  We will come back on procedural misrepresentations and find out if there is a hope of
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change in the judicial system—but on those arguments and nothing more—right after the closure of a
couple of circumstances hanging in the wind.

I am actually writing this today in order to save Dharma’s lungs tomorrow.  We have a visitor who has
come a distance to share with us and we must make it clear that there is nothing here with which to come
or to make life changes in order to “join” someone or some-thing.  E.J., since Doris is still contagious I ask
that she come only at the last minute, take up the meeting immediately—so no one is huggy-kissy lest they
feel pretty intensely ill for several weeks.  Don’t think, any one of you, that somehow YOU are not
vulnerable.  YOU ARE VULNERABLE AND UNLESS YOU HAVE EXCELLENT HEALTH CARE
BENEFITS, I SUGGEST YOU NOT PUSH THIS RIVER.

I then ask that we have the meeting and get her away so that anyone who didn’t understand the circum-
stances is not put into jeopardy by her presence.

Does this mean that we will stop having meetings?  No, it does NOT.  We may well even begin to have
more meetings, but certainly not until health is better able to withstand the speaking without setback.  We
have several other receivers who can do as good a job and it is perhaps time we begin to ask their
participation as well.  You think you have one scrawny compatriot “out there somewhere”?  No, you have
an ARMY of teachers and guides, brothers and those awaiting your needs.  And, yes, as we do our work
in the vineyards, your special needs will be top-most on our support ladder.  Just keep doing your fine
work and God’s rewards will be in abundant measure.  Life has happened while we tried other plans so
that MANY could be included, but those plans have been attacked, broken, and nullified by the attackers
and bewitchers and that is called LIFE.  Fine, let them go their way for when they no longer have our
bodies upon which to serve or eat—there is nothing for them to continue in their silly little piddling annoy-
ances.  Don’t you see that if “those terrible Ekkers” are removed from the equation—there is nothing left
for any of the Green Brigade to concern about?  Therefore, we will, for all practical living purposes, TAKE
AWAY THE EKKERS and go back to our original services as writer, speaker and “mind your own
business” venturers.

You who have shared for this decade of intensive lessons will have ever more strength and realization as
things unfold and, actually, you see nothing in change in your daily perceptions.  We just don’t need any
more of the adversarial trashing, I repeat.  They have sold out to the Devil; let them wallow in that realiza-
tion and let’s see just how MUCH they get from their leaders and abusers.  What do you expect to get
from the bloodless ones, and whose blood has fed the parasites of the Green Bunch?  Well, YOU HAVE—
not Ekkers—YOU WHO CLAIM THEIR SERVICES TO YOU TO DESTROY OTHERS’ PROP-
ERTY AND WORK.  Horton and Abbott, and Green now claim to be bankrupt, so that means YOU
HAVE PROVIDED THEM WITH WHATEVER THEY HAVE HAD UPON WHICH TO CONTINUE
THE EATING WHILE BAD JUDICIAL ACTIONS HAVE BEEN ENDLESS.  May you always get
exactly what you deserve, but you will come to realize YOUR ENEMIES, for God never breaks HIS
word unless you change the game.

Will you or anyone ever find JUSTICE in the courts?  Are you kidding?  Does a bear barf in the woods?
JUSTICE has become a thing only of GOD.  And you can depend on your JUST REWARDS FROM
GOD!  EVERY TIME!!
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BANKS,  FRAUDS,  SWISS  BANKS  AND
NEW  WORLD  ORDER  (NWO)  BLACKMAIL

Is this a little too comprehensive to allow your minds to focus on these many topics at once?  Well, think of
it this way: IT IS ALL FUNDAMENTALLY CONNECTED TO FORM A NEW WORLD ORDER
WHERE “YOU” HAVE NO SAY, NO SECURITY, AND NO “FREE” BANK TO SERVE YOU—
FOR YOU WILL SERVE IT.

Let us begin with what is KNOWN and you will be a long way out front if you are a long-time reader of
CONTACT.  Since we get called into court to answer for any possible help we might give you about these
topics, I must, by court orders and public outcry, not give you much more than information and you will
have to figure out what might be the best plan of action for selves.

We have to, as always, refer to the “Big Boys of the New World Order”, the Banksters.  And since the
most “action” takes place in unfolding in the U.S as to our writings, you will have to understand that we can
skip around the head of the pin but it all comes back to examples that the majority of our readers will
understand—the things happening in the U.S., and then you have to connect the dots to form the picture.

We will start with Spotlight, June 2, 1997, by Martin Mann.

[QUOTING:]

INTERNATIONAL  BANKERS

Plutocrats want the U.S. military cut, tax evaders wiped out and Social Security eliminated.

Behind a facade of starchy institutional conservatism, leading international megabankers are formulat-
ing a strategy of radical reforms to “blend” independent nation-states into a one-world economy run by a
global bureaucracy as rootless as the UN, newly discovered documents suggest.

Under this doctrine, the “supra-national” administration of the future, designed to supersede the “left-
over” constitutional governance of countries such as America, will be modeled after the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank—”economic enforcers” already wielding global powers that
seemed unimaginable just a decade ago.
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Concerned American patriots, long preoccupied with the gradual erosion of U.S. national identity and
sovereign autonomy, will see some of their worst fears confirmed by internal World Bank and IMF docu-
ments brought to light for the first time by a month-long Spotlight investigation.

Dismantling the Populist State, an internal policy paper compiled last year by top officials of the
IMF and the World Bank, boldly abandons any pretense that international capital is no more a menace
than the familiar neighborhood credit union.

DESTROY  POPULISM

Instead, it forcefully argues that global money managers must turn to “revolutionary” measures to
destroy the historic “populist state” and its code of patriotism, cultural classicism and economic autonomy—
stubborn hindrances to the rootless “supra-national” statecraft demanded by unfettered global financial
markets.

Written largely by Shahid Burki, a World Bank vice-president in charge of Caribbean and Latin American
affairs, and Sebastian Edwards, one of the World Bank’s senior economic advisers on South America, the
policy study urges breaking up “the economic and social structures of the traditional nation-state, including
its populist Institutions”.

These “outmoded” concepts must be replaced by “newly invented and constructed... integrated, effi-
cient administrative states”,—that is, international bureaucracies resembling the UN, the IMF and the
World Bank.

The main task of these “integrated states” will be the “economic restructuring” of old-fashioned consti-
tutional republics such as the United States.  Rejecting all “leftover populist panaceas”, the one-world
administrators will enforce “fiscally responsible” measures such as these:

* Reinforce tax collection.  “The prosecution of tax evaders should be stepped up and penalties for tax
evasion increased,” the World Bank study recommends.  [H: Now for you sleeping local citizens,
WHERE IS THE WORLD BANK?  WHAT DO THEY MEAN “STEPPING UP AND INCREAS-
ING PENALTIES FOR TAX EVASION?”  OH YES INDEED, it IS important.]

* Eliminate populist “subsidies” such as public scholarships, commodity supports and state-
funded unemployment benefits.

* Sharply cut defense budgets—except that of the UN’s “multilateral peacekeeping forces”.

* Curtail present-day social-security systems.  Burki and Edwards, the World Bank policy paper’s
authors, note that private savings levels are important to sound banking, but “If individuals perceive they
will receive social security benefits from the government when they retire, they will tend to reduce the
amount they save during their economically active years.”

In other words, cutting out social security will benefit “sound banking” by forcing people to save
more while they can still work.
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“These are proposals only a denationalized banker could love,” says Dr. Bruno Zimmerman, a soci-
ologist who has published several studies on community finance.  “But I would not treat them lightly.  They
represent the priority program of immensely powerful economic elites who have already glob-
alized—and destroyed—far too much of the historic American commonwealth.”

[END OF QUOTING]

Now let us continue from Spotlight, June 2, 1997, by Chris Temple.

[QUOTING:]

FINANCING  THE  GLOBAL  PLANTATION

If you heed the foolhardy advice of a variety of ostensibly “patriotic” advisors, you are in reality
helping to bankroll the enslavement of the world—and eventually, of yourself.

Students of history know that in February of 1944—as war still raged—bankers from the Allied
nations met at Bretton Woods, New Hampshire to create the financial framework for the economic
enslavement of the world that they planned for the post-war era.  The cornerstones of this were
supranational lending institutions such as the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund.

In the 53 years since Bretton Woods, these institutions have methodically sucked hundreds of billions
of dollars from the western nations (a disproportionate amount, as usual, from the United States).  The
plutocrats have usually played to the benevolent tendencies of the West in requisitioning these vast sums,
claiming that the money would help develop backward nations and improve the lives of their respective
citizens.

The result has been U.S. taxpayers being forced to finance the further enrichment of the corporate
chieftains and other “managers” of the Global Plantation.  The lot of the working classes in most cases has
declined.

Financing this criminality with our tax dollars, combined with the destructive free trade policies of the
last several administrations, has had the added impact of millions of Americans losing good-paying jobs.

The decade of the 1990s has seen a significant slowdown in the financing of the international lending
institutions, at least from “public” sources.  Yet, the appetite of the plutocrats to have someone else’s
capital with which to exploit workers throughout the world continues to grow.

Wall Street has come to the rescue.  To replace the billions they are not getting as readily these days
from Americans through their tax dollars, the plutocrats have sold an incredible bill of goods to trusting
Americans.  They have created the fad of conning you into investing in “emerging market” mutual funds.

This incredible “advice” is the toast of Wall Street—and is also loudly promoted by a number of
allegedly “American” newsletters—but is insidiously serving to take away jobs from Americans, allow for
the further enslavement of citizens of other lands, and enrich those plutocrats.
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Patriotic Americans—[especially dedicated people who know what is taking place]—abhor the treach-
ery of so-called free trade.  This treasonous policy—designed to further enrich a handful of big multina-
tional corporations and their allies—has resulted in the systematic dismantling of basic American industries.
None of us like this any more than we have appreciated Washington doling out billions to foreign govern-
ments and interests.

We can’t have it both ways, folks.  We can’t say we despise the treachery of our elected leaders when
they give our hard-earned money to other countries, and when they sacrifice the jobs of innumerable
Americans on the altar of free trade—but turn right around and support this with our savings.

It’s time to realize that the fad of “foreign investing” has not only been of no general investment merit
but has served the added, heinous purpose of destroying the U.S. economy and industrial base.  The
National Investor reports on superior investment returns that are available right here in the good old
U.S.A.

[END OF QUOTING]

Now, readers, we are going to talk a bit about Switzerland and the theft of gold from the Jews.  I want you
to know, however, that Franklin Roosevelt is responsible personally for far more shifting of assets and gold
belonging to EVERYBODY else into his own pockets and into the pockets of his high-level political
cronies.  With that in mind and knowing what you may know about the claims against Swiss banks in this
recently constructed assault against Switzerland and her stability as the World Bank, IMF, and New World
Order set up business in Belgium, we are going to look at some hard, cold FACTS regarding this conjured
messup. [See also the article we ran on page 7 of the 5/27/97 issue of CONTACT.]

I am now going to share with you an article FROM SOUTH AFRICA on the topic of Switzerland and
gold and banks, etc.  I have no references to share as the papers were faxed with no article or publication
information.

[QUOTING:]

SWISS  BANKS  &  NWO  BLACKMAIL

Ten years ago SA was the whipping boy of the world, a pariah state subjected to the most high-voltage
propaganda nation-assassination campaign in history.  It worked.  Soon, White control was overthrown.
Mr. Mandela’s Marxist-dominated ANC/SACP alliance, inept and hopelessly inexperienced, was in-
stalled and SA was well on its way to ruin.  Another formerly stable, viable and prosperous nation state
destroyed in accordance with US/New World Order design.

Now we have a new and similar victim state: Switzerland.  For almost two years now Switzerland and
its banks have been subject to an orchestrated international assault, almost surrealistic in its intensity.
Charge?  That the Swiss banks still hold Holocaust “gold without heirs” in the form of gold bars bought
from Germany in WW2.

So biased, so hostile, has been the sustained propaganda against this decent and orderly little country
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that one could easily conclude that it was Hitler’s active collaborator in WW2, that its wealth was entirely
built on Jewish misery.  Quite obviously, as with SA earlier, this psychological and semantic war being
waged against Switzerland and its banks is a smokescreen for something much bigger: something of global
importance.

And it is none too difficult to identify just what that component is.  Quite simply, Switzerland is the sole
remaining block preventing the final establishment of the US-inspired One World socialist utopia.  Ipso
facto, Switzerland, with its immense financial weight and sturdy national independence, must be destroyed.
Let’s review the current state of affairs.

True centre of the debate relates to Switzerland’s financial position in the world: prime object of the
campaign, destruction of Swiss independence, wealth and financial clout.  Nor should it be forgotten that
while 40% of transnational investments pass through the US, no less than 30% go through Switzerland.

Switzerland’s biggest asset is its reputation as... [line missing] ...world’s most secure financial haven, as
a repository of wealth.  That reputation is heavily reinforced by the fact that Switzerland is the only country
in the world with a gold-backed currency.  Gold backing gives currency great stability, imposing
strict monetary and financial discipline, in contrast to paper money, always so vulnerable to
political control and manipulation.

The Keynesian agenda of artificial growth and inevitable recession (boom/bust in US parlance) is
largely avoided when a currency is based on real wealth (gold), which cannot be so manipulated.  The US
lost that safety belt in August 1971, when Nixon cut off all gold redemption for the $ (dollar).  Since then
the US has steadily inflated and engineered what must ultimately result in the destruction of its own
currency.

IMAGINARY  MONEY

From that time on, Switzerland alone has acted as a monetary stabilizer to the international commu-
nity.  In an era of imaginary money, investors recognize without difficulty the difference between a gold
guarantee and a purely fictitious guarantee offered by paper.

To repeat, it is the gold in the coffers of the Swiss National Bank which gives such solidity to
the Swiss franc, making the services of its private bankers so attractive to international inves-
tors, and explaining the incredible development and strength of its banks.

It is the Swiss currency’s obligatory tie to gold that gives the Sf (Swiss franc) an international reference
value.  The presence on world markets of a currency attached to the reality of precious metal prevents the
various central banks from freely creating artificial wealth, with all its deadly consequences.

In an extended period of global economic chaos, only the Sf has shown any long-run stability.  To the
despair of investors, exporters and tourists alike, the rest of the world’s currencies, including the US$, are
churning around in floating exchange rates.  It is this disciplinary function of gold that is so irksome to
politicians and other bankers, especially US politicians, always so eager to buy votes with promises of
“something for nothing” and therefore heavily dependent on the printing presses.
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All of which makes Switzerland a very bothersome competition to the globalist gurus.  Adding insult to
injury, the major Swiss banks have now reached the point of competing very seriously with their US
counterparts on their own home territory.  Almost every US city today boasts branches of the Big Three
Swiss banks, eating ever deeper into US financial markets.

Switzerland has accordingly in recent years undergone immense political, financial and industrial pres-
sure to integrate itself into the NWO and, in particular, to join the European Union.  EU membership
would of course require the Swiss to dismantle border controls, eliminate the bank secrecy laws, impose
the dreaded Value Added Tax and demolish its ultra-democratic referendum system, all calculated to
demolish the country’s existing role in world markets.

In most countries throughout the European Union voters have been duped by the politicians,
themselves under the bidding of their political paymasters, into ever-greater surrender of long-
held self-governing power to the supranational bureaucracy in Brussels.  Only the Swiss politicians
stood out as an honourable exception.  That is, until the cooked-up drama of the Jewish “gold without
heirs” was used to compromise their position.

They can now expect to come under the huge pressure not only to join the EU but also the highly
contentious European Monetary Union (EMU), with its proposed single currency, forerunner to a global
currency.  That would mean that currency stability worldwide would be a thing of the past.  The establish-
ment of such a policy is purely political and has no foundation in common sense.  Which is exactly why the
Swiss very wisely wanted nothing to do with it.

For Switzerland to do otherwise would mean national disaster, losing hundreds of thousands of well-
paying jobs and billions of dollars in foreign investment.  However, to the internationalists the destruction of
the stable Swiss currency is now regarded as of prime importance ... and for very good reason.

GLOBAL  CRASH

Potential for a major global crash in the financial markets continues very high: most threateningly, in the
grossly overblown US stock-market.  The most powerful banker in the world, US Federal Reserve chair-
man, Alan Greenspan, has warned that the US stock market is severely over-valued; that this market has
rallied to absurd levels—”irrational exuberance has unduly inflated asset value.”

On February 26 he again sounded the alarm when he uttered the ominous word “bubble” and referred
to “excesses” in the financial market, saying that when investors get “irrationally exuberant” they create
“bubbles which finally burst”.  Evidence of the dangers in the situation are provided in the US federal debt
which today stands at $5 trillion and unfunded liabilities (social security, federal pensions, government
liabilities) nearing $18 trillion.

Small wonder that both the US and the internationalists are desperate to see the collapse of their most
difficult competitor, and are prepared to stoop to any deceit and duplicity to bring this about.  The claims
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about the Jewish “gold without heirs” therefore came like manna from heaven.  And have been brilliantly
exploited by a very dangerous US triad: The New York Jewish lobby, US bankers and the Jewish lobby
in the Senate.

The ironic aspect to this amoral pursuit of the unfortunate Swiss is that it is largely built on bluff.  US
and Jewish spokesmen claim this is “a political time bomb that has been ticking away for half a century”.
Pure hokum.  The US State Department learnt about these relatively modest amounts of Jewish “gold
without heirs” from captured German documents in 1945.  Historians in the 1980s wrote about the matter
in detail.  So why only now, 53 years after the end of WW2, do we see this sudden astonishing excess of
hysterical and pretended moral outrage?

NAZI  LOOT

Further, Avraham Burg, chairman of the powerful Jewish Agency, has openly admitted his own highly
suspect part in the charade.  After hearing news reports about Nazi loot and Holocaust victims’ assets
sitting unclaimed in Swiss banks, he sent out a news release.  Hundreds of millions of dollars rightfully
belonging to Jews were still being held in Swiss banks, he claimed.  He demanded return of the money.  In
February Burg acknowledged that he “didn’t have a thing.  We just saw it in the paper and said we’d
like to explore it.  We kept pressing, and all of a sudden the whole world collapsed.”

Burg’s efforts were quickly followed up by Edgar Bronfman, Sr., president of the New York-based
World Jewish Congress—and, equally, the super-rich owner of the multimillion Seagram liquor company,
and a leading NWO enthusiast.  The Journal de Geneve, 3/5/97, wrote: “Edgar Bronfman estimates that
if the Swiss bankers do not seize this unique opportunity to re-establish their reputation, he foresees ‘the
end of Switzerland as a great world banking centre, for every essential mark of confidence will
have disappeared’.”

Bronfman did not add that this threatened “disappearance” was the sole purpose behind this ever-
escalating frontal attack.  From then on, the Swiss banks really took it on the chin.  The World Jewish
Congress called for a world boycott of the three major Swiss banks: Union Bank of Switzerland, Credit
Suisse and the Swiss Bank Corporation.

Many Jewish groups claimed that—mostly through “numbered accounts”—Swiss banks robbed their
people of great fortunes, perhaps as much as $3 to $7 billion.  Few submitted these figures to any realistic
assessment.  The FACTS are that the Swiss had no necessity to enrich themselves by cheating others.

Always a hardworking, thrifty and honest people, Switzerland was already a wealthy country before
WW2 and did not need to fatten on Jewish tragedy.  But even if it were true that $3 to $7 billion (both
highly inflated figures) were “stolen” from the Jews, for a country with a GNP of US$200 BILLION it
would be a drop in the bucket.  Swiss wealth has origins other than numbered bank accounts.

As usual, the international media proved active participants in this display of inordinate hostility.  The
London Sunday Times, 3/9/97, published a photo montage showing the gates of Auschwitz concentration
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camp, with the Nazi slogan Arbeit Macht Frei above it, this opening up on an idyllic Swiss Alps country-
side, with the big inscriptions BLOOD MONEY and the Nazi swastika and Swiss flag woven together.
Intended message?  Surely that the much coveted wealth of the Swiss banks came largely from plunder
robbed throughout Europe by Nazi Germany!

The Wall Street Journal described the alleged involvement of the owners and top management of the
private Rothschild Bank AG in racketeering, money laundering and even murder.  Time magazine gave
unusual prominence to a letter reading: “Until this situation is resolved, people should treat Switzerland the
same way they do Libya, Iran or any other outlaw nation.”

In tactics very familiar to South Africa, New York City Council leaders threatened to halt investment in
Swiss banks to increase pressure for the “repayment of $7 billion”.  US Senator Alfonse D’Amato wanted
Switzerland to establish a SA-style “truth commission” to examine Nazi collaboration.

SA leaders never fully understood the nature of the juggernaut bearing down on them.  Nor, it seems,
did the Swiss.  In a rather forlorn effort to reduce the heat, the three major Swiss banks set up a $5 billion
foundation to help victims of poverty and injustice.  Compounding this blunder, on 3/5/97, Swiss President
Arnold Koller announced the establishment of a Swiss Humanitarian Foundation.  Annual interest, run-
ning into many millions, would be used each year to assist in catastrophic circumstances in Swit-
zerland and abroad.

In an even more fatal mistake, in the circumstances, Koller told Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu that he regretted “the monstrous, unspeakable wrong of the Holocaust”.  If the Swiss per-
ceived this as a peace offering, they were much mistaken.  While the gestures were well received by some
Jewish groups, others saw it as capitulation and acclaimed victory.  The fallout went further.  Burg went on
record, 3/6/97, that he was “now in the middle of negotiation with 19 different governments... we needed
a legal model elsewhere.  Now we have it.”

Now, too, the Americans who have increasingly treated Switzerland as a US colony, have shown their
hand.  This month Washington released a 211-page report signed by Under Secretary of Commerce,
Stuart Eizenstat, claiming the Swiss banks took in $42.4 million in looted WW2 gold, worth more than
$4.25 BILLION at present prices.  Eizenstat pronounced this “one of the greatest thefts in history”.  No
one apparently thought of asking him how much the US banks themselves hold of funds transferred
by fearful Europeans in WW2.  [H: BILLIONS OF $$$ AND NOBODY TO QUESTION IT.
THE US, FURTHERMORE, CONTINUES TO FREEZE ACCOUNTS OF COUNTRIES WHO
HAVE ANYTHING STASHED IN THE US ON THE PRETEXT OF BAD POLITICAL RELA-
TIONS AND NATIONAL SECURITY.]

Can the Swiss financial institutions much longer retain their uniquely safe status?  Hopefully, the answer
is “yes,” though their financial capitulation to such blatant blackmail and Koller’s mea culp have undoubt-
edly seriously weakened their case.  As the Toronto Star recently observed, “There is a growing feeling
that the US criticism is a front for a hidden agenda: to smash the Swiss banking secrecy laws and so
demolish the wealthy country’s role as an international financial centre.”

Quite so.  But maybe the Swiss will prove more durable than was South Africa.  They are currently
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buying into top US financial institutions.  This month they did a deal with Reed-Dillon.  In that way they will
be in direct partnership with powerful US financial institutions, making it a lot tougher for US NWO
interests to proceed against them.

[END OF QUOTING]

AND, a major B.S. to the last sentence of the above paragraph!!  This is just the formation of the merger
and take-over PLAN.  [Editor’s note: Please also see Part II of Rick Martin’s investigation into the
financial octopus called the Inter-American Investment/Development Corporation.]

I would close this writing for this morning, please.  Before the next paper runs I want to remind you that we
need to do a little speech on EPHEDRINE.  This new garbage is just more of the same, readers.  What
the FDA wants to accomplish is to have no resource for the asthmatic seriously affected by that disease.
Ephedra (herb) is only positive in actions on the body as presented and utilized in other compounds.  The
problem is the same old thing, taking something good when used properly and the insane of your commu-
nity utilizing it for the mind-altering qualities.  Well, there aren’t any mind-altering qualities—but the re-
sponse of the body can be deadly when taken in massive quantities—just like any other thing.  Suppose
you sit and eat two pounds of SALT?  What do you think would happen to you?  What about eating two
pounds of coffee beans with all that caffeine?  You are simply experiencing ONE MORE THING which
WORKS being taken from you.

When given alone to a group of lab animals, ephedrine caused them to lose 14% of their body weight and
42% of their body fat.  When caffeine or theophylline was added to the mix, though, the reduction in body
weight nearly doubled to 25% and the body fat loss shot up to 75%.  Neither caffeine nor theophylline had
a significant effect by itself.  Obese human subjects who took the same combination found it to be twice as
effective as ephedrine alone for increasing fat burning.

Now pay attention: IF YOU ARE ON A TYPICAL PROGRAM WHICH TELLS YOU TO TAKE
“TWO” CAPSULES AT A TIME, BUT YOU GET “NERVOUS INSIDE” OR “SHAKY” OR “SICKLY
FEELING”—STOP TAKING TWO AND FOR GOODNESS SAKES, TAKE ONLY “ONE”!  If you
still get symptoms of unpleasant feelings, STOP TAKING THE STUFF.  My goodness, an aspirin is quite
helpful to calm a headache, but you can’t live and take 200 at a time—or perhaps, even ONE at a time—
depending on circumstances.  If you don’t take control and responsibility for SELVES—you will not have
opportunity before very long to take responsibility FOR ANYTHING IN YOUR LIVES.  The hype-
trade is using the ephedrine in its straight form and calling it things like Ecstasy and Euphoria and such.  This
is NOT what you are getting in a diet-assistance plan.  It WORKS and THAT IS WHY IT IS BEING
TAKEN FROM YOU AS FAST AS THE CONTROLLERS CAN DO THEIR DIRTY WORK.  Re-
member that a steak knife used to cut tough meat on your plate is a deadly weapon when used with force
across someone’s throat with intent to kill.  I’m sure you will find that THERE ARE NO FATALITIES
FROM THE USE OF ANY OF THE COMMERCIAL DIET-ASSISTING PROGRAMS—every one
of the serious cases of use of ephedrine or caffeine is in the crowd of mind-alteration seekers AND
OVERDOSING.

I was asked to give you a “program” that would work and I did.  Nobody says you have to use it, or any
other thing offered.  But if things are used incorrectly you can end up nervous and foolishly inclined to be
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one who does NOT read instructions past the need to go get heavier glasses to read the information given.
Willow Bark is another good herb (aspirin) but if you eat the whole tree’s bark covering you are going to
be really in bad shape—USE YOUR MINDS, THEY ARE THE MOST PRECIOUS GIFTS OF GOD—
TO YOU!

The program itself, which we call GaiaTrim, while others call similar programs all sorts of other names, is
as close to a miracle as you are going to find—IF YOU USE IT CORRECTLY.  I will discuss “why” this
is so as I find time from our absolutely necessary work.  For instance, the body has white fat (more nearly
a sort of yellowish color) and BROWN fat.  The brown fat BURNS white fat cells and here is where,
synergistically, these products produce their results.  You want to turn up that conversion incineration so
that you get rid of that white/yellow fat store-up.  If you don’t remember all of this information from our
introduction—we will present it again in perhaps a better and more easily understood presentation.  All the
while REMEMBER SOMETHING: I AM NOT PARTICULARLY INTERESTED IN YOUR FAT TIS-
SUE!  I TRY TO OFFER WHAT YOU ASK FOR AND SOMETIMES YOU SIMPLY HAVE TO GO
BACK TO ZERO—AND USE YOUR MINDS.  Salu and good morning.
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WEIGHT  LOSS  OR  GAIN—AND  YOU!

The world is all but falling apart and you want to know what this “Ephedra” thing is all about and what
about your diet pills and, oh goodness, you just can’t lose weight?  Get some balance, readers, for weight
is like any other thing which is functioning CORRECTLY in a body physical.  If you eat too much, you gain
weight.  Want to lose weight?  Eat less.  It’s as simple as that, but it is true.  Ah, but the whole mechanism
is hooked into your brain and if you starve your body the instant reaction is to lose some weight but the
body immediately shifts into “starvation mode” and conserves everything.

So, what does ephedrine do and why would you even bother to get with a program which is having a
product within its makeup that people abuse?  Because it works.

To understand what I am saying you have to become familiar with a term, thermogenesis.  THE META-
BOLIC PROCESS OF BURNING CALORIES IS THERMOGENESIS.

If thermogenesis is low, you burn up calories more slowly than the rate at which they come in (low metabo-
lism) and the body stores extra calories as fat.  In this case, a “normal” amount of food may be “too much”
because food intake needs to be balanced with use of calories or you store fat—nasty but simple.

If thermogenesis is normal, you burn calories as fast as they come in (normal metabolism), you won’t have
any left to store as fat, and you won’t gain weight.  In this case, a “normal” amount of food is considered
just right.
If thermogenesis is high, you burn up calories faster than they’re coming in (high metabolism), you start
burning stored fat, and you lose weight.  In this case, eating a “normal” amount of food may cause you to
lose weight.

Ah, but what is planned for you in your new world order is such that these things will be no problem for the
intent is to plan your consumption of food for the future and depopulate the world—and the chosen major
means of doing so is through the control of YOUR FOOD SUPPLY.

You have white fat cells and brown fat cells.  Thermogenesis is basically the process by which brown fat
gets activated and burns white fat.  It is controlled by the sympathetic nervous system (SNS), the same
system that controls heart, blood pressure, lung function, and other vital bodily activities.

The major SNS neurotransmitters include adrenaline (epinephrine) and noradrenaline (norepinephrine).
Among their other functions, these neurotransmitters switch thermogenesis on and off by stimulating little
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“on” and “off” switches called a-(alpha) and b-(beta) adrenergic receptors located on the surface of BAT
cells or brown adipose tissue.  Remember that the brown cells are designed to incinerate white fat cells for
energy.  If you can stimulate b-receptors you increase thermogenesis whereas stimulating a-receptors turns
it off.

BACK  TO  EPHEDRA

Ephedra is a classic sympathomimetic agent, which means that it mimics the effects of endogenous sym-
pathetic amine neurotransmitters, such as adrenaline and noradrenaline.  It stimulates b-receptors—and
not just those on BAT cells but b-receptors throughout the body.  In the respiratory system, for example,
stimulating b-receptors results in bronchodilation, which explains why ephedra has been so useful for
treating asthma.

When adrenaline, noradrenaline, ephedra, other sympathomimetic agents, stimulate BAT cells b-recep-
tors, the brown fat cells increase their oxygen uptake, which they use to burn more white fat.  Moreover,
chronic stimulation of these receptors seems to cause BAT cells to proliferate, explaining why thermogenic
agents become even more effective when you use them for a long time.

PROMOTING  SYNERGY

The weight loss generated by ephedra-induced b-adrenergic stimulation can be substantial, but it was
discovered early on that combining this b-agonist with certain other substances could significantly enhance
the stimulating effect.  The first synergistic relationship discovered was with members of the chemical class
known as the methylxanthines.  The best known methylxanthines are caffeine and the common anti-
asthma drug theophylline.

When given alone to a group of lab animals, ephedrine caused them to lose 14% of their body weight and
42% of their body fat.  When caffeine or theophylline was added to the mix, though, the reduction in body
weight nearly doubled to 25% and the body fat loss shot up to 75%.  Neither caffeine nor theophylline had
a significant effect by itself.  Obese human subjects who took the same combination found it to be twice as
effective as ephedrine alone for increasing fat burning.

BAT cells also have a-adrenergic receptors.  Stimulating these receptors acts as a modulating force on
thermogenic processes, like stepping on the brake pedal to slow the car down.  When adrenaline or
noradrenaline stimulates a-receptors on BAT cells, the net effect is to slow down thermogenesis.  Is it
possible to enhance thermogenesis by blocking a-receptors?  Imagine putting a piece of wood underneath
your brake pedal, so that when you step on the brake, it doesn’t go all the way down.  Not a good way to
drive, but it is a good way to enhance thermogenesis.

One of the best a-blockers around is another naturally occurring compound called yohimbe, long known
primarily for its prosexual activity.  Since yohimbe blocks inhibitory a-receptors, the net effect is similar to
that of stimulating excitatory b-receptors, that is, enhanced thermogenesis and decreased appetite.
Thus, combining a b-stimulant like ephedra with an a-blocker like yohimbe provides a powerful synergistic
1-2 thermogenic punch that both decreases appetite and boosts fat metabolism.
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NOW  LET’S  ADD  A  BIT  OF
DHEA  TO  THIS  MIX

One of the most interesting elements to come into the anti-obesity mix in recent years has been the hor-
mone dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA).  DHEA’s ability to significantly suppress weight gain was first
demonstrated in the late 1970s in genetically obese mice.  Since then, numerous studies have demon-
strated that DHEA can also reduce weight in obese rats, rabbits, and dogs.  I really don’t want to go into
the DHEA possibilities here because it is easy enough today to get DHEA and take it as a supplement, with
or without a weight loss program.  Our topic here is EPHEDRINE which is under fire from the world of
controllers over your beings.

Now readers, one topic moves so integratedly into others that I can’t spend the rest of your days teaching
you biochemistry and biology.  I am asked to speak about GAIA-TRIM and its content of ephedra and
caffeine.

You are, in GAIA-TRIM, receiving a perfectly balanced product with the proper ratios of “ingredients”.  If
you choose to use the product and you find that the recommended intake leaves you nervous or “shaky”,
then reduce the intake.  Do you want the results of your intake or simply want to complain that “nothing
works” or “I can’t take that...” or “Oh well...”?  With myself, it is, “Oh well...” for no matter what we offer
some will simply not follow instructions, end up abusing the product or proclaiming that it is contaminated
with dangerous things or just doesn’t work.  It certainly won’t cause you to lose weight while sitting sealed
in the bottles in the closet while you eat everything not nailed to the table or refrigerator.

GAIA

We have been contacted by the Gaia Herb people who said we had been “turned in” to them for using the
term GAIA.  How very interesting, after the EXTRA program and, yes, we know who passed along this
wondrous information.  We can turn around and destroy them but what merit would that be, do you
suppose?  It is up to you people, readers, what you want from us and what we are longer willing to serve
up to simply be bashed and trashed.  We don’t have any obligation to serve up something to trim your
body OR FILL YOUR MIND.

There is a corporation, GLOBAL ALLIANCE INVESTMENT ASSOCIATION which alphabetically (first
letter each word) spells G.A.I.A.  Do the Gaia Herb people want to shut down that inter-global, interna-
tional humanitarian entity?  Come on, people, while Rome burns—you fiddle.

GAIATRIM is only one, and a minor one at that, of hundreds of these products now on the market and
NONE of the compounded products have damaged ANYONE.  The abuse comes from the straight-lining
of the “desired” resulting feelings from intaking these herbal products.  So again, while you have availability
and if you like the product—I suggest you stock up a bit because the intent is to pull it all from the shelves
just as quickly as the laws can be laid on you.
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UNITED  NATIONS,  YOUR  FUTURE
AND  DEPOPULATION

I am going to now speak on something that is circulating around on your Internet, apparently coming off
somebody’s web-page called Andre Dzikusby who sends it out via information habitat.

He includes a letter of May 27, 1997 and we can briefly offer what we are given as we realize that most of
you people are not hooked onto a network of computer buffs.  We aren’t either so as things come past our
attention which are pertinent, we want to share them—especially if they are about upcoming meetings,
symposiums and seminars by the New World Order which will change life as you now know it to be.

[QUOTING:]

UN  TO  PLAN  YOUR  CONSUMPTION  OF  FOOD  FOR
THE  FUTURE  AT  JUNE  SPONSORED  SYMPOSIUM

“WE”, the people, can’t decide such important matters as what and how much we eat because we, the
people, are simply too stupid, according to the plutocrats.  However, the most important and true reason
for human food management is that food is being used as a weapon for total human submission, as it has
been used in countless other nations for  years.  One recent example in a Business Week article, May 26,
1997, titled “Catastrophe in North Korea: The Only Hope is China”—U.S. Ambassador to Seoul, South
Korea, James T. Laney said, “Beijing could then make food aid to the North contingent on economic
reforms and military disarmament.  Beijing could give North Korea a Chinese-model blueprint for reviving
its economy and make it clear that food aid comes with it.”  Furthermore, a US diplomat suggests that
North Korea exchange its oppressive regime for yet one more barbaric one.

“IN ORDER TO STABILIZE WORLD POPULATION, WE MUST ELIMINATE 350,000 PEOPLE
PER DAY.” Jacques Cousteau in 1991, UNESCO Courier.

So, read this next with attention.  It is to: habitat partners network; NGO committee in Human settlements,
earth summit two.

Tuesday, May 27, 1997 10:20 AM

Dear Colleague,

I am pleased to inform you that the United Nations Centre for Human Settlements (Habitat) is organizing
a one-day Symposium on the theme: “Changing Consumption Patterns in Human Settlements”, to be held
at the United Nations in New York on Tuesday, 24 June 1997 as a part of the parallel events of the United
Nations General Assembly special session on sustainable development.

The event will be an important follow-up to the United Nations Conference on Human Settlements (Habi-
tat II), addressing the goal of sustainable human settlements development in a rapidly urbanizing world.
The Symposium is aimed at bringing together new thinking on sustainable consumption in human settle-
ments, in the growing cities of the developing and the developed world in particular, where the majority of
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the world’s population will live and work by the turn of the century, where most economic activity will take
place, natural resources will be consumed and pollution generated—with consequent impact on the environ-
ment.

The Symposium will also provide a forum to present the findings of an expert-group meeting on the same
theme organized by the United Nations Centre for Human Settlements, in cooperation with the United
Nations Department for Policy Coordination and Sustainable Development, at the United Nations in New
York in April 1997.  The attached flyer gives more information on the event.

Should you require any additional information please do not hesitate to contact this office.  Your participa-
tion in the symposium is welcome.

Yours sincerely,

Kalyan Ray   *Chief, BIT/RDD   *UNCHS (Habitat)  *e-mail: kalyan ray@unchs.org

AND, just who is one of the big dogs at this little symposium wherein the decisions will be made for your
life and death and where you do it?

MR. MAURICE STRONG, Chairperson, Rio +5, and Chairman, The Earth Council.  This is basically
the strength in the UN as relates to the Head of the UN, Kofi.
The fat’s in the fire, people, and there isn’t enough ephedrine in the world to bail you out.

From the Wall Street Journal, Wed, Jan. 10, 1996

BLUEPRINT  FOR  FOOD

[H: This is just to take you back a bit and remind you that this is NOT something new this
morning.]

BLUEPRINT  FOR  MANAGED  FOODCARE
by Karl-Otto Liebermann

The time has come for the eating public to face a stark reality:  The consumption of food, if allowed to grow
at the present rate, will bankrupt our great nation.

Production of food has risen from 10% to more than 30% of the gross domestic product since 1945.  The
Congressional Budget office projects that by the year 2010 Americans will spend more money and time on
eating than on working, vacationing, and being sick combined.  To counter this threat, a junior U.S.
senator (whose name has been withheld upon request) has begun to draft legislation designed to funda-
mentally reform the way Americans consume food.

The proposal, preliminarily dubbed “Managed Foodcare”, promotes the cost-efficient consumption of
food by regulating access to stores and restaurants.  It preserves the principles of consumer choice and
free competition.
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A brief outline will illustrate how the reforms benefit the average eater.  Each year, during the last week of
December, consumers have the choice of signing up at their preferred grocery store or restaurant for the
year to come.  These two main retail markets for the distribution of food are referred to as Primary Food
Providers.

Employers will by law be required to offer employees a choice among at least three so-called Food Benefit
Plans.  FBPs describe what stores, restaurants, kinds of food and menus will be covered by the plan.
FBPs will also furnish comprehensive brochures listing the items approved, such as certain cereals, veg-
etables, meats, and so on.

The lawmakers anticipate that the opportunity to choose only once a year what to eat for the next 12
months will save families innumerable hours of time now spent on gazing at store shelves or menus and
comparing brands and prices.  During the year of the plan, consumers will be obliged to buy all their food
at the chosen store and eat at the restaurant they elected.  There will be a designated copayment; they will
also pay a monthly premium to a Food Management Organization.

FMOs, whose formation will be encouraged under the legislation, are privately owned corporations.  They
control the production and manage the distribution of food based on a highly variable Cost Efficiency
Quotient, whose numerical value is directly proportional to the value at which the FMOs’ stocks are
traded on the open market.  FMOs contract with Primary Food Providers to provide the most cost-
efficient nutrition to their enrollees.

The key element of the reform is known as “capitation”.  Basically, stores and restaurants will receive a
fixed annual amount of money from their FMO for each enrolled customer, regardless of how much or little
he consumes during the year.  If the enrollee spends more than his allotment, it will be the provider’s loss;
if less, it will be the provider’s gain.

Legislators from New York and California have objected that some people habitually eat more than others
or have developed rather idiosyncratic and expensive tastes.  Such behavior, comparable to the reckless
spending of health dollars by people with chronic or terminal illnesses, could quickly bankrupt the pro-
vider.  To counter this fiscal threat, the FMOs will maintain personal customer records listing all purchases,
creating an “Individual Consumption Profile” (ICP) for each member.  The ICP is subject to periodic
review and approval by the FMO.

People with excessive ICPs are considered “high risk” and may eventually lose their right to be re-enrolled
in any FMO. (Soup kitchens and self-help groups will no doubt assist these misfits.)

To rein in abuse of specialty shops and gourmet restaurants, access to these establishments will be con-
trolled by the primary food providers.  They will serve as “gatekeepers” and decide whether and when a
consumer should be referred to specialty providers such as Italian bakeries or French restaurants.  Their
decisions will be guided by their conviction that packaged breads and cakes or fast food can meet the
same nutritional needs as delicatessen food.

They also recognize that the more money from a fixed, capitated amount that consumers spend on outland-
ish food, the less will remain for primary food providers.
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The proponents of Managed Foodcare sum up their argument by pointing out that their proposal preserves
and protects genuine American values.  The new laws support yearly renewable consumer choice, and at
the same time reduce unnecessary and costly culinary options.  They encourage corporate and individual
responsibility by rewarding thoughtful management of food supply and demand.  Capitation will further
thriftiness, invention, and imaginative sales practices.  Ultimately, Managed Foodcare will accelerate the
accumulation of capital in the hands of those who know best how to promote a healthier and leaner
America.

[END OF LETTER]

The writer, Dr. Liebermann, is an associate clinical professor of psychiatry at Yale University School of
Medicine.  Is he possibly a member of the elitist Yale club, “Skull and Bones,” aka the Brotherhood of
Death?

[H: I would now like to share with you some additional comments from the same source and then
we will just leave it, again, with you to try to digest for things are getting worse and those of us
who try to serve you are simply getting put down harder and harder—and frankly NO, IT IS
NOT WORTHY OF OUR TIME OR INTEREST FOR WE CAN’T “SAVE” ANYTHING!]

Continuing quoting:

Those of you who know nothing or very little about Liberalism, a de-emphasis of Socialism, which is
nothing more than a softer word for Communism, had better study the subject, if you care about your
future.  Do yourselves a great favor and start by reading the Communist Manifesto, compare it to the
U.S. Constitution.  You will be shockingly enlightened to discover the utter usurpation of power in the
U.S.A.

The “ultimate” objective of Socialism/Communism is not the re-distribution of wealth, but the control of the
people of the world by a tiny group of appointed World Dictators, with the help of an ignorant, dumbed-
down “peace-keeping force”.  This is exactly why the United Nations was founded.  Get ready, folks!

Daniel Webster, (1782-1852) Congressman and patriot, once said (prophesied) that: “...There is no na-
tion on earth powerful enough to accomplish our overthrow.  Our destruction, should it come at all, WILL
BE FROM ANOTHER QUARTER.  FROM THE INATTENTION OF THE PEOPLE TO THE
CONCERNS OF THEIR GOVERNMENT, FROM THEIR CARELESSNESS AND NEGLI-
GENCE.”

“This year will go down in history.  For the first time, a civilized nation has full gun registration!  Our streets
will be safe, our police more efficient, and the world will follow our lead into the future.”  ADOLPH
HITLER - 1938

Stalin said: “America is like a healthy body and its resistance is three-fold: its patriotism, its morality, and its
spiritual life.  If we can undermine these three areas, America will collapse from within.”

Stalin - Dictator of the Soviet Union, (1929-1953).  Responsible for over 45,000,000 KNOWN deaths.
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[H: So let me leave you with some more compounding of nervous focus.]

CLINTON’S  NEW  FEDERAL  LAND  USE  SCHEME
BYPASSES  CONGRESS

[More Quoting]

In an end run around Congress, President Clinton, Vice President Al Gore and the Council on Envi-
ronmental Quality (CEQ) unleashed a plan in the Federal Register May 21, to create the American Heri-
tage Rivers Initiative by presidential PROCLAMATION.

Since Clinton’s announcement in his State of the Union Address that he will designate 10 rivers this
year, the CEQ and 13 Federal Agencies have hammered out a new federal land use scheme under the
guise of “restoring and protecting America’s Rivers”.  In an unusual move, they have only allowed a two-
week window (due by June 9) for public comment, effectively curtailing public input and criticism.

This plan has been skillfully constructed to appear as another good deed to save the environment;
however, the implementation of this program will place an unprecedented federal stranglehold on property
owners.

KEY  POINTS

* The initiative proposes to control rivers for “natural, historic, cultural, social, economic and ecological
diversity”.

* Encourages cooperation and approval by local governments with the lure of major federal grants.

* Nominations of rivers can come from any source in or outside a “river community” including private
citizens, educational and arts organizations, environmental organizations and elected citizens.

* Designation of a river will be permanent and can include the entire watershed, including all tributaries that
come off private property.

* 13 Federal Agencies will be involved in the planning, implementation, management and enforcement of
the Heritage Rivers.

* Together with the agencies, a federally appointed “River Navigator” will control all land use and manage-
ment activities within the designated area.

* The federal agencies will be granted “flexibility from certain bureaucratic requirements”, effectively al-
lowing them to create special privileges for themselves while those affected must abide by their rules.

* Aerial photography and satellite surveillance will be used to police and expand the program.

* Finally, only the president has final approval of the initiative.
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[END OF QUOTING]

And may the FORCE be with you!

Do we have to continue to offer all this “bad news”?  No, we can tell you to close your eyelids down and
drift off to wonderland but that is not our course commitment.  You can’t stop a thing, change a thing (good
or bad, from or to) if you don’t know what is going on.  Those are your discernments and judgement calls.

Then, what ARE those revelations?  Oh my, revelations are what are happening to you—NOW.  And
readers, you can put all your prophets out of business, lock them away and bury the key—but will it
CHANGE THE PROPHECIES?  And yes indeed, I guess you can call me a “prophet” if a prophet is one
who sees ahead, experiences the visions, proclaims that which is seen and experienced and IS ALWAYS
100% ACCURATE.  You want to disclaim our potential accuracy because you continue to try to prove
we are WRONG somehow because the clock didn’t strike 12:00 midnight and the “big one” happens.
What happens, readers, if your clock doesn’t have a battery and NEVER shows 12:00 midnight?  Does
that mean that 12:00 midnight is not going to roll around?

People around the world are STARVING to death for lack of food for the body and fuel for the SOUL
AND SPIRIT.

Most of the “others” are so malnutritioned as to be in equally bad circumstances—but with their bellies full.

Please know it is very difficult for us to spend time speaking about weight loss stuff and mind-altering
stuff—when the world is on a sinking course in this ocean of debris and evil thought-streams in so many,
many life-streams.  Perhaps you will enjoy some fat on your bones when the government comes up with
the new “FASTING” program for your weight control.

Will we continue to struggle against all odds to keep you with the ability to have products which we offer?
No.  We already can’t meet the expenses so, NO, we won’t.  We have no more right to force anything off
on you than anyone else, including the New World Order.

“Well, I just can’t make up my mind...” comes the big howling.  So, don’t!  Is it so hard to realize RIGHT
from WRONG, TRUTH from LIES?  You will do exactly that which you will do and no amount of chatter
will change it.  I can pray and hope that you listen, comprehend a bit and learn—but beyond that offering,
I have no other permission to cause you to do anything.  The dictators and controllers of the world will do
enough of that controlling bit without even my consideration.

When the world seems no longer possible for your habitation and you are closed in upon by the “things of
man’s tampering”—go without somewhere where the sky is your upper space and the wonders of natural
phenomenon allows for the resting of your feet—and KNOW God.  You WANT IT ALL and you WANT
IT RIGHT NOW!  Fine—but you won’t have it so do you fold your tents and migrate to the solitude of the
cave or continue to make creative movements?  AND, IF NOT YOU—WHO?

Am I going to twist arms so that you get what it is you WANT?  NO, not by your shinny shin shin.  We
provide possibilities and you will do the rest—or it won’t be done.  You can pick and blame others on the
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team for your inability to do or have what you want—but guess again—you are responsible for self and if
you don’t get what you want when you THINK you want it—you had better look around at just WHO
MIGHT BE SAVING YOUR ASS!

Good morning and I salute you for whatever you are doing or are about to do—for that is the way of God
in his eternal gift of free-will allowances.
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